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See our coverage, beginning on page 3

CLASS II LOYALTY REWARDS PROGRAM
As a Loyalty Rewards Member, you’ll receive exclusive opportunities, new dental tips and techniques,
and of course savings on the products you use every day in your practice.

ELIGIBLE PRODUCTS
Used together, you’ll discover a simpler, more efficient and predictable procedure –
along with the confidence that you’re providing an elite level of dental care.

Including NEW
SureFil SDR ﬂow+
It has improved wear resistance and is
approved for Class III and V restorations,
making it more versatile than ever.

WATCH THE SAVINGS ADD UP
Use all Class II products together and you’ll discover bigger savings and more
efficient, predictable results across every stage of a Class II procedure.

Percentage savings are for illustrative purposes only. Actual savings may vary.

Contact your DENTSPLY representative to learn more and start saving on the products you already buy*.

Learn more at Class2restorations.com/rewards
* For qualiﬁed new customers only of at least one Class II product category in a 12-month period. Additional rules &
restrictions apply. Contact your local DENTSPLY representative for full details.
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 01
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The Class II
Total Practice
Solution
™

provides a simpler,
more effective and more
predictable procedure.
Class II Restorations are more important to your practice than you might think. In fact, they account for almost half
of all direct restorations.1 That’s why DENTSPLYKDVGHYHORSHGWKHĆUVWDQGRQO\7RWDO3UDFWLFH6ROXWLRQIRUWKH
Class II procedure. From our industry-leading products to continuing education opportunities and expert clinical
and product support, it’s a holistic solution for optimizing every touch-point in a Class II restoration.

See our coverage, beginning on page 3
Request a demo of our complete lineup at class2restorations.com

60

+ PRODUCTS
MUST SEE
INSIDE

Together, We Help Health Happen

Expanding Access for a Healthy Advantage:
In an effort to “help health happen,” Henry Schein Cares
works with organizations that expand access to oral health
care for underserved and at-risk populations. This year,
Henry Schein Cares is once again supporting nonprofits
through the Calendar of Caring Health Advantage
Program. In 2015, this program raised more than $160,000

thanks to Henry Schein customers. These funds were
donated to the Henry Schein Cares Foundation and used
to help to alleviate disparities in oral health care services.
As a part of the program, a portion of the proceeds from
the sale of products featured within the flyer pictured,
will help broaden access to care around the nation!

LOOK For our
Health Advantage Flyer online at:
www.henryschein.com/HealthAdvantage

Together, We’re Helping Health Happen!

May 2–August 26, 2016

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 02

The Henry Schein Cares Foundation is a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. Contributions are tax-deductible as provided by law.
© 2016 Henry Schein, Inc. No copying without permission. Not responsible for typographical errors. 3392
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COVER

How these ESTEEMED PRODUCTS AND SERVICES are
selected, and DPR’s plan for ongoing coverage.

Bring on the change!
As we take a look at this year’s Best of Class honorees,
it’s critical that we also remember to look to the future.
[ by Dr. John Flucke ]

EVERY YEAR, THE MEMBERS OF THE BEST OF CLASS

voting panel get together in Chicago during the
Chicago Dental Society’s annual Midwinter
Meeting. The idea is to discuss the “latest and
greatest” our profession has to offer and then vote
on what we feel is truly the “Best of Class” in our
profession.
The meeting is always fun and the discussions/
debates are frequently spirited. In many cases, a
member may believe strongly in a particular technology category, but also feel very strongly about
support of a certain manufacturer. This can lead
to debates about which features are most important, which devices are worth extra costs, etc.
Since all of the panel members are also friends, it
means we’re not afraid to speak our minds and/
or clash a bit over topics. This helps make the process more genuine and helps ensure that you, the
reader, get the best possible results when it comes
time for us to issue our fi nal decisions.
Those decisions are based on a variety of factors
(including the improvement of current products
as well as the development of new products or the
release of new products in “the beta phase”) that
allow us to do some product testing and evaluation before a press release is even written and well
before the product appears on the market.
As you review this year’s selections and categories, you’ll notice some repeat winners and some
repeat categories. When it comes to our evaluating and voting, we don’t go into the process with
any preconceived notions. We also don’t approach
the process with any preconceived categories or

THE ADVISORY BOARD
Acknowledging the dynamic decision-making that comes
from bringing great minds and great dentists together, once
again this year’s honorees were selected by a distinguished
board of dental professionals. In our 2016 coverage of the
honorees, every board member will contribute insights
from his own experience with the product or category.

products in mind. Our goal is to get the best listing and evaluation of our profession’s products
and technologies.
Along those lines, we would be thrilled to have
more products, technologies and techniques to
evaluate. And that means that manufacturers, I
am talking to you.
Research and development is not something
that can be controlled and made to happen at the
whim of the profession. It’s no easier than telling
an artist, “create something brilliant today!”
In the general terms of our profession, we don’t
know what we want … but we know we want
something different.
However, I can most assuredly tell you this:
Creativity can create profits, but profits cannot
create creativity. It is imperative that the corporations we partner with and depend on continue to
innovate and drive the market. We have seen a bit
of a lull in the new product pipeline the last couple
of years. Personally I feel this is due to the tough
economic times of the last recession. Dentistry
has remained flat since that time and the industry
hasn’t fully recovered.
However, this is not the time for practices or
our supporting manufacturers to sit and wait.
No, instead it is time to innovate, to develop
new products and to create the future of our
profession.
When the innovation tide begins to wash
ashore, it will lift all the industry’s boats with it.
And when that happens, we will be there to tell
you about it with the Best of Class voting! 

`
`
`

Dr. Lou Shuman, DMD, CAGS—Best of Class founder
John Flucke, DDS—Writer, speaker and Chief Dental
Editor and technology editor for Dental Products Report
Paul Feuerstein, DMD—Writer, speaker and technology
editor for Dentistry Today

2016–2017
HONOREES

`
`

`

3Shape TRIOS

`

AMD Lasers LiteTouch

`

AMD Lasers Picasso

`

Bien-Air iOptima/iChiropro

`

Dentrix Ascend

`

DEXIS CariVu

`

Doxa Ceramir

`

HR for Health

`

Kerr SonicFill 2.0

`

MMG Fusion

`

Orascoptic EyeZoom

`

Orascoptic Spark

`

Shofu EyeSpecial C-II

`

Solutionreach

`

Vatech PaX-i3D Green CT 10x8

`

VELscope Vx with iPod Touch

`

WEO Media

`

Zipwhip

Parag Kachalia, DDS—Vice-chair of preclinical education, research and technology, University of Pacific
School of Dentistry
Marty Jablow, DMD—Writer, speaker and technology
consultant and columnist for Dr. Bicuspid
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SPECIAL SECTION
2016 Best Financial Advisers for Dentists
Check out this special advertising section for listings
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57

85

PRODUCT WATCH

CLINICAL & TECHNIQUES

TECHNOLOGY

Product launches and updates from
throughout the industry

Practical clinical advice, research
and techniques

Content to help your practice grow and prosper

NEW PRODUCTS

23 The newest launches
from the industry
Check out some of the latest product launches
from dental manufacturers including new offerings
from Kettenbach LTD and ZEST Anchors.

COVER STORY

58 10 ways to make a great impression
Here’s what you need to know about
both digital impression systems and
traditional methods. by Terri Lively
CLINICAL INSIGHTS

EVENT EXCLUSIVE

36 The 2016 Cellerant Best of Class
Technology Award winners
The 19 products chosen by a prestigious
panel that includes Dr. John Flucke are
announced in this issue of DPR.

68 Efficient system for placing
posterior direct composites
Dr. Nash on how to apply direct posterior
FRPSRVLWHUHVWRUDWLRQZLWKEXONÀOOGXDOFXUH
composite resin and sectional matrix/ring system.

TIPS & TRICKS

86 Using technology to manage
your practice’s reputation
TECH UPDATES

90 Applying the Elipar™ DeepCure-S
LED Curing Light in your practice
INNOVATION IN ACTION

91 How one technology builds patient
trust | Using DentiMax sensors brings
transparency to the root canal process—
transparency that patients appreciate.

TECHNIQUE
DOUBLE TAKE

54 “... Functionality has been fantastic.”
Curve Dental’s cloud-based software
features native digital imaging options,
sexy charting capabilities and tight
billing controls. by Terri Lively

72 How-Tos on a variety of
products and technologies
Whip Mix, Glidewell Laboratories and MIS Implants

INNOVATION IN ACTION

I USE THAT

84 Ultradent Products’ Uveneer
Dr. Hal Stewart, DDS, and his dental
assistant, Anne Armstrong, talk about
Uveneer direct composite veneers.
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TECH UPDATES

92 Applying the Profin IPR in your practice
94 Using the 3Shape TRIOS 3 Scanner .
INNOVATION IN ACTION

95 Growing your practice
with laser technology

Effortless rotation
is now within reach
Introducing Cavitron Touch™ with Steri-Mate® 360—a reimagined unit that offers
unprecedented1 comfort and control throughout every procedure, featuring:
t

Ergonomic design with lightweight cable and fully rotating Steri-Mate® 360
handpiece allows free flowing movement and access within the oral cavity

t

An innovative touchscreen interface for ease of use

Available exclusively with Cavitron Touch™
and Built-In Systems2

There’s only one Cavitron®.
For more information or to request a demo, call
1.800.989.8826 or visit www.cavitronsystems.com
Reference: 1. New technology compared to current Cavitron systems
Reference: 2. Steri-Mate® 360 available on G139 Integrated unit only
© 2015 DENTSPLY International
Cavitron® and Steri-Mate® are registered trademarks and Cavitron Touch™
is a trademark of DENTSPLY International and/or its subsidiaries.
CAV27-0715-2
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 03
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8 The List

But impression materials are
not all created equal. There are
impression materials you pay
more for because they’re better.

The Top 10 Products of 2016 (So Far).

12 From Our Board
14 Clicks & Picks
What real dentists are
searching for and savoring at
dentalproductsreport.com.

OUR MISSION
Dental Products Report provides dentists with
comprehensive, accurate and unbiased information across
the spectrum of specialties. In consultation with forwardlooking clinicians and manufacturers, our staff supports
dentists as they apply new products and technologies for
excellence in patient care and practice development.

10 WAYS TO MAKE A GREAT IMPRESSION P. 58

Dental Products Report (Print ISSN# 0011-8737, Digital ISSN# 2150-640X), is published monthly by UBM Medica, 131 West First St., Duluth, MN 55802-2065. One-year subscription rates: $150 in
the United States & Possessions; $170 in Canada and Mexico; all other countries $275. Single copies (prepaid only) $24 in the United States; $35 in Canada and Mexico; all other countries $35. Include
SHUFRS\IRU86SRVWDJHDQGKDQGOLQJ3HULRGLFDOVSRVWDJHSDLGDW'XOXWK01DQGDGGLWLRQDOPDLOLQJRIÀFHV3RVWPDVWHUSOHDVHVHQGDGGUHVVFKDQJHVWR'HQWDO3URGXFWV5HSRUW32
Box 6076, Duluth, MN 55806-6076. Canadian GST number R-124213133RT001, PUBLICATIONS MAIL AGREEMENT NO. 40612608, Return Undeliverable Canadian Addresses to: IMEX Global
Solutions, P. O. Box 25542, London, ON N6C 6B2, CANADA. Printed in the U.S.A. Subscription inquiries/address changes: toll-free 888-527-7008, or dial direct 218-740-6477.
© 2016 UBM. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical including by photocopy, recording, or information
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clients is granted by UBM for libraries and other users registered with the Copyright Clearance Center, 222 Rosewood Dr. Danvers, MA 01923, 978-750-8400 fax 978-646-8700 or visit http://www.
copyright.com online. For uses beyond those listed above, please direct your written request to Permission Dept. fax 440-756-5255 or email: mcannon@advanstar.com.
UBM Medica provides certain customer contact data (such as customers’ names, addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses) to third parties who wish to promote relevant products, services,
and other opportunities that may be of interest to you. If you do not want UBM Medica to make your contact information available to third parties for marketing purposes, simply call toll-free 866-529-2922
between the hours of 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. CST and a customer service representative will assist you in removing your name from UBM Medica’s lists. Outside the U.S., please phone 218-740-6477.
Dental Products Report does not verify any claims or other information appearing in any of the advertisements contained in the publication, and cannot take responsibility for any losses or other
damages incurred by readers in reliance of such content.
Dental Products Report cannot be held responsible for the safekeeping or return of unsolicited articles, manuscripts, photographs, illustrations or other materials.
To subscribe, call toll-free 888-527-7008. Outside the U.S. call 218-740-6477.

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 4
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medium wash /
medium tray
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tray

This kit puts you
in charge.
We know what you’re thinking—an impression kit is an impression kit is an impression kit. Simple hydrophilic materials, high
tear strength, fast set times, easy pours—we know, we know. But here’s the thing about the Correct Plus™ Impression
Material Trial Kit: it provides everything you need to get started, including our award-winning impression materials, mixing
tips, and a dispenser gun you can use long after the kit runs out. Get started today!

Unbeatable VALUE – 3 fast set cartridges under $100!
Trial kit contains: 1 Thick’n Thin™ Light Body Cartridge Fast Set
1 Universal™ Body Cartridge Fast Set

$99

1 Auto-Mix Putty Cartridge Fast Set
Mixing Tips & Dispenser Gun

Ask for part # Q34T

Call your local dealer or a Pentron Sales Representative today at 855-748-2964
www.pentron.com
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 05

THE LIST

QUICK BITES

for team development
and practice success

NEXT MONTH: 5 things you need to know about intraoral scanners

TOP 10

PRODUCTS OF 2016 (SO FAR)
It’s hard to believe 2016 is already halfway over! But here we are in June—and it’s the
perfect time to see what’s been making waves in the dental world. To read more about
them, visit bit.ly/DPRTopProds2016SoFar. Below are the 10 products that have been
clicked and read most on DentalProductsReport.com so far in 2016:

06

Users told us they loved the versatility and practicality of this tool.

07
01

CS 3600 intraoral scanner (Carestream Dental)
DEXIS for Dentrix Ascend (Dentrix Ascend / DEXIS)

08

SureFil SDR flow+ (DENTSPLY Caulk)
This material is designed for more indications, improved wear resistance and increased
radiopacity.

04

09

CARES® Intraoral Scanner (Straumann)
Created by Dental Wings, this new intraoral scanner fits into the Straumann
workflow perfectly.

Sani-Soak Ultra (Enzyme Industries)
This cleaner is safe to use on burs and instruments and is designed to brighten and extend
instrument life.

05

CEREC® Speedfire (Sirona)
Introduced at CDS 2016, this furnace helps make beautiful chairside zirconia
restorations a reality.

You can now use DEXIS with Dentrix Ascend for great imaging in the cloud.

03

Maxcem Elite™ Chroma (Kerr)
This self-etch, self-adhesive resin cement features a color cleanup indicator
to make it easy to use.

This new intraoral solution turned heads at Chicago Midwinter 2016.

02

SONICflex Air Scaler (KaVo)

10

Admira® Fusion Universal Light-Cured NanoORMOCER® (VOCO)
This direct restorative material represents a leap forward in
biocompatibility.

EverEdge 2.0 (Hu-Friedy)
New technology allows for sharper instruments that last longer.

B Futura and B Classic.
Reliability takes center stage.

New to the USA
Mocom is synonymous with sterilization. Building on our strong history of innovation, our products are designed to
provide a high-performance autoclave for the future. Integrating high quality materials with the latest in research and
technology, we present the B Futura and B Classic autoclave series. Delivering superior reliability - leaving you more
time to devote to your work.
Ceﬂa Medical Solutions +'''*$+800.4 .3078

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 6
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STERILIZATION FIRST

Glowing Results
“Outstanding pain management
—and from a company I trust!”
—Scott Dickinson, DDS

DENTAL
(articaine HCI and epinephrine) Injection

For effective, reliable pain management, choose Articadent® - the fast-acting, versatile anesthetic backed by the legacy of the DENTSPLY brand.

Articadent® is indicated for local, inﬁltrative, or conductive anesthesia in both simple and complex dental procedures.

Important Safety Information
Articadent® is contraindicated in patients who are hypersensitive to products containing sulﬁte. Common precautions include aspiration prior to
injection to help avoid intravascular injection. Local anesthetic solutions like Articadent® that contain a vasoconstrictor should be used cautiously
especially in patients with impaired cardiovascular function or vascular disease.The most common adverse reactions (incidence >2%) are
headache and pain. Articadent® should not be used in patients with congenital or idiopathic methemoglobinemia or in patients who are receiving
treatment with methemoglobin-inducing agents.
Please see Brief Summary of Prescribing Information on page 99.

For more information, call 1.800.989.8826
or visit www.dentsply.com.
Your trusted partner in dental anesthetics

© 2014 DENTSPLY International
Articadent is a registered trademark of DENTSPLY International and/or its subsidiaries.

ART01-1214-1.0 Rev.00

®

24950 Country Club Blvd., Suite 200
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Honigum
Producing True Impressionist Masterpieces
Brought to you by the makers of Luxatemp and
LuxaCore, Honigum is a unique shape-shifting VPS
impression material. Responding to the pressure
change when the impression tray is pressed onto the
arch, Honigum briefly liquefies, finding the path of
resistance and into the hard-to-reach areas around
the teeth. Once set, Honigum features exceptional
tear strength, ensuring that all the details will remain

intact upon removal. For the ultimate in flowability,
hydrophilicity and accuracy, get the impression
material trusted by some of the world’s top clinicians.
Get Honigum and get all the details you’ve been
missing. For more information, or to order Honigum,
contact your authorized DMG America dealer,
call (800) 662-6383, or visit dmg-america.com.
Dental Milestones Guaranteed

SPECIAL OFFER:
Buy 4 Honigum MixStar or
Automix Cartridges, Get 1 FREE*

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 09

*Free goods shipped directly from DMG America. To receive free goods, please fax your paid
dealer invoice to DMG America at 201-894-0213. Promotion cannot be combined with
any other offer and may change or be discontinued at any time without notice.
Order must be placed through Authorized Dealer and redeemed within 30 days
of purchase. Limit (2) per dental office. Offer valid through June 30, 2016.

FROM OUR BOARD

We want to know what you think about DPR.
Your comments, good and bad, are always welcome!
SGoff@Advanstar.com |

@StanGoffDPR

New name for BOC, same great honor

t is hard to believe that this is the eighth
year for the Best of Class Technology
awards. Before the big news, let me
start by thanking DPR’s Editorial Director Kevin Henry and former Editorial
Director Thais Carter for their unending
support, which has allowed me to realize
a vision in trying to make a difference in
dentistry. In this case, the creation of an
award that’s priority is its integrity and
reputation defined by a selection process
that is rigorous, unbiased and nonprofit.

I

Driven by a selection committee that
truly defines THE leadership in technology in the field of dentistry, Drs. John
Flucke, Marty Jablow, Paul Feuerstein
and Parag Kachalia, the award’s significance has grown dramatically over the
years. Most importantly it’s an award
that has become the trusted “go-to” list
for dental practices seeking technology
products that provide the greatest benefit to the practitioner and their patients.
The award itself is covered by every
major dental journal in North America,
and all of this exposure culminates with
the ADA Technology Expo at the ADA
annual meeting, where the attendees are
privy to an amazing speaker program.
Attendees get hands-on demonstrations
of Best of Class technologies in one convenient location, as winning companies
have booths within the Technology
Expo. In 2013 the ADA won a national
award as a result of the educational

program provided at the Tech Expo,
which, as a clinical educator, makes me
especially proud. We would not be here
today without the support of the ADA’s
Dawn McEvoy and Rich Schuch.
The award, the committee, the process and the commitment to integrity
is completely the same. But starting in
2016, we have changed our name from
the Pride Best of Class Technology
Award to The Cellerant Best of Class
Technology Award.
The reason is simple. During six
special years of having the privilege of
serving as president of Pride Institute,
we realized unexpectedly rapid growth
of corporate executive consulting. In
response, I started Cellerant Consulting Group to concentrate specifically on
the corporate consulting sector. Where
Pride focuses on providing incredible
experience and knowledge to the individual practitioner, Cellerant seeks to

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 10
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leverage experience and knowledge to
assist the growth of dental companies.
As the creator and founder of Best of
Class, the whole initiative will follow
me to Cellerant.
As has been tradition since the inception of the awards, DPR has once again
generously offered the cover of this issue
to announce the winners. This year, to
celebrate the name and sponsorship
change, we have created a new award and
logo as highlighted on the cover. I invite
you to spend some time reading this issue
to witness what dental thought leaders
have selected as the few most important
products of 2016. Selected out of a potential slate of thousands, the Best of Class
panel has identified those products that
will truly make a difference in your practice and for your patients. 

[ Lou Shuman ]
DPR Editorial Advisory Board Member
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ORTHOPANTOMOGRAPH OP300
The OP300 platform is ideally suited for implant cases.
With excellent image quality and award-winning 3D
software by Anatomage®, it offers a clear path toward
accurate treatment planning with predictable results.
Schedule an appointment today at 866-940-1417

* For supporting data, visit: www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/sources © 2016 Instrumentarium Dental.
For OP300 Indications for Use, visit www.instrumentariumdental.com/en-US/ifu IN0035/A 01.16

WIN A

8

steps to help patients
maximize medical
PUZ\YHUJLILULÄ[Z

Download our
Free eBook Today
yes.op300.com/000664

TRIP TO

FREE TUITION
& 2 NIGHT STAY*

ENTER NOW dental3DU.com/win
SAVE 50% OFF TUITION - USE PROMO CODE DPR50

OCT 7-8, 2016 | BOSTON, MA

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 11

* For terms and conditions visit dental3Du.com/win-terms

DENTALPRODUCTSREPORT

.COM

MOST PRODUCTS. BEST SEARCH.

Follow us on
Facebook
and Twitter

Find thousands of products and
all of the following web-exclusive
content on our website.

Clicks & Picks

What dentists were searching and savoring in May

@Dentalproductsreport.com

3 MOST-VIEWED PRODUCTS

NEW
NT
CONTEY
EVER
DAY

01

Dentrix G6
Henry Schein

02

Study finds
smoking dangerously alters oral
microbiome
A new study found that the alteration
of the oral microbiome can lead to a
higher risk of illness and disease.

Dental SG Resin
Formlabs

03

Clinpro 5000 toothpaste
3M ESPE

3 MOST-READ
ARTICLES ONLINE

Addressing the gap
in dental delivery
care Recent
for fiAmericans
ndings show that the dental

01

care delivery system is not working for
a large portion of Americans.

03

Demystifying pain among women in
dentistry
by Bethany Valachi, PT, MS, CEAS

02

10 ways to handle parents of your
pediatric patients
by Brenda McNulty

9 of the scariest medical conditions
with links to oral health
by Laura Dorr

Nominations now
being accepted
for the 2016 Top 25
Women
in Dentistry
For the sixth consecutive year, DPR is
honored to name the Top 25 Women in
Dentistry ... but we need your help.

E-NEWSLETTERS
Make your inbox happy!
Register for DPR’s
e-newsletter and never
miss a web exclusive
article or video. Go to
dentalproductsreport.com/
subscribe.

ERIK JONSSON / EYEEM / GETTY IMAGES

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 38
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FLORIDA NATIONAL DENTAL
CONVENTION / ORLANDO, FL
June 16-18, 2016 / Booth 202

SUMMER
INTRODUCTION
SALE
Valid June 1 - August 31, 2016

NEW
EW

TORNADO LK

$995 $2298
REF 1700565-001, COUPLER SET INCLUDED

3 ..-
3 !
3 -2((".,& '(&1"!-+,2Light
3
3+.* 2",-0,,).2
www.bienair-tornado.com

$ 159
1
REF 2500676

* 2-year standard
t d d warranty
warrantty
ty and
d1
1-year
-yea
-ye
ar
ty available
ble tthrough
ble
gh
optional warranty
Care extended
extende
nded
nd
dw
arran
arr
anty
an
Bien-Air’s PlanCare
warranty
program.

TRY

FOR FREE

PLANCARE
EXTENDED WARRANTY
PROGRAM
Leave the worrying to us. You can now get
an additional 12 months of uninterrupted
support through our new Bien-Air PlanCare
warranty extension pack. Valid on all
Bien-Air products. For more information,
please contact your dealer.

Interested? Circle Product Card No.12

TRY TORNADO IN THE COMFORT OF YOUR PRACTICE
Call us at (800) 433-2436 or go to www.bienair-tornado.com and ﬁnd out more about our 7-day free trial program

PRODUCT WATCH

EVENT EXCLUSIVE

TECHNOLOGY EVANGELIST

INSIDE LOOK

IMPLANTS

BENCHMARK

DOUBLE TAKE

FINANCIAL ADVISERS DIRECTORY

2016
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
DIRECTORY

Find the right expert
to help you build your
financial future

PAPER BOAT CREATIVE/GETTY IMAGES
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Introducing A-dec Inspire

TM

Dental Furniture Collection

Smart Ergonomics
Streamlined :RUNÁRZ
6LPSOLÀHG Technology
Personalized Design
Worry-Free Reliability

Everything about A-dec Inspire is designed to simplify, streamline and help you perform. It’s the
pinnacle of efficiency and comfort, blended with a multitude of design options, from unique
infills and elegant glass vessel sinks, to ergonomic swing-out shelves. Ergonomic, practical and
beautiful, it’s designed for all the things that inspire you.

Be Inspired at a-dec.com/inspire.

©2016 A-dec Inc. | All rights reserved.

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 13

FINANCIAL ADVISERS DIRECTORY

WHAT DO CREDENTIALS, CE
AAMS®
ACCREDITED ASSET MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST
This designation is awarded by the College for Financial
Planning to investment professionals who complete its
12-module AAMS® Professional Education Program, pass
an examination, commit to a code of ethics and agree to
pursue continuing education.

AEP
ACCREDITED ESTATE PLANNER
The AEP designation is awarded by the National Association
of Estate Planners & Councils to estate planners who have
completed two graduate-level courses administered by The
American College, meet specific professional requirements
and who practice as one of the following: Attorney, CPA,
trust officer, CLU, CFP® certificant or ChFC.

AIF®
ACCREDITED INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY

The importance of
finding the right adviser
A retired dentist shares some thoughts about
the importance of working with an adviser
on your financial journey. [ by Kevin Henry ]

This designation represents a thorough knowledge of, and
ability to apply, fiduciary practices. AIF designees have a
reputation in the industry for the ability to implement a prudent process into their own investment practices, as well as
being able to assist others in implementing proper policies
and procedures.

AIFA®
ACCREDITED INVESTMENT FIDUCIARY ANALYST®
AIFA designees’ primary function is to perform, or assist
in, assessments of an investment steward’s, adviser’s or
manager’s conformance to a Global Fiduciary Standard of
Excellence using fi360’s ISO-like procedure of assessment.
AIFA designees possess the ability and knowledge to advise
clients of deficiencies in investment processes.

ATA
ACCREDITED TAX ADVISOR
was recently talking to a friend of mine, Dr.
David Black, about his journey into retirement.
What struck me most was his view on finances.
Here is part of what he said...
“Some of us plan better than others. Some of
us save better than others. In my years in dental
practice, I knew three types of dentists.
“The first type had a cash cow in the basement.
These were usually my specialist referral doctors:
endodontists, orthodontists and oral surgeons. They
had such good practices they had few financial woes
unless they had multiple marriages. The second were
those that were very frugal from birth. This, I think
is a genetic thing, or something taught early in life by
their families. I never totally understood these amazing people. The third is the category I fell into: spendthrifts or late-bloomers. I always had something that
could require that next dollar I was producing until I
had an epiphany at about age 50.
“I finally realized that if I did not change

I

something, I would have to work until I died. It
was a scary awakening, but luckily I found some
good help to plan for retirement. Once I realized
my plight, I sought out good advisers to guide me
along the way to proper planning.”
Just like your patients come to you because you
are the expert in what you do and they want to
improve their oral health, you should be finding
those advisers and consultants out there who
can help you improve your financial health. You
wouldn’t want one of your patients doing their
own root canal, yet you may be causing yourself
the same kind of pain (albeit in the pocketbook) if
you try to guide your own financial ship.
In these listings, some financial advisers from
around the nation have come together to offer
their services and give you an idea of who is out
there who can help guide your financial future.
We hope you find this listing informational and
helpful on your journey.
PAPER BOAT CREATIVE/GETTY IMAGES
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Issuing Organization-Accreditation Council for Accountancy
and Taxation. Five years’ experience in tax preparation,
compliance, tax planning and consulting, of which 40 percent must be in tax planning and consulting.

CDFA
CERTIFIED DIVORCE FINANCIAL ANALYST
A CDFA is an expert in the unique financial circumstances
that surround a divorce. The professional training for the
certification is focused on understanding and estimating the
long-term costs of a divorce because divorce settlements
can impact a person’s financial picture for a very long time.

CEBS
CERTIFIED EMPLOYEE BENEFIT SPECIALIST
The Certified Employee Benefit Specialist program is an
eight-course curriculum covering an entire spectrum of
employee benefits. It is designed to help individuals develop
a comprehensive understanding of compensation and
employee benefit principles and concepts.

FINANCIAL ADVISERS DIRECTORY

ERTIFICATIONS AND DEGREES MEAN
CEPA

CPA

PFS

CERTIFIED EXIT PLANNING ADVISOR

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT

PERSONAL FINANCIAL SPECIALIST

Advisors holding this designation must have met the following requirements: Five years of full-time or equivalent
experience working directly with business owners as a
financial advisor, attorney, CPA, business broker, investment banker, commercial lender, estate planner, insurance professional, business consultant or in a related
capacity; undergraduate degree from an accredited U.S.
college or university or international equivalent and be an
Exit Planning Institute member in good standing.

A public accountant who has been certified by a state examining board as having met the state’s legal requirements.

This designation is reserved for CPAs who have additional
financial planning expertise.

PPC™

DDS
DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY

PROFESSIONAL PLAN CONSULTANT

Doctor of Dental Surgery granted by dental schools.

The PPC designation signifies an ability to employ best practices that help plan sponsors run successful and compliant
practices and is awarded to those who complete a curriculum based on ERISA regulations and industry best practices
as it pertains to the management of a qualified plan.

EA
ENROLLED AGENT

CFA
CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYST
This designation focuses on portfolio management and
financial analysis for stocks and investing.

CFP®
CERTIFIED FINANCIAL PLANNER
Advisers are knowledgeable about all phases of financial
planning.

Issued by the Internal Revenue Service. Must pass
a background check to ensure the applicant has not
engaged in any conduct that would justify the suspension
of an enrolled agent from practice before the IRS. Candidates become an EA by either of the following paths: Pass
a written exam or have accepted IRS experience.

JD
JURIS DOCTORATE

RHU®
REGISTERED HEALTH UNDERWRITER
The RHU designation signifies that an individual working
in this field has attained comprehensive knowledge of the
following subject matter: Managed care plans; individual and
group medical, disability income; long-term care insurance;
group dental and voluntary benefit plans; COBRA, ERISA
and HIPAA; cafeteria plans; and Medicare and Medicaid.

A designation that signifies expertise in the field of law.

CFS
CERTIFIED FUND SPECIALIST
The Institute of Business and Finance (IBF) offers this designation to financial services professionals who successfully complete its 60-hour course, pass a comprehensive
exam, adhere to the IBF’s code of ethics and complete
15 hours of continuing education courses each year.

WHERE TO GET HELP

MBA
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
This post-graduate degree can benefit individuals in positions in business and management.

MD
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

CHBC
CERTIFIED HEALTHCARE BUSINESS CONSULTANT
The Certified Healthcare Business Consultant (CHBC)
designation recognizes individuals who have achieved
the industry’s highest standards. The requirements for
certification are based on professional experience and
a written exam and require continuing education credits
to stay certified.

ChFC

®

CHARTERED FINANCIAL CONSULTANT
Agents who wish to specialize in life insurance for
business or estate-planning purposes have traditionally
pursued this designation. Financial planning disciplines
include insurance, income taxation and retirement
planning.

CIMA®
CERTIFIED INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT ANALYST
This signifies a specialty in client-centered investment
management experience.

CLU®
CHARTERED LICENSED UNDERWRITER
This designation refers to a specialist in life insurance and
estate planning.

A doctoral degree for physicians that is granted by medical
schools.

MSFA
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Master of Science in Financial Analysis provides a unique
combination of academic rigor and practical expertise.
This graduate program integrates the rigorous quantitative
training required by the financial profession with solid
grounding in the ethical behavior that underpins financial
markets and transactions.

Financial Planning Association (FPA)
www.fpanet.org. FPA has 96 chapters
throughout the United States representing more
than 25,000 members who are involved in all
facets of providing ﬁnancial planning services.
The National Association of Personal Financial
Advisors (NAPFA) www.napfa.org. Dedicated
to the advancement of fee-only comprehensive
ﬁnancial planning.
OTHER ORGANIZATIONS YOU CAN TURN TO:
AICPA American Institute of Certiﬁed Public
Accountants
CFA Institute
FFP Foundation for Financial Planning
FPA Financial Planning Association
FSI Financial Services Institute
IAA Investment Adviser Association

MSFP
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
The Masters of Science in Financial Planning program
teaches students to help individuals achieve their financial
goals through proper planning and wealth management.
Moreover, the program stresses ethical responsibility as a
critical part of the financial planning profession.

IARFC International Association of Registered
Financial Consultants
ICFA Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts
IMCA Investment Management Consultants
Association
MDRT Million Dollar Round Table
NAEA- National Association of Enrolled Agents

MSFS
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
The Master of Science in Financial Services program
includes practical case studies and client/practitioner scenarios so you can immediately address your clients’ needs
with expertise and confidence.

NAIFA National Association of Insurance and
Financial Advisors
NAPFA National Association of Personal Financial
Advisors
NATP National Association of Tax Professionals
NSCHBC National Society of Certiﬁed Healthcare
Business Consultants
RIIA Retirement Income Industry Association
SFSP Society for Financial Service Professionals
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FINANCIAL ADVISERS DIRECTORY
Listing Name

Firm

City & Contact Info

Credentials,
Certifications and
Degrees

Minimum
Portfolio

Association(s)

Assets
Managed

Yrs Exp

Fee and/or
Commission
Based

MD, MBA

,

FPA

N/A



Fee and
Commission
Based

.

FPA

.



Alabama
Jason Dyken

Dyken Wealth Strategies

(VMG4IPSFTtXXXEZLFOXFBMUITUSBUFHJFTDPN
KBTPO!EZLFOXFBMUITUSBUFHJFTDPNt

4UFXBSU)8FMDI***

The Welch Group, LLC

#JSNJOHIBNtTUFXBSU!XFMDIHSPVQDPNtXXXXFMDIHSPVQDPN
AEP, CFP®


3BTLPC,BNCPVSJBO'JOBODJBM

5VDTPOtQBUS!SLýODPNt

CPF®, ATA, EA

No
Minimum

FPA, NAPFA, NATP,
NAEA

.



Fee Only

LifeStone Wealth Management

/PSUISJEHFtXXXMJGFTUPOFXNDPNtUJN!MJGFTUPOFXNDPN


CFP®, CIMA®

'MFYJCMF

FPA

.



Fee Based

Joel Javer

4IBSLFZ )PXFT+BWFS

%FOWFStKPFM!TIXKDPNt

CFP®, CLU®

No
Minimum

FPA, NAPFA

.



Fee Only

)FSC8IJUF

Life Certain Wealth Strategies

(SFFOXPPEtXXXMJGFDFSUBJODPNtJOGP!MJGFDFSUBJODPN


CFP®, AIF®, ChFC®,
3'$ $-6®, MBA

,

'1" .%35 /"*'" 

.  

Fee Based

Moneco Advisors

'BJSýFMEtEBWJEMJODPMO!MQMDPNt

CFP®, MSFS,
ChFC®, CLU®

No
Minimum

FSI

.



Fee and/or
Commission
Based

Doctors Asset Group

'PSU.ZFSTtFTPLBMTLZ!BGHþDPNt

No
Minimum

.%35 /"*'"



Commission
Based

3PCFSU)PDLFUU

$BNCSJEHF8FBMUI$PVOTFM

"UMBOUBtXXXDXDPVOTFMDPNtSPCFSU!DXDPVOTFMDPN


CFP®

.

FPA, NAPFA, NATP

.



Fee Only

#BSSZ),BQMBO

$BNCSJEHF8FBMUI$PVOTFM

"UMBOUBtXXXDXDPVOTFMDPNtCBSSZ!DXDPVOTFMDPN


CFP®, DDS, EA

.

NAEA, FPA, NAPFA,
NATP

.



Fee Only

.JDIBFM&-FPOFUUJ

Leonetti & Associates, LLC

#VGGBMP(SPWFtNMFPOFUUJ!MFPOFUUJBTTPDDPNt

CFP®, AIF, CFS

 

FPA, NAPFA, IMCA

.



Fee Only

"EBN(MBTTCFSH

D3 Financial Counselors

%PXOFST(SPWFtXXXEýOBODJBMDPVOTFMPSTDPN
BEBN!EýOBODJBMDPVOTFMPSTDPNt

CFP®, CIMA®

No
Minimum

FPA, NAPFA, IMCA

.



Fee Only

Fee Only

Arizona
1BUSJDJB'3BTLPC
California
5JNPUIZ+.D/FFMZ
Colorado

Connecticut
%BWJE+-JODPMO
Florida
Eliot Sokalsky
Georgia

Illinois

Indiana
Brady McArdle

Galecki Financial Management, 'PSU8BZOFtCSBEZ!HBMFDLJDPNtXXXHBMFDLJDPN
*OD


CFP®

 

NAPFA

.



Fee Only

Greg McArdle

Galecki Financial Management, 'PSU8BZOFtHSFH!HBMFDLJDPNtXXXHBMFDLJDPN
*OD


CFP®

 

NAPFA

.



Fee Only

3JDL)BSSJTPO

4:.'JOBODJBM"EWJTPST *OD

$BSNFMtXXX4:.DPNtSIBSSJTPO!TZNDPN


.#" 4FSJFT

'MFYJCMF

#



Fee Only

Seth Whicker

4:.'JOBODJBM"EWJTPST *OD

'U8BZOFtXXX4:.DPNtTXIJDLFS!TZNDPN


MS, CFP®

'MFYJCMF

#



Fee Only

-FXJT'JOBODJBM(SPVQ -$

4ISFWFQPSUtXXXMFXJTýOBODJBMHSPVQDPN
DSBJHMFXJT!MFXJTýOBODJBMHSPVQDPNt

CFP®, CPA

,

AICPA

N/A



Fee and
Commission
Based

-ZOO-$IFO;IBOH

;IBOH'JOBODJBM

1PSUBHFt#BUUMF$SFFLt(SBOE3BQJETt5SPZ
MZOODIFO[IBOH![IBOHýOBODJBMDPNt

CFP®, CPA, MBA

,
Local

NAPFA

 #



Fee Only

$IBSMFT$;IBOH

;IBOH'JOBODJBM

1PSUBHFt#BUUMF$SFFLt(SBOE3BQJETt5SPZ
DIBSMFT[IBOH![IBOHýOBODJBMDPNt

CFP®, MSFS,
ChFC®, CLU®, MBA

,
Local

NAPFA

 #



Fee Only

MD Financial

$IBOIBTTFOtXXX.%'JOBODJBMBEWJTPSTDPNt

CFP® 3'$ +%

No
Minimum

*"3'$

N/A



Fee Based

Financial Focus, Inc.

8PMGFCPSPtUPN!ZPVSåOBODJBMGPDVTDPN
XXXZPVSåOBODJBMGPDVTDPN

CFP®, EA

Flexible

FPA, NAPFA

.



Fee Only

Louisiana
5$SBJH-FXJT***
Michigan

Minnesota
,BUIFSJOF7FTTFOFT
New Hampshire
Thomas Goodwin
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Listing Name

Firm

City & Contact Info

Credentials,
Certifications and
Degrees

Minimum
Portfolio

Association(s)

Assets
Managed

Yrs Exp

Fee and/or
Commission
Based

 

FPA, SFSP

.

33

Fee Based

New Jersey

4UFWFO8,BZF

AEPG Wealth Strategies

8BSSFOtTLBZF!BFQHDPNt

AAMS®, CFP®,
AIF®,ChFC®,
CEBS®, CLU®,
3)6®

,FO4DIBQJSP

Condor Capital Management

.BSUJOTWJMMFtJOGP!DPOEPSDBQJUBMDPNtXXXDPOEPSDBQJUBMDPN


CFA, MBA

 

CFA Institute

.



Fee Only

The Doctor's Financial
3FTPVSDF

"MCVRVFSRVFtXXXEPDUPSTýOBODJBMSFTPVSDFDPN
USBWJT!DFUFSBOFUXPSLTDPNt

MBA

No
Minimum

FPA, FSI

. 



Fee Based

383PHÏ$PNQBOZ *OD

#PIFNJBtJOGP!SXSPHFDPNtXXXSXSPHFDPN


CFP®

.

FPA, NAPFA

.



Fee Only

New Mexico
Travis Flandermeyer
New York
3POBME83PHÏ
Ohio
8JMMJBN"-FVCZ

)BNJMUPO$BQJUBM.BOBHFNFOU  $PMVNCVTtXXXIBNJMUPODBQJUBMDPN
*OD
XBM!IBNJMUPODBQJUBMDPNt

CFP®, JD, CPA

'MFYJCMF

FPA, NAPFA

#

33

Fee Only

3.BUUIFX)BNJMUPO

)BNJMUPO$BQJUBM.BOBHFNFOU  $PMVNCVTtXXXIBNJMUPODBQJUBMDPN
*OD
SNI!IBNJMUPODBQJUBMDPNt

CFP®

'MFYJCMF

FPA

#



Fee Only

NAFPA, FPA



Fee Only



Fee Only



Fee Only

Pennsylvania
%JBOF.1FBSTPO

Legend Financial Advisors,
*OD®

1JUUTCVSHItMFHFOE!MFHFOEýOBODJBMDPN
XXXMFHFOEýOBODJBMDPNt

CFP®, CDFA, PPC™

.

+BNFT+)PMU[NBO

Legend Financial Advisors,
*OD®

1JUUTCVSHItMFHFOE!MFHFOEýOBODJBMDPN
XXXMFHFOEýOBODJBMDPNt

CFP®, CPA (Inactive)

.

-PVJT14UBOBTPMPWJDI

Legend Financial Advisors,
*OD®

1JUUTCVSHItMFHFOE!MFHFOEýOBODJBMDPN
XXXMFHFOEýOBODJBMDPNt

CFP®

.

FPA, NAPFA

%POBME-%F.VUI

Mighty Oak Strong America
Investment Company

.FDIBOJDTCVSHtEPONPTBJD!DPNDBTUOFUt

$'" $)#$ 1'4 
CPA, MBA

,

NAPFA, AICPA, CFA
*OTUJUVUF /4$)#$

.



Fee Only

,BUIFSJOF7FTTFOFT

MD Financial

1SPWJEFODFtXXX.%'JOBODJBMBEWJTPSTDPNt

CFP® 3'$ +%

No
Minimum

*"3'$

N/A



Fee Based

.JDIBFM"-BOHMPJT

Strategic Financial Group

$SBOUPOtNMBOHMPJT!SJýOBODJBMQMBOOFSDPNt
GBY

CFP®, MBA

'MFYJCMF

FPA, FSI

N/A

33

Fee Based

/JDIPMBT$1BWJB

$PNNPOXFBMUI'JOBODJBM
Group

%BOJFM*TMBOEtXXXDPNNPOXFBMUIGHDPN
OJDLQBWJB!DPNNPOXFBMUIGHDPNt

'MFYJCMF

FPA

.



Fee Based

#SJBO#SPXO

$PNNPOXFBMUI'JOBODJBM
Group

.ZSUMF#FBDItXXXDPNNPOXFBMUIGHDPN
CSJBOCSPXO!DPNNPOXFBMUIGHDPNt

JD

'MFYJCMF

FPA

..



Fee Based

CFP®, ChFC®

 

FPA

.



Fee Only

CFA, CFP®

'MFYJCMF

NAPFA

.

33

Fee Only

,

NAPFA, AICPA,
NATP

.



Fee Only

Rhode Island

South Carolina

Tennessee
8JMMJBN#)PXBSE+S

8JMMJBN)PXBSE$P'JOBODJBM .FNQIJTtXIPXBSE!XIDGBDPN
"EWJTPST *OD
XXXXIDGBDPNt

Virgina
Michael Joyce

JoycePayne Partners

3JDINPOEtNKPZDF!KPZDFQBZOFQBSUOFSTDPN
XXXKPZDFQBZOFQBSUOFSTDPNt7"
1"

Stapp Financial Planning, PLLC

0MZNQJBtXXXTUBQQýOBODJBMDPNtHTUBQQ!TUBQQýOBODJBMDPN CFP®, MSFP, PFS,
CPA


Washington
(SFHPSZ54UBQQ

Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement is written and published by UBM. (“Publisher”) as a source of information concerning individual financial advisers (“Advisers”), for use by dentists, health care professionals, and the public. The information supplied in this Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement is provided only as a service to its Subscribers. Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial AdvisersAdvertising
Supplement does not contain sufficient information to verify the listed Advisers’ credentials but it does offer the public, dentists, hygiensts, and other health care organizations general information pertaining to the listed Advisers. Adviser data
contained in the Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement is self-reported by each Adviser. Publisher has attempted to confirm with certain regulatory authorities that no disciplinary actions or proceedings against
the Advisers in this Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement were active, recorded or pending at the time of publication. References to any specific Adviser in this Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial
Advisers Advertising Supplement does not imply or constitute an endorsement, recommendation, or favoring of such Adviser by the Publisher or any of its affiliates. The Publisher does not warrant the completeness or accuracy of any information, product, service, or process referred to in this Dental Products Report 2016 Best Financial Advisers Advertising Supplement, nor does the Publisher assume any liability stemming from the use of any information contained therein.
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EyeSpecial C-II
Built in dental cropping grid lines to get a
clear and concise image, the ﬁrst time.

Scan Here for
Instructional Video

SMART DIGITAL CAMERA,
DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY FOR DENTISTRY

*

8 Dental shooting modes – Easier, faster and more reproducible images
SNESCII-0615

Auto focus, zoom and isolate
Auto ﬂash adjustment for true color
3.5 inch LED/LCD touchscreen – Works with exam gloves
Water/chemical resistant – Essential for infection control in the ofﬁce
HIPAA compliant – protects patient privacy and security*
*Brinker, S. (2015, January). HIPAA compliance and digital photography with personal mobile devices. Dental Products Report, 76-80.

Visit www.shofu.com or call 800.827.4638
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EVENT EXCLUSIVE
INSIDE LOOK

PRODUCT WATCH

BENCHMARK
DOUBLE TAKE

23 NEW PRODUCTS
[ IN THIS SECTION ]
Sugi Butterfly
Sugi Butterfly is described as a
non-sterile unique cotton fiber and
cellulose barrier and is available in
small and large sizes. It is ideal in
absorbing oral fluids up to 20 times
its weight, while providing tissue
isolation with patient comfort. As a
lint free and shred resistant barrier
it will not inadvertently contaminate
restorative procedures. Said to be
easily placed and easily removed,
the area is maintained comfortably
for the patient while providing for an
optimum operating area.

36 EVENT EXCLUSIVE
36

BEST OF CLASS
Check out the 18 products
honored this year with The
Cellerant Best of Class Technology
Award.

Kettenbach LP
877-532-2123 | kettenbachusa.com
CIRCLE RS# 61

54 DOUBLE TAKE

[ WEB EXCLUSIVES ]

“... FUNCTIONALITY HAS
BEEN FANTASTIC.”

VIDEO

Curve Dental’s cloud-based
software features native digital
imaging options, sexy charting
capabilities and tight billing
controls.

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE

Everything you need to know about the 2016 CDA
meeting in Anaheim
The California Dental Association’s spring session was held in
May and Dental Products Report was there to tell you about
the latest and greatest product releases and happenings.
by the DPR Editorial Team

http://bit.ly/1U8IphX

The latest options in dental implants

DentiMax digital sensors, PM system
DPR talks to Shelly Mendoza about how
fully integrated digital sensors, auto
clinical notes, integrated ONC 2014 certified electronic records, and more features
make DentiMax a complete system.

http://bit.ly/20CtFgb

Check out this roundup of some of the leading
dental implants available on the market.
by the DPR Editorial Team

http://bit.ly/25mj53H

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product
news and our exclusive content
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Interested? Circle Product Card No. 15

PRODUCT WATCH

[ DENTURE RELINING MATERIAL ]

Find more products at dentalproductsandreviews.com

Said to be patient friendly,
easy to handle and long
lasting.

[ FURNITURE/CABINETRY ]

CHAIRSIDE Soft Reline Material

A-dec Inspire

This is a soft, silicone-based reline material for patients that require
relief for full and partial maxillary and mandibular dentures. Ideal for
immediate dentures following surgical procedures, it is tasteless,
odorless and provides a secure long-lasting smooth finish that
prevents contamination and odor. An auto-dispensing cartridge uses
less material, allows for quick material preparation and has an efficient
working time.

A-dec consulted with dental professionals to optimize the new furniture line for improved workflow and efficiency. In the treatment room,
swing-out shelves, a telescoping, gliding monitor mount, and rotating
work surface let the assistant bring everything within reach. Integrated
LED task lighting matches the color of A-dec LED dental lights, while
USB ports and power panels are designed to keep everything neat
and tidy. Inside the cabinets, specialized compartments and customizable color-coded bins further enhance organization.

ZEST Anchors
800-262-2310 | zestanchors.com
CIRCLE RS #62

A-dec
800-547-1883 | a-dec-inspire.com
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[ IMAGING PLATE SYSTEM ]

[ LOUPES ]

CS 7200

Aero 2.0

The CS 7200 imaging plate system, a compact system designed to deliver leading
image quality, features a slim design and the quiet scanning of the unit makes it
ideal for chairside use. This affordable solution does not compromise image quality, as it offers true resolution of 17 lp/mm. New image processing delivers sharp,
optimized contrast and low noise images. Pre-programmed anatomic filters,
including endodontic, periodontic and dentin-enamel junction filters, are said to
enhance image contrast according to diagnostic needs with one click.

Building on the popular Aero Titanium Frame created by SurgiTel specifically
for loupes, the Aero 2.0 frame makes loupes more comfortable for the clinician,
especially when using higher power loupes (3.5x to 8.0x). More colors and sizes
are available than ever before, giving customers a custom fit and look. Other features include: a greater ergonomic angle than standard sports frames; comfortable temple arms composed of a flexible resin with metallic core for adjustability;
Titanium face for loupe stability and alignment; and a new nose pad design for
greater support and comfort.

Carestream Dental
888-777-2072 | carestream.com
CIRCLE RS #64

SurgiTel
800-959-0153 | surgitel.com
CIRCLE RS #65
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Isn’t it time you found
a safer disinfectant?
The Oxford Journal said that glutaraldehyde is the leading cause of
occupational asthma 1 . And that’s only the tip of the iceberg. It smells
bad, and studies have shown it binds infectious proteins (prions) to
your equipment 2 . New research has shown that certain bacteria and
virus are becoming resistant to glutaraldehyde3,4 . Glutaraldehyde is a
hazardous chemical that is toxic to the environment and needs
special ventilation and disposal per OSHA guidelines.
SPOROX® II uses odorless hydrogen peroxide to sterilize. It actually
works faster and is so much safer than glutaraldehyde.
To learn more, visit saferwithsporox.com.
1

Ref. -Occupational Medicine 2013;63:513–516
Ref. - Journal of Hospital Infection 2004;57:139–143
3
Ref. - Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol. 2011 Dec;32(12):1173-8
4
Ref - J Antimicrob Chemother. 2014 Jun;69(6):1546-50
2
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[ CLOUD DENTAL SOFTWARE ]

Find more products at dentalproductsandreviews.com

This patient communication
and management software
is integrated within the
tab32 Dental EHR platform.

[ LED OPERATORY BULBS ]

HelloPatient

ClearVue™ LED Operatory Bulbs

HelloPatient comprehensive Customer Relationship Management (CRM) software
encompasses modern communication features. The front office or a patient can
initiate a real-time two-way text communication like a real conversation. It introduces
the “Click & Confirm” feature, a smart appointment confirmation link where a patient
can simply click in a text message to confirm an appointment. HelloPatient provides
phone, text and email communication channels for features like confirmations,
reminders, save the date, recall, surveys, publishing reviews, appointments online and
much more. The module will be available for all FREE EHR users for a small fee. tab32
is described as the industry’s first free full featured Cloud-based dental EHR Platform.

The ClearVue family of LED bulbs is designed to enable dental professionals to
see better in a comfortable environment. Proper lighting is essential to delivering
quality patient care while reducing staff weariness and these bulbs are said to
be a perfect solution of state-of-the-art electronics and LED technology that
provides a plug-and-play conversion from a regular halogen fixture into an LED
fixture. The technology provides true color for perfect shade matching and a
crisp 25,000 lux light pattern that illuminates only where you need it with no
color temperature degradation.
The CAO Group

tab32

800-372-4346 | caogroup.com

855-mytab32 | tab32.com
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[ FIBER POSTS ]

[ DENTAL BENEFIT PLANS ]

iLumi Fiber Optic Post System

ADA Benefit Plan Analyzer

These new generation fiber posts with dentin-like elasticity are designed to
be predictable and to save time. They are said to provide more than 5X the
radiopacity and unparalleled light transmission, allowing “total internal reflection” deep down the root. With iLumi, users can create durable restorations
by saving curing time on a one-step post and core build-up. The optimal
radiopacity delivers extra detailed X-ray visibility.

Sikka Software and the ADA announced all ADA members are eligible to
receive a free six-month trial of the new ADA Benefit Plan Analyzer (ADA
BPA). The ADA Benefit Plan Analyzer is designed to help dentists evaluate
potential revenue and costs of becoming a provider for dental benefit plans
and compare the outcomes via the Sikka Software Platform Cloud.

iLumi Dental
877-854-5864 | ilumisi.com
CIRCLE RS #68
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Sikka Software
408-876-4040 | sikkasoftware.com
CIRCLE RS #69
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Suitable for all curing
composites, minimum 2 mm
cure depth x 8 mm area.
[ CURING LIGHT ]

[ NIGHTGUARDS ]

Beam LED curing light

ProForm, Dual-Flex Splint, Intact

The Beam LED curing light is described as a competitively priced, portable, highcapacity curing light with a lithium ion battery that features three easy-to-program
curing modes with independent time setting selections from 5- to 40-second increments. An enhanced optical condenser light guide transmits blue light wavelength
420-480 nm at 1200-2000mw/cm2 light intensity (according to selected mode).
The Beam LED curing light provides up to eighty 30-second cure cycles between
charges with auto shut-off (after 20 seconds) and low-battery alarm.

Space Maintainers – Pacific Northwest™ has many night guard
options, depending on the clinical situation. These include ProForm® Night Guard, indicated for patients with mild bruxing/clenching; Dual-Flex® Splint, indicated for patients with moderate to severe
bruxing/clenching; and Intact “Multi-Purpose” Mouthguard, which
offers greater protection for athletically active patients.
Aurum Group®/Space Maintainers – Paciﬁc Northwest™

Steri-Shield Inc.

800-423-6509 | aurumgroup.com

800-699-7220 | steri-shield.com
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[ DIGITAL MICROSCOPE ]

[ QUALITY CONTROL PACKAGING ]

EVO Cam

ISO-pak Packaging

Vision Engineering’s new EVO Cam digital microscope reportedly
brings to life a macroscopic world in stunning detail with magnification options up to 300x and full auto focus to ensure ultra-sharp
imaging at all times. Designed for high-precision detail work, including sample preparation, dissection, inspection and documentation,
EVO Cam is said to simplify precision magnification tasks, allowing
the user to focus on detail.

VOCO is said to offer the next level of quality control with the
introduction of its ISO-pak packaging. For use with all of VOCO’s
composite (Grandio, GrandioSO and x-tra fil) and VOCO’s new nanoORMOCER Admira Fusion, the new ISO-pak reportedly comes as
an air-tight individually sealed foil that includes the product name,
expiration date, shade, cure time, storage information and lot number imprinted on each individual unit.

Vision Engineering

VOCO America, Inc.

800-644-7264 | visioneng.us

888-658-2584 | vocoamerica.com
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[ ASPIRATOR TIPS ]

[ SOFTWARE SERVICES ]

Dynarex Surgical Aspirator Tips

ProCare DIY

Dynarex surgical aspirator tips are shaped to a 30° angle and
fit high-volume evacuation systems. Smooth-edged for patient
comfort, they may be used for cheek retraction and suction during
surgical procedures. Dynarex surgical aspirator tips are non-sterile,
disposable and latex-free. They are available in two sizes: 1/8”
(white) and 1/4” (green). The tips are packaged 25 pieces per bag
and 100 bags per master case.

High Tech Innovations, LLC (HTI) announced the unveiling of a new national
initiative called ProCare DIY. ProCare DIY is a proactive approach managed
services designed to assist medical and dental practices in maintaining efficient
computer systems, staying HIPAA compliant and combatting malicious internet
threats. HTI’s managed ProCare DIY program reportedly provides proactive
resources to “do-it-yourself” practice owners everywhere to help them manage
their computer networks and servers on a “do-it-yourself” basis.

Dynarex

High Tech Innovations, LLC

888-DYNAREX | dynarex.com

877-222-1508 | procarediy.com
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[ PROGRAMMABLE FOOT CONTROL ]

[ STERILIZERS ]

Blu2ooth Remote Capturing Module

Mocom’s B Futura and B Classic

Imagin’s new Blu2ooth Remote Capturing Module Kit reportedly
lets you turn an existing chairside pneumatic foot pedal into a fully
programmable Bluetooth capturing device. This is said to add foot
control functionality as well as retain use of the camera’s original
handpiece buttons. Kits are available as a complete replacement
pedal assembly or easy add-on kit ot an existing chairside floor
pedal.

Cefla Medical Solutions’ Mocom products allow dentists in the U.S. to now
enhance their office workflow by investing in B Futura and B Classic, known in
Europe as safe, high-performance sterilizers. The fast B Futura uses less water
and electricity and developers say it was designed for seamless integration into
the daily workflow of a dental office. Its status can be monitored directly from the
PC. The B Classic also succeeds in speeding practice workflow and is designed
to optimize run time and cost investment. The 28-liter sterilizer offers maximum
efficiency and the extreme user-friendliness of an intuitive graphical display.

Imagin
888-478-4624 | imaginsystems.com
CIRCLE RS #76

Ceﬂa Medical Solutions
866-466-5228 | ceﬂadental.com
CIRCLE RS #77
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Greater conﬁdence for you and your patients
Solid Zirconia
Full-Arch Implant Prosthesis

$2,995*

Per arch, complete with
full-arch implant provisional

NEW!

Copy-mill from your approved
denture setup for $1,695*

BruxZir Solid Zirconia has maximum durability with no porcelain overlay, denture teeth or
acrylics to fracture. The material is hypoallergenic and has been shown in clinical studies to
be wear-compatible with enamel.1 Our 7-year warranty provides free replacement from the
stored digital data if material damage occurs.†
The ﬁnal BruxZir Full-Arch Implant Prosthesis
completed a dramatic oral reconstruction for a patient
who presented with terminal dentition, restoring form,
function and quality of life.
–Clinical case and photography courtesy of Paresh B. Patel, DDS.

Visit glidewelldental.com/solutions/ to view the entire
case study.

Before

After

Additional BruxZir Solid Zirconia Implant Restorative Options
BruxZir
Solid Zirconia
n
Screw-retained Crown

$ 299*

Per unit, complete with
model work and parts

BruxZir
er
Solid Zirconia over
m
Inclusive® Custom
Abutment

$ 413*

Per unit, complete with
h
model work and parts

are requested
re
equest
sted or required.
requ
qui
*Price does not include multi-unit abutments, shipping or applicable taxes and may vary when original equipment manufacturerr (OEM) components are

† Warranty is provided to the prescribing dentist and is nontransferable. For complete warranty details go to glidewelldental.com.
m. 1. Clinicians Report, T
TR
TRAC
R AC Re
Research,
sear
earch
ch, Ju
JJuly 2014

GLIDEWELL
GLIDEW
WELL
WEL

For more information

LABORATORIES

800-471-9758
glidewelldental.com

Premium Products - Outstanding Value
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 17
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[ SURGICAL MICROSCOPE ]

[ PHOTOGRAPHY AID ]

Microscope I

Smart Trays

The Microscope I from Dent Corp. reportedly has a total magnification of 12x and working distance of 210 mm. Features include a
one-step turret; standard objective high-quality optics 210 mm lens;
counterbalance, gas piston arm and LED illumination system of
60,000 LUX. The microscope is said to have an easily maneuverable head with tension knobs and easy post mount with all mounting
parts.

Fairfield Orthodontics introduced “Smart Trays” that reportedly
allow the clinician or assistant to easily take occlusal photos with
no additional hands and using only one tray. Three sizes come in a
package (small, medium and large), and the trays are said to eliminate the need for mirrors.

Dent Corp.

CIRCLE RS #79

Fairﬁeld Orthodontics, LLC
203-610-8283 | fairﬁeldorthodontics.com

800-454-9244 | dentcorp.com
CIRCLE RS #78

[ DENTAL MIRROR WARMER ]

[ TOOTHBRUSHES ]

The FogFree Mirror Warmer

Suction Cup Toothbrush

PhotoMed’s The FogFree Mirror Warmer is designed to warm your
intraoral mirrors up to body temperature and keep them from fogging as you take photos. Simply place your mirrors in the warmer,
turn it on and close the lid. In approximately 20-30 minutes, your
mirrors reportedly will be ready for fog-free photos. There is room
for seven to eight bagged intraoral mirrors (depending on size and
shape).

Tess Oral Health recently introduced Suction Cup Toothbrushes
made for children ages 2-5 years old. They reportedly feature ergo
handles that are easy to grip for little hands and soft, end-rounded
and polished bristles that are gentle on young gums. The suction
cup base is said to stick to any smooth surface, thereby reducing the
potential for germs on the brush head.
Tess Oral Health

PhotoMed

800-762-1765 | tessoralhealth.com

800-998-7765 | photomed.net

CIRCLE RS #81
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Unlimited cure depth and no leakage propels

DUAL-CURE BULK FILL COMPOSITE

into a class
of its
own.

Unlimited depth
of cure

No gaps
or leakage

Compatible with all
bonding materials

One-step process,
no layering saves time

Introducing
The premier dual-cure composite combining ﬂowable
cavity adaptation with bulk strength and wear resistance.
All in one simple step.
Bulk EZ™ has reinvented bulk-ﬁll composites, setting a new standard of excellence by addressing
the limitations in bulk-ﬁlls that plague current products. Through pre-market evaluations and
testing, clinicians conﬁrm that Bulk EZ is a new class of bulk-ﬁll composite, with a formulation
that has the following key attributes: unlimited depth of cure, ideal limits of stress and shrinkage
to avoid gaps, superb polishability compared to leading composites, and compatibility with all
bonding agents.
Experience a bulk-ﬁll composite in a class of its own by calling 800.827.7940 or visiting
Danvillematerials.com/bulkez to request a FREE sample of Bulk EZ.
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 52

PRODUCT WATCH
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[ DENTAL IMPRESSIONS ]

3M Impression Troubleshooting Guide
3M Oral Care has updated its 3M Impression Troubleshooting Guide,
an interactive digital tool designed for dentists to quickly find answers
to 12 of the most common issues in the impression-taking procedure
with instant access to the corresponding solution. The guide also
contains links to educational resources, including instructional videos and technical data to further support proper technique.
3M Oral Care
800-634-2249 | 3m.com
CIRCLE RS #82

[ POLISHING KIT ]

Z-Shine Diamond Polish
With Z-Shine Diamond Polish, in 30
seconds or less, in one step, you
reportedly receive a high gloss finish
on all restorations, including hybrid
composites, pressed ceramics and
full-contour milled zirconia. The kit
includes 5 grams of diamond polish,
a #11 Soft Brush Wheel and a 1”
x 1/8” Felt Wheel. Advantages are
said to include one-step high luster
polish, 30 seconds or less polish time,
easy cleanup (20 seconds), water
solubility, use with any restoration
material and e.max and zirconia crown
compatibility.
Dental Creations
254-772-4661 | wonderﬁll.com
CIRCLE RS #83

When energy waves are accelerated
fast enough through the air it can
achieve a sonic boom. This was the
inspiration in the development of
our latest ultra-thin Aurelia Sonic®
Nitrile Glove. We’ve revolutionized
how strength, comfort and tactile
sensitivity come together to enhance
your experience while your hands are
moving at the speed of sound.

Immerse yourself
in the Sonic® Boom at
facebook.com/aureliagloves

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 46
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Focus on implant aesthetics, not the components
Introducing

simplycrown&bridge SMART PACK
The simplycrown & bridge SMART PACK combines our
innovative, compatible straight abutment designs with the
!,*-,+#+0/+##"#"$,.0&#.#/0,.0'2#-&/#,$0.#0*#+0
The SMART PACK’s snap lid and component tray
*(#'0#/50,-//),+%0,5,1.) -.0+#.
TAKE BACK YOUR TIME
Order by case, not component so you
!+$,!1/,+0&#"#+0'/0.5

ELIMINATE SURPRISES
+,35,1.!,/0/1-$.,+0 5&2'+%))
the time components, and the right
components, at the start

AVOID CONFUSION
Have all your components conveniently
'+,+#-)!#$,.#/5) !,**1+'!0',+
& coordination
Legacy™
+0#.+)#4
Connection
Compatible with
Zimmer,
BioHorizons®, MIS®1
,+!2#.+/%'+%'2).,$')#
0,/&-#/,$00'//1#$,.
improved aesthetics and
enable subcrestal placement
with minimal hard tissue
manipulation

InterActive™
8 ,+'!)#4
Connection
Compatible with
NobelActive™1
RePlant® & ReActive®

Internal Tri-Lobe
Connection
Compatible with
NobelReplace™1
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Legacy & InterActive
Straight Abutment Design
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crown & bridge
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simply
removable

simply
digital

simply
à la carte

solutions

www.implantdirect.com | 888-649-6425
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EVENT EXCLUSIVE

INSIDE LOOK

BENCHMARK

DOUBLE TAKE

The Best of Class advisory board announces the 2016 recipients. [ compiled by Stephanie Skernivitz ]

he development, enhancement
and advancement of new products

T

and technologies is happening
at a rapid pace on a daily basis, and
innovations in the dental industry are
no exception. Products in this market
are designed to make your job easier,
ease practice management burdens
and boost patient care and treatment.
As with anything, there are always
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products that stand out. In this case,
we’re talking about recipients of our
eighth annual Best of Class awards,
this year renamed the Cellerant Best
of Class Technology Awards. The
name change reflects the vision of Dr.
Lou Shuman, Best of Class founder
and Dental Products Report Advisory
Board Member and his commitment
to his new business, Cellerant Con-

sulting Group, which is dedicated
to the corporate consulting sector.
Accompanying the name change is a
sponsorship and logo change as well.
We recognize 18 products in this
issue, with a spotlight on each product,
as well as testimonials from users,
many of whom are likely your peers,
who can attest to these products’ viability and functionality in practice.

Dental thought leaders, according to
Dr. Shuman, have revealed what they
deem as best of the best on the pages
that follow. We invite you to spend
some time perusing what he describes
as this year’s “go-to” list of tech
products that offer high value to the
practitioner and the patient—products
that in his words, “will truly make a
difference.”

2016 “BEST OF CLASS’” HONOREES

EVENT EXCLUSIVE

PRODUCT WATCH

2016–2017 HONOREES
`

3Shape TRIOS 3

`

Doxa Ceramir

`

Shofu EyeSpecial C-II

`

AMD Lasers LiteTouch

`

HR for Health

`

Solutionreach

`

AMD Lasers Picasso

`

Kerr SonicFill 2.0

`

Vatech PaX-i3D Green CT 10x8

`

Bien-Air iOptima/iChiropro

`

MMG Fusion

`

VELscope Vx with iPod Touch

`

Dentrix Ascend

`

Orascoptic EyeZoom

`

WEO Media

`

DEXIS CariVu

`

Orascoptic Spark

`

Zipwhip

3Shape TRIOS® 3
3Shape TRIOS® 3 is a three-in-one digital impression solution featuring an
intraoral scanner, integrated intraoral camera and automated shade measurement all in one device. 3Shape TRIOS 3 is available in a pen grip design,
handle grip and chair mount version.
CIRCLE RS #90

For more information, visit 3shape.com.

3SHAPE TRIOS® 3 USER
DR. RAMSEY A. AMIN

The TRIOS accuracy is unparalleled and I could not practice dentistry
to the same caliber without it.

AMD Lasers LiteTouch
AMD Lasers’ newest addition to the award-winning Picasso line of soft tissue
lasers, in collaboration with Syneron Dental Lasers, is the new LiteTouch. This
Er:YAG dental laser provides fast-cutting, high-energy non-fiber and minimally
invasive treatment, for hard and soft oral and maxillofacial tissues. LiteTouch
offers precision for a wide range of dental procedures. With a cutting-edge
ergonomic design, LiteTouch is an affordable, user-friendly all-tissue laser.
The addition of the new LiteTouch allows AMD Lasers to tap into a new market
by providing an effective, affordable solution in cavity preparation and bone
surgery for any practice to provide a new level of patient care.
CIRCLE RS #91

The active T-Post™ titanium root

For more information, visit amdlasers.com.

post provides active anchorage
within the canal. For fragile teeth,

AMD LASERS LITETOUCH USER

the passive T-Post™ features grooves
and a micro-retentive surface.

DR. JOHN C. COMISI
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This laser will be a game changer in everyone’s practice! The LiteTouch Laser from AMD Laser is a breakthrough in the
Er:YAG category. It is the first hard and soft tissue dental laser with an innovative laser in the handpiece technology. The size
of the laser handpiece is similar to a turbine or electric rotary drill, so it is very comfortable and familiar when in use. It has a
remarkably small footprint yet (it is) extremely powerful and versatile. This laser will change how we do everything in dentistry.

Buy

Call

Connect

kometusa.com
888-KOMET-USA

PRODUCT WATCH

EVENT EXCLUSIVE

AMD Lasers Picasso

2016 “BEST OF CLASS’” HONOREES

AMD LASERS PICASSO USERS
DR. RON KAMINER AND DR. ROSS NASH

Dr. Kaminer: Finally, a diode laser that everyone can afford! The Picasso is small
enough, yet powerful enough for every application that a diode can perform.
This laser can do it all.
Dr. Nash: AMD has made it affordable for all. I think every dentist should have a
diode laser. Picasso is even more impressive for its remarkably low price.
The newer Picasso+ and Picasso Lite+ are reportedly the same but better. More power,
more easy-to-use functions and industry-first Picasso periodontal treatment timers for
predictive, reproducible results are just a few of the improvements. The Picasso Lite + is
AMD Lasers’ 3.0-watt soft tissue laser and the Picasso + is the 7.0-watt soft tissue laser.
The Picasso+ and Picasso Lite+ combine ease of use, portability, training, marketing and
treatment planning at an affordable price. Each unit boasts a full touchscreen interface
with preset modes: continuous, pulsed, perio, aphthous ulcer and custom (Picasso+
includes an additional whitening preset). Each system features five-second and 30-second timers for Perio and Aphthous Ulcer modes (Picasso+ includes timers for whitening).
CIRCLE RS #92

For more information, visit amdlasers.com.

Bien-Air iChiropro

ADVISORY BOARD MEMBER TESTIMONIAL
DR. JOHN FLUCKE

The problems every dentist faces in both surgical and endodontic handpiece systems
are evoluation and obsolescence. By that, I mean endo systems and implant systems
require electric torque-controlled motors that are preprogrammed with all the proper
settings. Normally the doctor purchases the motor from the same company that also
manufactures the files or implants. This means the motor is set up with correct RPM,
torque, etc. Changing these settings is possible but usually difficult. Frequently, when a
new system is purchased or an old system is discontinued, a new motor is required.

The iChiropro by Bien-Air is a revolutionary implant motor system, controlled
from an iPad® and equipped with some of the best-performing attachments ever
designed. Its CA 20:1 L Micro-Series contra-angle handpiece is equipped with an
internal irrigation system for greater comfort, and the lifetime-lubricated ceramic
ball bearings of its MX-i LED micromotor ensure an exceptional service life, with
no maintenance required. The multi-user iChiropro incorporates the complete
sequences of the leading implant manufacturers. It also offers the option of saving and exporting operation data, in the form of graphics and tables. This data is
attached to the patient file built into the control interface. Available from the Apple
App Store, the iChiropro application will regularly offer new functions to ensure this
extraordinary implantology system is constantly being updated.
CIRCLE RS #93

For more information, visit bienair.com.
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That is, until Bien-Air introduced the iOptima and iChiropro. These two handpiece
systems are powered by an iPod (iOptima) or an iPad (iChiropro). That means the
handpiece systems are run by apps that can be updated to allow for new products
in endo and implants, new parameters for those products, etc. If a new implant
comes on the market, all of the parameters required to place it are downloaded to
the iPad and used by the iChiropro to control the handpiece. The iChiropro also
allows for the patient name to be stored on the device along with all the clinical data
generated during the implant placement. The system literally records the torque
used, RPM, length of time the handpiece was used during the surgery, etc.
The iOptima can be used for both endo and restorative. The app that controls the
device allows for updates on new endo files (torque, RPM, etc), and the doctor
can set preferences for the high-speed RPM desired during different procedures
(amalgam removal, caries removal, etc).
These systems are designed to evolve as procedures evolve.

2016 “BEST OF CLASS’” HONOREES

EVENT EXCLUSIVE

PRODUCT WATCH

Bien-Air iOptima
With Bien-Air’s iOptima, any practitioner
can transform their existing dental unit into a
modern system equipped with a brushless and
sensorless electric micromotor and an iPod®
Touch interface — reportedly at an unrivalled
price. The iOptima is perfect for all restorative
and endodontic procedures, with an option to
fully customize procedures. The micromotor’s
Smart Logic electronic management system
automatically controls the power and compensates for speed variations. The performance
and possibilities offered by the iOptima are
improved free of charge each time you update
the application.
CIRCLE RS #94

For more information, visit bienair.com.

DENTRIX ASCEND USER
KRISTINA LARGE, OFFICE MANAGER

We went from absolutely nothing to the most
efficient practice I’ve ever worked in because
of Dentrix Ascend.

Henry Schein Dentrix Ascend moves practice management
to the cloud, lifting IT burdens from dentists so they can focus
on patient care. It increases practice efficiency and eliminates
time spent on backups, software updates and server issues.
The natural, role-based interface is easy to learn and always
up to date. When a team member logs in, Dentrix Ascend
displays a Practice Overview that shows the current status of
their primary work items. Each day it displays a customized
to-do list, so no important tasks are missed. Dentrix Ascend
is software as a service (SaaS), delivering comprehensive
clinical tools and front- and back-office automation tools in
one monthly subscription. Patient communication, electronic
claims, insurance eligibility, billing, custom reporting and
digital imaging are all included. With no need for on-premise
servers, SaaS reduces up-front costs and makes it easier for
growing practices to expand to additional locations. Because
Dentrix Ascend is cloud-based, dentists can access their
practice data at any time, from any location, on any device. It
simplifies the management of multisite practices, providing a
central database and business reporting for the group while
allowing individual sites the flexibility they need. User roles
can be assigned by location and by user, enabling multisite
practices to give each provider and team member the interface they need to be most productive. Dentrix Ascend offers
the ability to standardize and simplify workflow processes
across the entire organization, with a single patient record,
provider record, fee schedules, coverage tables and more.

With a double-S crosscut design,
our F6 SkyTaper™ ﬁle introduces
new levels of ﬂexibility and cutting
eﬃciency to Endo treatment.

CIRCLE RS #95
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For more information, visit DentrixAscend.com.
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DEXIS CARIVU USER
DR. CYNTHIA BRATTESANI

DEXIS CariVu™
DEXIS CariVu™ is a compact, portable caries detection device that uses patented transillumination technology to support the identification of occlusal, interproximal and recurrent carious lesions and cracks.
By hugging the tooth and bathing it in safe, near-infrared light, CariVu makes enamel appear transparent
while porous lesions trap and absorb light. This allows the clinician to see through the tooth exposing its
structure and the actual structure of any carious lesions with very high accuracy. CariVu images look very
similar to an X-ray, but this device does not emit any ionizing radiation. While other types of caries detection
devices show results through a range of colors or a number that correlates to a degree of mineralization,
on a CariVu image, healthy tooth appears light and the lesions dark because healthy structure reflects
the NIR light, while the porous carious lesions trap and absorb the light. CariVu is easy to use. The device
has a little rubberized tip that hugs the tooth to illuminate from the buccal and lingual aspects and capture
a clear picture. The tip can be easily moved around and pivot. The user can also change the focal depth
as the tip is moved across the tooth to get a better three-dimensional concept of the tooth. Images from
the device can be captured by clicking a button on the handpiece. With little effort and no radiation, the
dentist can gain additional information about carious lesions, cracks and fractures.

Now I have the benefit to know for sure what I’m seeing.
Radiographs are wonderful and we have been using them for a long
time now. However, CariVu is an enhancement to that. It allows me
to adequately look if there is a lesion. How big is it? Where is it? I can
also see fractures that I’ve never seen before. There are a lot of other
devices out there that allow you to see fractures but this one does
it in a really wonderful enhanced way. And, better yet, I can show
that to my patient and my patient can see what I see. My patients
are very concerned with radiation. They often ask: Can we bypass
X-rays? Or can I wait a little bit longer? We have to be very attentive
as clinicians. Obviously, radiographs are amazing. But many times,
if I have a second opinion, a pregnant patient or someone who
just had an X-ray but is feeling something – I’m able to pick up my
CariVu, and, in an instant, be able to tell them without any ionizing
radiation that I can actually look into the tooth. I can tell you that
speaks volumes to patients. They love that.

CIRCLE RS #96

For more information, visit dexis.com.

Doxa Ceramir
DOXA CERAMIR USER
DR. GREG GILLESPIE

Ceramir Crown & Bridge cement is the only calcium-aluminate based cement on the market. Now
available in self-activating Ceramir C&B QuikCaps, the cement is reportedly the first product utilizing
nano-structurally integrating bioceramic technology, creating a resilient, more natural, biocompatible
dental luting cement that integrates with natural tooth structure, is stable in the mouth and exhibits
tooth-like physical and mechanical properties. It is a material with self-sealing abilities that results in an
alkaline seal for more permanent acid resistance and new hydroxyapatite formation.
Ceramir Crown & Bridge is indicated for zirconia, lithium disilicate, porcelain fused to metal, full
gold and metal crowns and bridges, gold inlays and onlays as well as metal pre-fab or cast posts.
Ceramir is easy to use because it eliminates the need for bonding agents, conditioners, special
cleaners and primers. Cleanup is extremely easy and patients are thrilled because of no pain when
placing, or post-op sensitivity. It’s a new way to think about cementation!
CIRCLE RS #97

For more information, visit ceramirUS.com.
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Ceramir is easy to use and has excellent cleanup. But that’s not
why I use it. I’ve never seen cement that had so many desirable
characteristics — a pH of 8.5 and the ability to fill in gaps with new
crystalline structure! I feel more confident with the long-term stability of the restoration when Ceramir is the cement under my crowns.
It’s a no-brainer when proper resistance/retention form is present.
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PRODUCT WATCH

Every decision at HR for Health is made with the doctor in mind.
They deliver powerful, intuitive software that minimizes the risk
of HR liability while improving employee performance, aligning
business interests and increasing profitability.
As a provider of cloud-based HR compliance software to doctors,
HR for Health is 100 percent focused on your business. They
understand what’s required to ensure that you aren’t distracted
by HR violations or decreased productivity caused by inefficient
systems. Here are some ways HR for Health guards doctors: 1)
Employee Performance Analytics uses a built-in algorithm to
measure and identify if an employee is prone to HR violations; 2) A
Federal and State Calibrated Time Clock helps ensure your practice
remains compliant with all applicable labor laws; 3) The Security
Administration Module provides flexibility for access tailored for any
user to be given tools specific to their needs; 4) Custom Dashboard
Templates help create ownership and opportunities to expand
your vision for all HR documentation. The company complements
its tools with full HR support through a team of HR experts, and
attorneys enable doctors to discuss complicated HR topics and
incorporate prevention strategies to protect against future violations.
Seamless integration of these modules helps identify key discrepancies within your practice that may lead to severe fines and penalties.

HR FOR HEALTH USER
DR. BRIAN TOORANI

I didn’t realize how important it was to have
an HR expert as part of my personal team in
addition to my lawyer and my accountant.
HR For Health not only made me compliant immediately but they monitor my state
requirements to keep me that way.

CIRCLE RS #98

For more information, visit hrforhealth.com.

Kerr SonicFill™ 2
Kerr SonicFill™2 meets the key requirements of a successful bulk fill
procedure. It offers excellent adaptation and handling, high depth of
cure, lasting marginal integrity and improved esthetics, durability and
more working time. According to an April 2016 independent Clinicians
Report from Dr. Gorden J. Christensen, SonicFill 2 is among the top
products indicated for Class II composite restorations. Dr. Christensen
also reported in the March 2016 independent Clinicians Report that
89 percent of CR Evaluators rated SonicFill 2 “excellent” or “good and
worthy of trial by colleagues.”
CIRCLE RS #99

For more information, visit sonicfill.com.

The F360 two-ﬁle system oﬀers a
minimalist approach to make Endo

KERR SONICFILL™ 2 USER

simple. The ﬁles‘ thin instrument
cores provide superior ﬂexibility.
DR. CHRIS PESCATORE
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SonicFill makes direct resin restorations fun again. Bottom line. The new patented resin technology
enables the practitioner to place a posterior direct resin more quickly, efficiently and profitably than
traditional techniques — all without sacrificing quality.
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Orascoptic Spark:
An innovative cordless headlight
One clinician explains how the unique
design alleviates the common ailments
that came from a heavy battery pack
and awkward dangling cable.
by LAUREN KRZYZOSTANIAK
or dentists or dental
hyg ien ists look i ng
for convenience, ease
of use and portability in
a headlight but not willing to sacrifice quality and
efficiency, the Orascoptic
Spark is the answer. Because
it is made to fit on just about
any pair of loupes, it is the
perfect addition to any repertoire. Perfect-fitting customized loupes, meet your
new best friend.
We spoke with Dr. Jeffrey
Barrera, DDS, Arbours Aesthetic Dentistry, who said
that the Spark changed his
life (at least at work). See
what he had to say.

F

Dr. Jeffrey Barrera,
Rancho Santa
Margarita, Calif.
on the Orascoptic
Spark:
A welcome transition
Over the years, I craved a
cordless and lightweight

“

When I
first saw the
Spark, I knew
it was the
best option
for me.”
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Perfect-fitting comfort: The unique design dispenses weight evenly across
the bridge of the frame, minimizing pressure on the clinician’s nose.

headlight solution. The
cord and battery style of
older headlights made them
cumbersome to use.
I developed an appreciation for cordless headlights
as soon as they became
available. Initial designs
integrated the loupe and
light into a single frame
but still could be a little
heav y a nd bu lbous, so
when Orascoptic came out
with the Spark, I was really
excited. A headlight that
could affix to virtually any
loupe or eyewear model.

Newfound comfort
and ease of use
When I first saw the Spark, I
knew it was the best option
for me. The unique design
alleviated the common
ailments that came from
a heavy battery pack and
awkward dangling cable.

Attaching it to my existing pair of loupes was quick
and easy. A single screw
locks the headlight into
place, while the innovative
design transfers the weight
across the bridge of frame
reducing the need to tighten
the head strap.

Improved visibility
Since I started using the
Spark, my visibilit y in
the cavity has noticeably
improved. With a nice circle
of light and tighter focused
beam, the uniform spot has
significantly reduced shadowing in the operating area,
making my job a lot easier.

Convenience
I definitely love the convenience that the Spark
offers. Working an average of seven to eight hours
a day, a charge can last me
between two to three days.

Although the light is not
being used continuously,
the six hours of total battery life does get me through
my day. The biggest benefit
I have found thus far is its
ability to switch the batteries out with ease: in a matter of seconds, I just unclip
the expired one and clip the
charged one back in.

A life-changing
decision
For the first two weeks that I
had the Spark, my staff kept
telling me that I couldn’t
stop raving about it. They
just didn’t understand how
much better the Spark made
my days! It has honestly
been such a life changer at
work.

LIBERATE

YOUR LOUPE
Do not get tied down by your battery pack, ﬁnd independence with Spark ,
the completely cordless headlight. The Spark features an innovative design
that dispenses weight evenly across the frame minimizing concentrated
facial pressure. A uniform round spot helps reduce shadows in the oral
cavity while enhancing the overall visibility for the clinician.
™

JOIN THE MOVEMENT AND FREE YOUR LOUPE TODAY.

800.369.3698 | Orascoptic.com

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 21
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MMG FUSION USER
DR. MATTHEW MARTIN

MMG Fusion
MMG Fusion is an all-in-one software solution to manage, market and grow your practice. It’s
equipped with all the right tools to help you stay in touch with your patients and attract new ones.
With a single sign-on to one dashboard integrated with your practice management software you
will have everything at your fingertips. Stay engaged with your patients, present a positive image
of your practice on the web, manage your marketing programs in one place and make marketing
decisions you feel good about. MG Fusion’s Tools include more than 50 easy-to-use features,
including appointment reminders and online scheduling; reputation management, reviews and
ratings; SEO and directories / social media (get to the top of your local listings); email marketing
—Use your library of content to engage with new leads and existing patients and increase conversions; call recording and analysis; and marketing tracker (track every marketing program back to
specific patient revenue and learn what marketing is working). MMG Fusion powers Carestream
Dental’s new eConnections for its CS SoftDent, CS PracticeWorks, CS OrthoTrac and CS WinOMS
practice management software solutions. MMG Fusion also works with other leading software
solutions.

MMG’s software combines every marketing tool I need, with realtime data, and interactive features to help me grow my practices.
I used five separate marketing companies to do appointment
reminders, call tracking, social media, local SEO and PPC — with
five logins — it was a nightmare. Between my staff, practice management software reporting and marketing vendors it was hard to
make sense of it all. With MMG’s Marketing Tracker we grew from
12 new patients per month to 37 new monthly patients in one year. I
could see actual numbers of patients and revenues generated from
each campaign. MMG’s Call Analysis has been another great tool to
see where I was losing opportunities. I increased my overall phone
conversions for new leads from 11 percent to 27 percent. The local
optimization helps with our local listings and reviews to attract even
more new patients. We grew from $150K new revenue to about
$500K in tracked new revenue.

CIRCLE RS #100

For more information, visit mmgfusion.com.

Orascoptic EyeZoom

ORASCOPTIC EYEZOOM USER
DR. C. DOUGLAS WEIR, MSD

I would recommend them to any dentist who is motivated and
driven to achieve ever-higher levels of quality and excellence.

The first and only adjustable magnification loupe, EyeZoom offers three magnification levels ranging from 3x to 5x. Developed to assist health care professionals in viewing an operating site from
multiple perspectives, EyeZoom conforms to fit the custom preference of each individual. Whether
you are an endodontist performing a procedure at 5x, or a cosmetic dentist applying a veneer at
3x, the loupe maintains a consistent working distance at each magnification power level.
Co-engineered by Orascoptic and Konica Minolta®, the patent-pending EyeZoom technology provides edge-to-edge clarity and high-definition resolution. Designed for an ideal symmetry between
style and performance, the lightweight magnesium bezel adds an esthetically-pleasing style to this
medical device.
CIRCLE RS #101

For more information, visit orascoptic.com.
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Orascoptic Spark

ORASCOPTIC SPARK USER
DR. ANDREW THOMPSON

(Using Spark) Ensures that you always have a direct
light source hitting your mirror for those indirect procedures without having to adjust the operatory light.

The Spark is Orascoptic’s first cordless headlight to integrate with virtually any loupe or eyewear frame model.
Featuring an innovative, patent-pending design, the Spark dispenses weight evenly across the bridge of a frame
minimizing concentrated facial pressure. Capacitive touch controls enable the clinician to turn the headlight on
and off with ease between procedures and patient consultations. Co-axially mounted to your loupe, Spark emits
a precisely focused beam of 32,000 millilumens that uniformly illuminates the entire field of view, while also
reducing shadowing in the operating area.
The cool white light of Spark delivers a desirable environment for shade matching. Spark employs constant
current technology to ensure consistent light output throughout six hours of battery runtime. Additional features
include a low battery indicator that notifies the user when capacity is below 20 percent, and a versatile micro
USB charger for convenient charging on the go.
CIRCLE RS #102

For more information, visit orascoptic.com.

Shofu EyeSpecial C-II

SHOFU EYESPECIAL C-II USER
DR. JOE BLAES AND DR. DANIEL WARD

The EyeSpecial C-II digital camera is intended to produce predictable, consistent clinical photographs for case documentation, lab collaboration and
patient education. Featuring a 12 mega-pixel sensor, anti-shake function, and
FlashMatic module (a system of ring and dual-point flashes), this intelligent
camera shows true-color reproduction with depth-of-field range. Intuitive and
user friendly, the camera has eight pre-set dental shooting modes for instant,
reproducible clinical photography.
CIRCLE RS #103

For more information, shofu.com.
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Dr. Blaes: I use my Shofu EyeSpecial C-II Digital Camera specifically designed for
dentistry and loaded with all the features you need to take great images to educate
my patients and store in the record. This empowers my team to gather all the information I need. Often they have already displayed images for the patient, showing
them obvious problems and some possible solutions. They have teed up the ball for
me to make a hole in one when I talk to our patient. This lightweight (1 lb) camera
can be used with one hand, has a built-in dual flash, with a large LCD touchscreen,
with excellent depth of field. It has eight pre-set shooting modes so NO learning
curve — watch a video and you are ready to go. (It is) compatible with the Eye-Fi X2
card, which allows me to pop up images on to my PC, iPad, tablet or smartphone
ready to view with my patients. This is a MUST-have product!
Dr. Ward: This is the camera we have been waiting for. It is ultra-lightweight, easy to
use and the pictures it produces are simply outstanding! With features that any staff
member or doctor can understand, digital dental photography with EyeSpecial C-II
is easy, once again. This camera is a must-have for all dental offices.

It navigates even the
most challenging canals.
There’s no denying the natural abilities of GuttaCore. ® After
heated, it ﬂows and follows the natural anatomy of the root canal
system. Simply put, it travels into areas where traditional cold
gutta-percha stops. Move your obturation in the right direction.
Go with GuttaCore.
See how to fill the entire anatomy of the root canal system.
Visit GuttaCore.com
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Solutionreach
Solutionreach is a patient relationship management
platform that gives health care providers the power to
revolutionize the way they manage provider-patient
relationships. The service is a suite of innovative, cloudbased tools for health care providers to communicate
with, engage and educate every patient throughout
the continuum of care. Along with improving patientprovider relationships, the platform helps decrease
costs, generate new patients and streamline workflows
for the practice. The technology is engineered to be easily customizable, so the platform can be tailored to cater
to the unique goals of each practice. Options include automated appointment reminders, Limelight real-time online
scheduling, Healthgrades reviews, online reputation management, unlimited patient messaging, a HIPAA-secure
patient portal and more. Solutionreach customers always have access to unlimited training and support from a
team of live, dedicated Client Success Representatives who help each practice maximize the platform to increase
profitability, productivity and patient satisfaction. Solutionreach engages patients before, during and after appointments to maintain a base of active, loyal patients and to reduce attrition rates. By delivering the right message, to the
right patient, at the right time, Solutionreach helps you make every patient feel like the only patient.

SOLUTIONREACH USER
DR. ROGER MACIAS

It has been phenomenal—the success we have had with
Solutionreach! Patients LOVE it and my colleagues have
wondered what we are doing that has kept the practice
so busy and productive. Way to go, Solutionreach!

CIRCLE RS #104

For more information, visit solutionreach.com.

Vatech PaX i3D
10x8 Green CT
The Vatech PaX i3D 10x8 Green CT represents the next
generation of cone beam computed tomography. The Green
CT platform embodies the spirit of passionate ingenuity while
addressing real-life challenges presented to the dosage
conscious, yet image quality-discerning clinician. Powered
by Vatech’s high resolution, low dosage sensor, the system
provides the clinician with a flexible selection of dosage control
with minimal sacrifice to image quality. This dosage control is
made possible by a 5.9-second scan time that captures the
entire dento-facial region for optimal diagnosis. In instances
where a high-resolution image is critical for acute diagnosis,
the clinician will find peace of mind knowing that even in the
event of high resolution scanning, the Green CT is still FDA
cleared for pediatric use. While maintaining a primary focus
on the clinical applications of low dose, high resolution scanning, the Vatech 10x8 Green CT has been manufactured in a
state-of-the-art facility in compliance with RoHS (Restriction
of Hazardous Substances) guidelines. RoHS standards focus
on the ability to reduce or eliminate six known hazardous substances including lead, mercury and cadmium throughout
the devices manufacturing process. The system’s platform
was designed in spirit by and for the clinician who refuses to
compromise the ability to enhance treatment levels within their
patient base.
CIRCLE RS #105

For more information, visit vatechamerica.com.
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VELscope Vx with iPod touch
The VELscope® Vx is an easy-to-use
tool designed to aid in the visualization
of mucosal abnormalities during oral
examinations. From bacterial infections
and inflammation to oral cancer and
pre-cancerous lesions, the VELscope’s
proprietary tissue fluorescence
technology can help detect oral health
concerns that may have otherwise
been overlooked. The VELscope Vx is
rechargeable, requires no unpleasant
dyes or rinses and integrates with the Apple iPod touch® for photographic documentation and case collaboration. Backed by more clinical research than any other oral
visualization device and used by more than 15,000 practices in 23 countries around the
world, the VELscope is reportedly the market leader in adjunctive screening technology.
CIRCLE RS #106

For more information, visit velscope.com.

VELSCOPE VX USER
DR. TONY HEWLETT

I find the VELscope to be an invaluable tool. The response from my patients has
been overwhelmingly positive. I have yet to have a patient decline the service. In
my opinion, this technology will be the standard of care in a short period of time.
There is no other adjunctive method available to so accurately help find areas of
oral cancer at a stage that is so readily treatable.

with the Perio Tray® by Peri
rio Protect
The Perio Tray delivers medication deep into periodontal pockets to clear and prevent
gingival infections. With Perio Protect, you have conﬁdence that the gingival foundation
will support your work into the future.
Learn more about prescription Perio Tray delivery at providers.PerioProtect.com
and become a provider today.

PERIO PROTECT IS OUR
THERAPEUTIC “SILVER
BULLET” to control the

I’VE PRESCRIBED PERIO
TRAYS® FOR NEARLY 10
YEARS WITH EXCELLENT

bioﬁlm and the subsequent

PREDICTABLE RESULTS,

inﬂammation in all of our

reducing pockets and

restorative and cosmetic

maintaining gingival health

rehabilitations. This product

long-term. I routinely use

and delivery system has

Perio Trays to improve

been the answer most

PERIO PROTECT TRANSFORMED HOW I TREAT
PATIENTS with chronic

gingival tissue as a prelude

periodontitis, but that is

THIS IS BY FAR THE BEST
perio treatment out there.
Robert Nisson, DDS, Henderson, NV

to Pinhole Surgical Tech-

the bacterial infection that

just the tip of the iceberg. So

nique. Post-op, the trays

causes the pathology that

many patients—restorative,

maintain Pinhole® results,

we treat daily.

implant, geriatric—beneﬁt

especially preserving

from Perio Tray therapy.

Greg L. Gist, DDS, Southlake, TX

to help with non-surgical
treatment. The tray

patients need to eliminate

®

THE PERIO TRAY IS A
WONDERFUL PRODUCT,
A TREMENDOUS TOOL

root coverage.
Lou Graham, DDS, Chicago, IL

John Chao, DDS, Alhambra, CA,
Inventor of Pinhole® Surgical Technique
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 24

delivery also provides the
most effective way to run
periodontal maintenance.
It’s absolute biggest beneﬁt
is the reduction in bleeding
and inﬂammation.
R. Bruce Cochrane, DDS, MS,
Fort Dodge, IA
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SIROWORLD:
The Ultimate Dental Meeting
Three-day event promises top-notch
education in dentistry along with a great
entertainment lineup for attendees.
Information provided by Sirona Dental, Inc.
IROWORLD: The
Ultimate Dental
Meeting differs vastly
from previous meetings in
that each member of the
dental office is encouraged
to attend and benefit from
the range of lessons and
opportunities available.
The three-day meeting
is offering more than 18
CE credits for attending
general sessions and educational breakout sessions,
something virtually unheard
of in the dental profession,
which is why Dentsply
Sirona introduced the firstof-its-kind event.
Taking place at the Rosen
Shingle Creek Resort in
Orlando, SIROWORLD
offers general sessions, 11
track-specific breakout
sessions, a state-of-the-art
trade show, numerous
networking opportunities
and exclusive, staggering
entertainment.
Dentsply Sirona is honored to welcome comedic
legend, actor, writer and
producer Jerry Seinfeld to
the roster of extraordinary

S

entertainment at SIROWORLD. Seinfeld is scheduled to captivate and regale
attendees during a private
standup performance on
Thursday evening, Aug. 11,
and is sure to have guests
keeling over in laughter after
a long, educationally gratifying day. Seinfeld’s standup
performance promises nothing short of hilarity; it’ll be
real, and it’ll be spectacular.
“Jerry Seinfeld is a comedic titan and we’re ecstatic
to welcome him to our
lineup of entertainment this
year!” said Group Senior
Vice President of the U.S.
Commercial Organization
Michael Augins. “After a
full day of educational sessions and training, his performance at SIROWORLD
is sure to give the audience
a boost of energy that
will carry throughout the
remainder of the event.”
Also, scheduled to inspire
SIROWORLD eventgoers
during their own general
sessions are entrepreneurial
tycoon Sir Richard Branson
on Thursday, Aug. 11, and

Comedic legend: SIROWORLD is excited to announce that comedy superstar, actor, writer and producer
Jerry Sienfeld will regale attendees during a private standup act on Thursday, Aug. 11.

widely renowned motivational speaker, therapist and
comedienne Connie Podesta
on Friday, Aug. 12.
The entertainment slated
for the event is monumental
and impressive, but Dentsply
Sirona’s ultimate goal for

Quality Education
Attendees have the option to choose and attend which breakout sessions best suit their professional needs or
attend a blend of breakouts for a balanced and more generalized SIROWORLD experience.

SIROWORLD is that all
attendees depart from the
ultimate dental meeting
feeling educationally fulfilled and completely satisfied with their experience.
Because attendee satisfaction is paramount, the company elicited feedback from
attendees of previous events
to learn what they hope to
gain from future events and
the changes they would like
to see implemented.
“As what we’re offering is a customer-oriented
experience, it’s of the utmost
importance to us that we
work to translate the feedback we receive into our

upcoming events,” said Ingo
Zimmer, director of clinical
CAD/CAM.
The majority of attendee
responses contained a similar theme: the need for (1) an
event that focuses on more
than just CAD/CAM and (2)
additional tracks with more
breakout sessions. Dentsply
Sirona has done just that;
SIROWORLD is designed
to educate each member of
the practice, offering 11 specialized tracks for a robust
educational experience.
(See list of breakouts and
confirmed speakers on the
subsequent page.)
PHOTOS COURTESY OF SIRONA
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SPECIALIZED SIROWORLD TRACKS INCLUDE*:
Business

Implantology
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t /FJM8BSTIBXTLZ (FUJU4USBJHIU0SUIPEPOUJDT

t ,SJTUJOF"BEMBOE "BEMBOE%FOUBM
t $JOEZ#BSCFF %JHJUBM&OBNFM
t (SFH$BNQCFMM $PTNFUJDBOE'BNJMZ1SJWBUF1SBDUJDF
t 3FMMB$ISJTUFOTFO 53"$3FTFBSDI
t 5PEE&ISMJDI %JHJUBM&OBNFM
t 3JDL'PY -FJHI%FOUJTUSZ
t 1FUFS(BSEFMM DFSFDEPDUPSTDPN
t .BSL)ZNBO $PTNFUJDBOE'BNJMZ1SJWBUF1SBDUJDF
t +BNFT,MJN $"%4UBSPSH
t #SJBO-F4BHF #FWFSMZ)JMMT*OTUJUVUFPG%FOUBM&TUIFUJDT
t %BSJO0#SZBO 0#SZBO"EWBODFE%FOUJTUSZ
t %IBWBM1BUFM 1MFBTBOU(SPWF%FOUBM(SPVQ
t %BO1PUJDOZ $PTNFUJDBOE'BNJMZ1SJWBUF1SBDUJDF
t 4BNFFS1VSJ DFSFDEPDUPSTDPN
t 3JDI3PTFOCMBUU DFSFDEPDUPSTDPN
t .JLF4LSBNTUBE DFSFDEPDUPSTDPN

Endodontics
Don’t miss the opportunity to be a part of history
and attend the inaugural
SIROWORLD event. Registration is $1,995 for doctors and $1,195 for staff/
spouse/guest/technician
registration.
Visit www.siroworld.
com to register for
SIROWORLD and to view
other registration types.
To learn more about
SIROWORLD, email siroworld@sirona.com or call
toll-free (844-GO2-SIRO)
(844-462-7476).
Specialized SIROWORLD tracks include*:

t %JXBLBS,JOSB &OEPEPOUJD1SJWBUF1SBDUJDF
t 4FSHJP,VUUMFS *OUFSOBUJPOBM&OEPEPOUJD*OTUJUVUF
t $MJGG3VEEMF "EWBODFE&OEPEPOUJDT
t +PIO8FTU $FOUFSGPS&OEPEPOUJDT

Imaging
t 5BSVO"HBSXBM %%FOUJTUT
t "VHVTUEF0MJWFJSB %JHJUBM&OBNFM
t $ISJT'BSSVHJB 4PSSFOUP%FOUBM$BSF
t "SVO(BSH *NQMBOU4FNJOBST
t /FBM1BUFM *OåOJUF4NJMFT
t +PF1FSSZ %FOUTQMZ4JSPOB
t 4DPUU1PQF 1PQF%FOUBM
t ,FOU.PPSF $IBSMPUUF0SBM4VSHFZ
t +BZ3F[OJDL 4PVUIFSO$BMJGPSOJB$FOUFS
GPS0SBMBOE'BDJBM4VSHFSZ
t )PPUBO4IBIJEJ $SPTT0WFS%FOUBM&OUFSQSJTFT *OD
t %PO5ZOEBMM 6OJWFSTJUZPG/PSUI
$BSPMJOB4DIPPMPG%FOUJTUSZ

Office Design
t .PITFO(IJPSFJTIJ 5IF,PIBO(SPVQ
t 5JN,JOH 1BUUFSTPO%FOUBM
t .JLF4UBSL 1BUUFSTPO%FOUBM

Orthodontics

Periodontics/Hygiene
t )FJEJ"SOEU &OIBODFE)ZHJFOF
t 4
 DPUU#FOKBNJO #FOKBNJO%FOUBM(SPVQ
t 1BUUJ%J(BOHJ "VUIPSPG%FOUBM$PEFPMPHZ
t .BSJB(PMEJF 4FNJOBSTGPS8PNFOT)FBMUI
t ,SJTUZ.FOBHF#FSOJF &EVDBUJPOBM%FTJHOT

Practice Management
t 1BVM#BTT 'PSUVOF.BOBHFNFOU
t 6DIF0EJBUV 5IF1SPHSFTTJWF%FOUJTU
t "MJ0SPNDIJBO )3GPS)FBMUI
t 4IBOOPO3JDILPXTLJ )ZHJFOF.BTUFSZ
t 3FOF4DIVCFSU 'PSUVOF.BOBHFNFOU
t 3PZ4IFMCVSOF
t #FSOJF4UPMU[ 'PSUVOF.BOBHFNFOU

Prosthetics and Lab
t $
 BEF4BMNPO "JS'PSDF1PTUHSBEVBUF%FOUBM
School
t 4
 QFBLFSTXJMMCFBOOPVODFEBTUIF
JOGPSNBUJPOCFDPNFTBWBJMBCMF

Restorative
t "
 MBO"UMBT &TUIFUJDBOE$PNQSFIFOTJWF
Restorative Dentistry Private Practice
t 5JN#J[HB 'BNJMZ $PTNFUJDBOE
*NQMBOU1SJWBUF1SBDUJDF
t #PC$POUF 8FTU4IPSF%FOUBM"TTPDJBUFT
t +PTF-VJT3VJ[ -PT"OHFMFT*OTUJUVUF
PG$MJOJDBM%FOUJTUSZ
*Please note: SIRO803-%TVCKFDUT
BOEBHFOEBTVCKFDUUPDIBOHF
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WEO Media

WEO Media is a full-service dental marketing company focused entirely on the dental industry. The company helps dentists acquire new patients and
retain existing patients to grow practice revenue and profitability. WEO Media marketing services include custom and semi-custom websites with
mobile optimization, SEO, PPC, social media, video production, online patient reviews generation, online reputation management, branding, design
services, patient newsletters, direct marketing (mailers, radio, TV, print ads), marketing strategy development and more. WEO Media is a value provider
that retains over 92 percent of its clients every year. Dentists choose WEO Media for various reasons including month-to-month contracts (no long-term
commitments), dental industry expertise, great customer service, highly effective marketing services, solid return on investment (ROI) and being a onestop shop for all of a practice’s marketing needs. For practices wanting dynamic, aggressive growth, WEO Media has developed a turn-key marketing
program that includes comprehensive online marketing, powerful direct-to-consumer marketing and effective consulting services to ensure program
results. This program can target specific areas for growth such as dental implants, orthodontics, sleep dentistry, cosmetic dentistry, etc. WEO Media
is exclusively endorsed by industry leaders, such as Nobel Biocare, Seattle Study Club and Burkhart Dental Supply. It is also endorsed by state dental
association programs, including those of Texas, Arizona and Oregon. In addition, WEO Media is proud to be a Certified Google Partner Company.
CIRCLE RS #107

For more information, visit weomedia.com.

Zipwhip
ZIPWHIP USER
DR. JERRY LANIER

Zipwhip landline and toll-free texting is entirely different from all other automated texting services. Instead of providing patients two numbers (one to call and one to text), let your patients
text you on your existing published phone number. Texting using your business number will
help your office reduce costly, time-consuming phone calls and allow you to reach patients
immediately. Your landline / toll free / VOIP phone number is one of the most vital pieces of
information associated with your business. Zipwhip’s apps will allow you to unlock the full
potential of your business phone number. Replace calls with texts and engage patients in twoway conversations from your computer or any device connected to the internet. Stop playing
phone tag and fill your wait list within minutes by texting patients in a BCC group text using
Zipwhip’s cloud-based apps from any computer, tablet or smartphone.
CIRCLE RS #108

For more information, visit zipwhip.com.
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This is a fabulous product that allows us to communicate with our
patients in the least invasive way when and how they prefer to receive
their communication. In this age of texting and social media we’ve
found that people prefer to have us communicate in the manner that
they do their day-to-day communications. This also allows us to know
exactly what is said and how; in other words it gives us more control
over the process. We use this product to do appointment confirmations, to do post-operative treatment messaging and other messaging that is part of our normal day-to-day communications.

DENTISTS

TRUST OFFICITE.
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DOUBLE TAKE

Curve Hero
Consider Curve Dental’s complete
web-based dental software solution that
includes native digital imaging features,
helpful charting capabilities, powerful
scheduling tools, super-tight billing
controls and more. Curve’s cloud-based
software is reportedly well-received by
clinicians and their staff who enjoy continuous, no-hassle upgrades, worry-free
and secure data backup, and accessfrom-anywhere convenience.
Curve Dental
888-910-4376 | curvedental.com
CIRCLE RS #116

me with an emergency and I’m at
home, I can sort out an appointment
by going to the website.

What benefits have you seen
since using Curve Hero?

“

... Functionality has
been fantastic.”
Curve Dental’s cloud-based software features
native digital imaging options, sexy charting
capabilities and tight billing controls. [ by Terri Lively ]

Other than going paperless, which is
huge, it’s pretty well integrated. It’s very
easy to get from Curve into my imaging
system because it bridges very easily.
Communication has improved.
For example, we don’t need to have
any messaging system when patients
arrive. We have bars on the side
of the patient’s name that we can
change the color of and shows on all
our computers immediately. We also
have places for memos, so it’s very
easy to leave instructions about what
needs to be done.

Why would you recommend it?

DR. JACK SLOME
Accolade Dental Centre
Practicing since 1984

WHEN CONSIDERING DENTAL PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, you

can count on one thing: variety.
There is no shortage of ways to
manage the day-to-day business of
your practice. But when considering
a cloud-based dental practice management software system, the field
narrows sgnificantly.
Curve Dental challenges the status
quo by taking a new approach to
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practice management with Curve
Hero. Its number one goal is to
simplify the hassles associated with
dental software and provide accessibility, flexibility and convenience
for clinicians and their staff.

What Dr. Jack Slome, BDS,
thinks of Curve Hero:
I started using Curve at the
beginning of 2010 after using a few
different dental programs. We had
to update ourselves with the other
systems, and often, when updating,
we also had to upgrade all our
computers. With the old system,
annual updates were annoying,

complicated and needed help from
an IT person. When I saw Curve,
I thought it was great to have
something that was based online.
[With Curve Hero], the functionality has been fantastic, and they
keep on improving while looking
for feedback from us so they can be
better. This is done without any disturbance to us because it is all done
in the background.
We managed to go paperless using
Curve, which, from the patient’s
perspective, keeps us cutting edge
and is appreciated by them. You also
have easy accessibility anywhere you
have internet access. If a patient calls

Compared to what I used before, I
love the functionality of it and the
ease of use. You don’t have the same
issues you have with other systems.
You don’t need to have the same level
of backup. You don’t need to change
computers all the time. As long as
you have the internet connection,
you have everything you need.
I have three practices, and communication is very easy. I can keep track
of each practice from any location.
Curve, as a company, is very supportive. When calling them with
issues, they do not make you feel
wrong or inadequate; no matter how
small the problem, they help to the
best of their ability.

WE BELIEVE
THAT TEAR STRENGTH IS THE ONLY STRENGTH THAT MATTERS.
THAT SPEED IS IMPORTANT BUT ONLY WHEN IT
HELPS YOUR EXPERT HANDS BE THE BEST OF THE BEST.

THAT PREDICTABILITY
IS A ONE-WAY ROAD TO
PEACE-OF-MIND.

EVERY TIME.
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 26

Are you using the #1 impression material? Request a demo at www.AquasilUltra.com

Does your matrix system
give you the
Tight

Contacts.
Natural

Contours.
Consistent
Outcomes.
Total
The award-winning Triodent V3 System, exclusively by Ultradent.
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 27

800.552.5512 | ultradent.com
© 2016 Ultradent Products, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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HOW TO MAKE A

GREAT
IMPRESSION
Check out this month’s cover
story for 10 ways to make

[ IN THIS SECTION ]

68 CLINICAL INSIGHTS
68

EFFICIENT SYSTEM FOR
PLACING POSTERIOR
DIRECT COMPOSITES
Dr. Nash on using a direct posterior
composite restoration with bulk-fill
dual-cure composite resin and
sectional matrix/ring system.

a great impression, and
much more information on
both traditional and digital
impressions. More on page 58.
72 TECHNIQUE
72

HOW TO STREAMLINE
TREATMENT PLANNING

[ WEB EXCLUSIVES ]
VIDEO

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE

Whip Mix’s MaxAlign app uses
photography taken on a tablet to
capture vital patient landmarks
that detail the link between the
upper teeth and the patient’s head.

Tips from a dental assistant on using SonicFill from
Kerr Dental
One of Modern Dental Assistant’s Editorial Advisory Board
members gives you some of her favorite tips and tricks.
By Tija Hunter, CDA, EFDA, CDIA, FADAA

http://bit.ly/1XxIqRW

3 reasons why tight isn’t right for dental implants

Featured Practice: Greenbrier Dental
In this video, Dr. Daniel Etheridge and his staff
at Greenbrier Dental explain how 3M products
are used in this Chesapeake, Virginia practice.

Dr. Michael R. Norton weighs in on why high insertion torque may not be right for dental implants.
By Academy of Osseointegration

http://bit.ly/1TA6ofO

84 I USE THAT
84

ULTRADENT PRODUCTS
Talking to Dr. Hal Stewart and his
dental assistant, Anne Armstrong,
about Uveneer direct composite
veneers.

Sponsored by 3M

http://bit.ly/25mzvZO

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product
news and our exclusive content
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DENTAL IMPRESSIONS ARE VITAL TO
MANY DENTAL PROCEDURES. FROM
CROWNS AND BRIDGES TO IMPLANTS,
FROM ORTHODONTICS TO PROSTHETICS, COSMETIC DENTISTRY AND MORE,
MAKING A GREAT IMPRESSION MATTERS.
ALTHOUGH DENTAL IMPRESSIONS ARE
A SIGNIFICANT PART OF A DENTAL PRACTICE, THEY ARE ALSO A SIGNIFICANT
SOURCE OF FRUSTRATION. PERFECTION
IS BOTH ESSENTIAL AND ELUSIVE. MANY
FACTORS WILL AFFECT THE OUTCOME,
AND MANY OF THEM ARE OUT OF THE
DENTAL PROFESSIONAL’S CONTROL.
Everyone has his or her secrets for taking the best
impression, whether using a digital or traditional
method. We talked to clinicians, a dental assistant
and industry experts to learn a few. Here’s what our
experts told us.
“What is a good impression? A good impression
is going to be a technique that gives you the perfect
negative impression of the teeth, the gum and the
sulcus,” says Dr. Eric Caron, a prosthodontist with
Dental Wings. “ Not only the tooth surface. We need
a full copy.”

It’s critical to patient outcomes to have
an accurate impression. Here’s what
you need to know about both digital
impression systems and traditional
methods. [ by Terri Lively, contributing writer ]

ESSION

MEDIOIMAGES/PHOTODISC/GETTY IMAGES

MAKE

your time with tissue
1Expand
management.
Dr. Marc Geissberger, Professor and Chair of the
Department of Integrated Reconstructive Dental
Sciences at University of the Pacific, asserts that
“proper tissue management is essential.” Although
there are many techniques used for tissue management, there are some absolutes, according to Dr.
Geissberger. “The field must be free of contaminants
and must not bleed. So number one is focusing a
little more time and attention, not so much to the
actual squirting of the impression material, but to
the tissue management during the procedure.”
Dr. Caron agrees. “So the difficulty of the procedure is not related to the use of the material because
a dentist with a high skill level is going to handle any
material. It’s not the material that is responsible; it’s
how you manage your tissue. It’s how you’re going
to control the saliva and be sure nothing is going to
push your material away from the side of the tooth.”
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5 UNDENIABLE BENEFITS OF DIGITAL IMPRESSIONS
The patients love them. Many labs prefer them. They are
easier for clinicians and staff to take. Digital impressions
have multiple benefits for a practice.

3. You can communicate easier with the lab.

1. You can stop and start.

“If the doctor wants to mark the margin so the lab has a
better idea of where they want the placement, then they
can send that to the lab. The digital [scan] provides a lot of
ease of communication that is handy when it comes to big
or small restorations. Whatever it is, you’ve got a lot of tools
that you can use to have a better result,” Aguirre says.

“With the CAD/CAM procedure, you do one tooth. Then
you stop, and you prepare your second tooth. So you can go
easy like that without concern if the blood is going to come
or not because you controlled it by stopping your procedure
and using your air flow and that’s it,” Dr. Caron says.

“It’s immediately received by your laboratory, and that’s
a huge benefit. If you need something done quickly, you
submit and within an hour, that entire file is uploaded to
your laboratory,” Dr. Geissberger says.

Still not convinced? Here are five more undeniable benefits
of digital impressions:

2. You can use it over and over again.
“If you need it in the future for whatever reason, it stays
on the computer, and it’s there. You can go back and see
what the patient used to look like. You can use it as many
times as you want. It never changes; it’s a permanent
thing. So say they pour the impression and somehow the
tech drops it and the model breaks. They’ll probably repour the impression, but it’s not going to be as accurate as
the first pour,” Nicole Calderone, RDAEF2 says.

2

Two words: Tissue
retraction.

Tissue retraction is key to taking a
great impression. The dual-cord or
double-cord impressions technique
is an excellent way to retract the gingival tissue and allow for adequate
access into the sulcus. “Retraction
and isolation are the two key points.
If you have that, then you’re going
to have a good impression,” Tija
Hunter, dental assistant and vice
president of the American Dental
Assistants Association, says.
Dr. Caron explains: “When you’re
going to extract your impression after
the polymerization, it needs to have a
minimum of material. If you do not
have that minimum, and you remove
your tray, the material is going to
break, and it’s going impair the quality
of your restoration. So we need to do
a certain amount of retraction. Some
studies say that every time you take
a regular impression, you’re going
to add 0.3 mm of gum retraction,
even if you’re the best, because you
traumatize your gum. You need that
retraction to be sure you have the space
for your material.”
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4. You can submit them to the lab faster.

5. You know the impression is accepted before you even
send it off.
“The computer will tell you if this is a good image or not.
There’s no more rejection. When you take a traditional
impression, you send it off, and two or three weeks later,
you get it back saying ‘No, we can’t do it. You’ve got to take
another one.’ So the time, convenience and aggravation
for not only the patient but for the operator, is gone with
digital,” Hunter says.

“A lot of times dentists are looking
for the cheapest stuff out there, not
necessarily quality,” says Dr. Tim
Bizga of Parma, Ohio. “But impression materials are not all created
equal. There are impression materials you pay more for because they’re
better. It’s not necessarily because a
big company label is going on it or
whatnot.”

line manager for Carestream
Dental’s CS Solutions CAD/CAM
portfolio, agrees. He believes that
every person is unique and has their
tricks for getting the results he or she
wants from impressions. Whether
using a digital scanner, polyvinyl
or alginate, honing your skills for

what works best for you is essential
to capturing a good impression.
“It’s really old school, but people
took impressions with alginate no
problem because they’d honed their
technique so well, they could just
make it work,” Aguirre says.

focus from the
4Switch
margin to the sulcus.
When dentists take an impression,
they concentrate on the margin.
Dr. Geissberger says to forget that
and instead focus on capturing the
sulcus: “If they focus on taking an
impression of the sulcus rather than
the margin, by default they capture
the margin because they’re below the
margin.”

5

Use the Force.

Dr. Geissberger, who is also in
private practice in Greenbrae,
California, says when people take
impressions they tend to seat the
tray gently. However, a quick, forceful motion is far better to move
impression material where you need
it, particularly down in the sulcus.

a material and stick
3Pick
with it.
Dr. Caron believes you should
choose a material, become a master
of it and then stick with it. “You
don’t want to change the material
each time one comes out and have
a new learning curve every six
months,” he says. “I need to know
how that material is going to flow in
my syringe. When you stick to something, and you get success, you do
not want to change; you don’t want
better than that. New material is
not what’s going to be the secret. It’s
going to be how you work and how
you control your tissue.”
John Aguirre, regional product

3M’s Imprint ™ 4: This VPS impression material is formulated to help optimize the impression procedure with innovative chemistry
that lets dentists save time and get accurate results.
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With the all-new INSPIRE &RPSOHWH3URYLVLRQDO6\VWHP
ZH¶YHVROYHGDOORIWKHVHFOLQLFDOFKDOOHQJHV7KH,163,5(V\VWHP
kit includes clinically proven products for each step of the provisional
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INSPIRE Complete
Provisional System

$179.99
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We guarantee that you’ll love the
Inspire Provisional System or return
it within 30 days for a full refund.

Distributed Exclusively by:

7RRUGHU 1-800-372- 4346 DPSP HW _7RID[ 1-800-732-7023 +RXUV_ZZZKHQU\VFKHLQGHQWDOFRP
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 28
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“

But impression
materials are not
all created equal.
There are impression materials that
you pay more for
because they’re
better. It’s not necessarily because a
big company label
is going on it or
whatnot.”

“Tell the patient, ‘When I seat this
impression tray, I’m going to push
quickly. It won’t hurt, but it’s going
to be forceful and fast,’” he suggests.

work distal and
6Always
mesial in two paths.
When taking traditional impressions, one must consider the flow
of gravity. Since the patient is lying
on his or her back, the material will
drip, following the pull of gravity.
Dr. Geissberger wants dental professionals to work with gravity, not
against it. “Start your impression
from the distal lingual corner of the
tooth working towards the mesial
lingual, capturing all of the lingual
margins first,” he advises. “Then lift
the syringe out, rotate it 180 degrees
and go to the distal buccal.
“From there, you capture all of the
buccal margins working mesially to
the mesial buccal. Then you cover
the occlusal feature tray, and you’re
good to go,” he says. “By starting
with the distal, the material is always
dripping away from you, which
allows you to see the entire procedure. If you inadvertently started
from the mesial, the material would
start dripping back and obscure your
view of capturing the margins.”
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DIGITAL SCANNING INCREASES OUR SPEED AND CONVENIENCE
We talked with dental assistant Nicole Calderone, RDAEF2
about her experience with the intraoral scanner she uses
at her practice on the Glidewell Laboratories campus. We
asked her how the new scanning methodology and technology helps with patient care and satisfaction and how digital
impressions are changing (and improving) the workflow for
the dental laboratory.

with saliva present, it seems still to pick up everything very
nicely.
Once you learn how to use the scanner, it’s so fast. And
say, for whatever reason, you need the scan in the future, it
stays on the computer.

Q: What role do you play in your practice for impressions?

A: I’ve heard nothing but good things from the patients.
They’re like, “Oh, we hate the gooey.” It’s better for the
patient overall. I’ve heard no complaints and we scan a
patient almost every day here in the office.

A: The doctor will prep the tooth. Not all assistants are
allowed to do this, but then I pack the cord around the
tooth. Usually I use a cord that has some sort of anesthetic
solution in it. I scan the patient, starting with a prepped
tooth first and the arch. So if it’s the lower tooth, I will scan
that tooth, that arch, first. Then I will scan the opposing, the
upper and then the bite.
Once I’m done with that, I’ll dismiss the patient. I clean
up the scan and submit it to the lab. They’ll go over the
scan and call you if they have any questions. Or, if we’re
going to mill it here the same day, the doctor makes sure
that everything is the exact size and shape that he likes.
The patient will come back in an hour and we’ll cement the
crown.
We scan a lot of implants, too. We scan the abutment
inside the implants and we make the crowns as well. We
also use it a lot for dentures. The scanner that we have
scans soft tissue, too. So we use it for crowns, veneers,
fixed bridges, dental implants and for surgical guides.

Q: How do you like the scanning methodology and
technology?
A: Compared to taking traditional impressions, it’s so nice.
You never risk any air bubbles. Also, it’s permanent. If you
take a traditional impression, the material distorts when
you pour it into the stone. It can shrink as well, depending
on what material you’re using. But with digital impressions,
you can use it as many times as you want; it never changes.
You can scan full arches as well, not just one arch. So
say they have a crown on the lower left and also in the
lower right and in the front anterior, you can just scan the
entire arch. You just put it in the mouth and it scans. Even

7 Bleed it thoroughly.
Bleeding from the gums is a problem, but not bleeding the material
cartridge and the tip is, too. Bleeding
the cartridge ensures the material
enjoys a proper mix so it sets up after
you seat the tray. Hunter says she
sees that mistake with new dental
assistants. “If you’re in too big of a
hurry, and you’re not bleeding it, that
first little bit that doesn’t get mixed is

Q: How is digital scanning for patient care and satisfaction?

Q: Why doesn’t everyone use a digital scanner instead
of traditional impressions?
A: It’s a big investment for them. One of the things that the
dentists worry about is the industry keeps coming out with
new scanners. So the dentists are afraid they’ll invest in
one and then another new one comes out that is better.

Q: When you do it that way, does it help with the ﬁtting?
A: It does. With implants, we find that any time we scan and
send it off to the lab and the crown has come back, that
scan is almost perfect, every time. When we do the traditional impressions, it’s not perfect all the time. It involves
a lot of parts that are going in and out and if they break
anything or anything happens, it’s difficult. I can’t say how
many times I’ve had to take traditional impressions over.

Q: How do you think digital impressions change and
improve the workﬂow for the dental lab?
A: It increases the speed of design and convenience. The
patient doesn’t have to come back for another appointment later because the crown doesn’t fit right—after you
waited two weeks to get the crown. In those cases, the
doctor has to take another impression, send it back to the
lab, and then have the patient come back in another two
weeks. With the scanner, we just do a new scan, which
takes maybe 10 minutes.
Scanning overall is just so much better. My professor
would always say it’s the only permanent impression.
Because there’s no such thing if you do a traditional
impression.

Carestream Dental’s CS 3600
intraoral scanner is designed
to make the digital impression
workflow fast and easy.

How conﬁdent are we in our new Kerr Restorative Procedural Solution?
Enough to know that if you try it one day a week, you’ll want it for every day of the week. So give
us your Tuesdays. And discover an integrated system of restorative products that establishes
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satisfaction of every patient.

Take the Kerr “Give us Your Tuesdays” Challenge today. Get started at KerrDental.com/Tuesdays
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WHEN IT COMES TO IMPRESSIONS, IT’S GARBAGE IN,
GARBAGE OUT
Dr. Tim Bizga, DDS, who is in private practice in Parma, OH,
has a unique background that gives him an unusual perspective for a clinician. He started his career as a lab technician,
then moved to chairside assistant, and after graduating from
dental school, became a clinician himself.
With crown and bridge treatments generating major
revenue for many practices, he believes dentists should
consider impressions a vital component of their bread and
butter. When they don’t, it creates problems in the lab. We
asked him to share his views on taking—and making—a
good impression.

Q: What is the state of impressions today?
A: The state of it is that we could do a better job. What you
send out is what you’re going to get in return. We used to
have a saying in the lab: Garbage in, garbage out. If we can
do things to make the quality better for impressions, we’re
going to have a better result long-term.

Q: What are some ways clinicians can make the quality
better?
A: First, you have to have care and attention to detail.
Whether you’re taking digital or conventional impressions,
both require a level of detail to ensure that you don’t have
errors. And then, not giving the lab whatever and saying
“Oh, just make it work.’”You hear that a lot when you’re on
the lab side. That frustrates technicians.

Q: Why is it frustrating?
A: With all these materials, they have parameters. If you’re
looking at the scientific side of it, the lab needs a certain
amount of reduction. They have checklists that they run
through on the lab side. How much margin do you have?
Is it a shoulder? Is it a chamfer design? Is it a feather edge?
How is material support? That all comes from the science.
They all have these numbers that we have to live by in terms
of how much reduction to have and margins so that you can
get something that you say should last X number of years.
For instance, if you’re picking something like a Porcelain
Fused to Metal, which has been around for decades,
you have to have 1.5 to 2 mm of occlusal reduction. Most
dentists under-reduce because they’re trying to be conservative. You have to have room for the metal. You have to
have room for the porcelain. You have to have room for the
opaque layer. If it’s short, the lab will say, “Well, the occlusal reduction is inadequate.” The dentists will say, “Just do
your best.”
What happens is the porcelain area in that area of the
crown gets thin. Because it’s thin, there’s a high likelihood
that if they bite the right thing, like a nut or something very
hard, and that material isn’t the proper thickness, it can
chip or break. That can happen in week one or that can
happen in year two, and there’s no way of telling. You don’t
have a crystal ball.

Q: Are there any innovations right now that have you
excited about the future of dental impressions?
A: Clinicians should expect the most from their material
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in order to do the best job. This means high tear strength,
high hydrophilicity, precision placement options, appropriate set and work times and good material flow. There
are enhancements to the standard impression materials
coming that deliver the best performance not only across
all areas of the procedure, but also in how it handles with
the presence of fluids. In a lot of cases, dentists ask “Does
it work in blood?” They always want to know if they have to
be strict with their tissue management because polyvinyl
siloxane materials are hydrophobic. So manufacturers
have to add certain things to make them behave better in
the presence of saliva and blood. You still want to make it
as dry a field as possible when you’re taking an impression,
but the new materials seem to behave extremely well in
the presence of fluids, which is unlike most of the older
materials.

Q: Everyone says scanning is the way to go, and yet
people still make traditional impressions. Can you
explain why?
A: It’s a business. The fees for service are set where they
are so you also get to take home a paycheck, which, in
America, shouldn’t be a bad thing. But dentists are getting
hosed by the insurance companies. That’s the problem.
It’s all about return on investment for dentists while watching their return for procedures go down. Sometimes it’s just
easier to stay with impression materials.
Things have changed since 2007-2008. When that
whole mortgage meltdown happened, buying patterns
changed. Things changed in dentistry, and some people
are still trying to figure it out, believe it or not. People have
changed. I travel all over, and I find that it’s different. Our
patients don’t feel prosperous. I don’t think the country
feels prosperous.
Why haven’t all people adopted scanning? Because
you’ve got to have the extra cash. You don’t want to
finance everything; you want to try and make a smart
investment.

Q: What is the key takeaway every clinician should have
about dental impressions?
A: Do your best even when no one is watching. Sometimes
in school, you had that pair of eyes over your shoulder,
and you always tried to produce your best. But now when
you’re in the privacy of your own little practice and nobody
is out there judging your work, sometimes it’s easy to cut
corners and send it off to the lab.
I went to a Jesuit high school, and they used to make me
sign every one of my papers with the Latin symbol AMDG,
which stood for “ad maiorem Dei gloriam.” It was your
honor code. It stood for the greater glory of God. They said
if you put that on your work, you’re saying you did your very
best.
When you’re writing your lab script, and you sign your
name, I look it as saying you did your very best. That’s the
takeaway. When people put that kind of standard to it, it’s
hard to lose.

“

Whether using
a digital scanner,
polyvinyl or alginate, honing your
skills for what works
best for you is essential to capturing a
good impression.”

probably going to be right where you
need your impression the most. And
that always presents a problem. So
if you’re not bleeding your syringes
before you put your material in the
tray, that’s a huge mistake,” she says,
“And gosh, talk about a mess. It’s
hard to clean up!”

8Focus on the ﬁnishing line.
When you take an impression, you
have to focus on the finishing line
of your future restoration, explains
Dr. Caron, who notes that poor
impressions are responsible for the
black lines that are sometimes visible
on restorations. “That crown is not
sitting perfectly, and the bacteria
comes in, so the gum retracts and
you see the lid of the final restoration,” he says. “You need to be sure
the finish of the line is below the
gum, making sure that we do not
see the future crown and the line
between the future crown and the
tooth itself.”
This requires extra attention to the
tissue prep, particularly to bleeding
gums. “If blood comes when you
inject your material,” Dr. Caron
notes, “even if the polymerization of
the material is possible, the pressure
that makes the blood come inside of
the impression is going to push away
your material, and you’re going to
have some bad definition of your
finishing line.”
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Some professionals believe
digital tools might help the fi nal
result.“Digital is just the way to go. I
talk about that all the time,” Hunter
says. “I know there are so many
people out there still taking impressions, and I just want to know why.
The digital impression is much more
precise and accurate. It takes out
human error. You don’t get a void.
You don’t get tearing of the impression material where you’re taking
it out. It takes out all that human
error and gives you a much better
product.”

9 Talk to the lab.
There are many implant manufacturers—both big and small—and
manufacturers can decide to make
a proprietary scan body type
for digital impression scanners.
Therefore, in an implant workflow,
communication is critical because
the doctor must know what design
software their lab uses. “Every time
a doctor starts asking me about the
impression workflow, I say ‘Talk to
your lab. Find out what they use,’”
Aguirre says.

COVER STORY

WHAT IMPRESSION TOOLS IMPRESS OUR EXPERTS?
“Polyethers are the best of the best.” Tija Hunter, dental
assistant and vice president of the American Dental Assistants Association
“Loupes and lights are awesome. When you do dentistry
without loupes and then you switch to doing them with
loupes, and add the little headlamps, that makes a huge
difference,” Dr. Tim Bizga, DDS, in private practice in
Parma, OH
“What 3M did with Imprint 4 is they added a second
reaction into the impression, that is essentially a timereleased reaction. That secondary reaction provides heat
to the impression material and it doesn’t take effect until
about 30 to 40 seconds. So you have a long working
time.” Dr. Marc Geissberger, Greenbrae, CA
“The intelligent software that runs our digital CS 3600
intraoral scanner individually meshes each captured
image together using the algorithm of the software so that
it places it in the correct position.” John Aguirre, regional
product manager of Carestream Dental’s CS Solutions
CAD/CAM portfolio

10

Help the patient help
you.

One of the biggest challenges any
dental professional has no matter
his or her skill level taking impressions is managing the patient during

“With a custom tray, we can be sure that we’re going
to have the maximum pressure to push the material
between the tooth and the gum surface.” Dr. Eric Caron,
prosthodontist, Dental Wings
“The TRIOS scanner that I’ve used most is really nice. We
just love it. You can scan full arches as well, not just one
arch. Not a lot of scanners can scan a full arch.” Nicole
Calderone, RDAEF2
“I’ve used lots of scanners, but the 3M True Definition
Scanner is the one we primarily use. Patient responses
are always positive. Why? Because they don’t have to sit
there with a mouthful of goo for four to eight minutes.”
Dr. Geissberger
“If you start to use the CAD/CAM, even if it’s only one
tooth, you’re never going to go back to conventional.”
Dr. Caron

the uncomfortable procedure. Dr.
Geissberger says most clinicians give
patients the wrong advice. “They tell
patients, ‘Don’t move your tongue.’
What you have to tell patients prior
to the impression at the moment
you’re about to squirt the material
is ‘Do not swallow.’ And you keep
repeating that to patients.”
Dr. Geissberger tells his patients
how swallowing lifts the saliva
from the floor of their mouth into
the impression material or scanning
area and that then they will have to
take the impression again. “Now
if you don’t remind patients not to
swallow, inevitably, they’re going to
feel gaggy,” he notes. “They’re trying
their best, but they will swallow during the impression and flood the field
with moisture.”

Finally, did you know ...
... Most patients prefer digital
impressions?
“We did a survey years ago with
our patients about the digital experience. When we asked the question,
‘Would you prefer this to a convenJOSEGIRARTE/GETTY IMAGES
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tional impression?’, the results were
98 percent favoring a digital impression,” says Dr. Geissberger.
... There is less of a learning curve
with digital impressions?
“We prefer digital because it is so
much easier of a workflow and there
is less of a learning curve when it
comes to digital because you’re capturing images rather than trying to
squirt that material on an area that
sometimes you can’t really see well,”
says Aguirre.
... Your practice makes a better
impression on patients with digital
impressions?
“We like knowing that our healthcare is up-to-date with technology,
too. When patients see that you have
the technology to do this, which
makes it more convenient for them,
they’re all over it,” says Hunter.
[Editor’s note: For more on digital
impressions, don’t miss our August
2016 cover story!]
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HOW TO

EFFICIENTLY PLACE
POSTERIOR DIRECT
COMPOSITES

1

How to apply direct posterior composite
restoration with bulk-fill dual-cure composite
resin and sectional matrix/ring system.
2

ROSS W. NASH, DDS

IN OUR ESTHETICALLY FOCUSED
SOCIETY, tooth-colored posterior

restorations are the choice for many
patients. Ceramic inlays and onlays
can provide excellent alternatives
to amalgam and gold. However, the
cost of indirect restorations is sometimes a limiting factor in today’s
economy.
Direct posterior composites can
be affordable alternatives for the
patient, but have been challenging
for the practitioner due to many
factors. Conventional direct composites are light cured and often
require layering in increments due
to the restriction of curing depth
with an LED curing light. Proximal
contacts are difficult to achieve with
traditional matrix systems. Polymerization shrinkage has sometimes
resulted in tooth sensitivity and
marginal leakage. And the time
required to place these restorations
often has resulted in low financial
productivity.

Solution
Numerous bulk fill materials have
been introduced to help solve some
of these issues. One of the newest
materials is Fill-Up! from Coltene.
It involves use of a dual-curing
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composite resin that sets on its
own in three minutes. Since it has
a self-curing mode, shrinkage is
directed into the center rather than
toward the curing light, resulting in
less shrinkage stress and an excellent marginal seal when combined
with its dual-curing bonding agent
(ParaBond). No layering is needed,
so the cavity preparation can be
filled in one increment. The resulting shade is approximately an A2
Vita shade, which blends well with
most posterior tooth structures.
Room can be provided for an occlusal layer of composite if a different
shade is desired.
Proximal contacts can be
achieved predictably with a ring
system, such as the Composi-Tight
3D system by Garrison Dental. By
using a curved sectional matrix
combined with a wedge and ring
system, proper proximal contours
are easily obtained.

Clinical example
The mesial of the first molar and
distal of the second premolar (Fig.
1) exhibited proximal decay requiring repair. The patient (male, aged
18 years) chose direct composite
restorations for their affordable cost
and one-appointment procedure.

Preparation
STEP 01 I administered anesthetic,
and my assistant placed a rubber
dam. I prepared the proximal sur-

faces using a crosscut carbide bur
(Fig. 2), being careful to be minimally invasive and leaving the
transverse ridges intact. The finished preparations can be seen in
Figure 3.
STEP 02 A sectional matrix was
placed at the distal of the second
premolar and secured with a small
wedge (Fig. 4). A Composi-Tight
ring was placed over the wedge and
against the matrix using the forceps
designed for the system. Figure 5
shows the system in place.

3

Composite placement
STEP 03 Phosphoric acid etching
gel was applied to the enamel margins (Fig. 6) and then onto the prepared dentin and immediately
rinsed thoroughly with water from
the air/water syringe (Fig. 7). The
prepared tooth was lightly air-dried
using oil-free air from the air/water
syringe.
STEP 04 One drop from each bottle of the bonding agent (ParaBond)
was placed in a mixing well, mixed,
applied to the prepared areas of the
tooth and massaged in for 30 seconds using the applicator tip (Fig.
8). The bonding agent was air dried
with oil-free air from the air/water
syringe (Fig. 9).
STEP 05 Fill-Up! composite was

4

5

6

I USE THAT
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Fill-up! Filling Materials
Dual-curing medium viscous bulk
composite applied in one step
Faster than increment technique
Coltene
330-916-8800 | coltene.com
CIRCLE RS #117

8

7

Composi-Tight 3D system
Predictable, tight and anatomically
accurate contacts can be produced faster
Provides flexibility
Garrison Dental
888-437-0032 | garrisondental.com
CIRCLE RS #127
10

9

AT A GLANCE
1. First molar and second premolar
ready for proximal restoration.

14. Sectional matrix and wedge
in place for molar restoration.

2. Tooth preparation.

15. Contouring proximal
contact area with spoon.

13

14

15

16

17

18

3. Prepared teeth.
16. Injection of bulk ﬁll composite.
4. Sectional matrix and wedge in place.
17. Composite resin in place.
5. Separating ring in place.
6. Placement of etching gel.
7. Rinsing of etching gel.

18. Carving anatomy with
carbide ﬁnishing bur.
19. Completed restorations
before rubber dam removal.

8. Bonding resin placed.
20. Polishing point number one.
9. Drying the bonding agent.
21. Polishing point number two.
10. Bulk ﬁll composite placement.
22. Polishing brush.
11. Dual cure composite in place.
23. Contact checked with ﬂoss.
12. Five-second cure with LED light.
13. Removal of sectional matrix.

11

24. Final result at two-week
follow-up appointment.

12

injected into the cavity preparation
using the auto-mixing tip (Fig. 10).
Care was taken to apply the material from the bottom up, leaving the
syringe tip in the material so that no
voids would be created. In Figure
11, the filled preparation can be
seen. The composite was allowed to
self-cure for two minutes and a

LED curing light was used to cure
the surface for five seconds (Fig. 12).
The Composi-Tight ring was
removed with the forceps and the
wedge and sectional matrix were
then removed (Fig. 13).
STEP 06 Another sectional matrix
was placed for the mesial of the first
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molar (Fig. 14). After the wedge and
Composi-Tight ring were placed, a
spoon was used to burnish the matrix at
the contact position (Fig. 15). The tooth
was then etched, rinsed and dried and
the bonding agent was applied as before.
The Fill-Up! composite was applied
(Fig. 16) and allowed to cure as before.
The cured composite can be seen from
the occlusal surface in Figure 17.
STEP 07 The surface of the composite
was contoured using a carbide finishing
bur (Fig. 18). Figure 19 shows both posterior composites in place before rubber
dam removal.
STEP 08 After the rubber dam was
removed and the occlusion was
adjusted, polishing of the composite

CLINICAL INSIGHTS

resin was accomplished with Alpen
SwissFlex polishers (Figs. 20-22). Floss
was used to confirm a tight contact (Fig.
23). The final result can be seen in Figure 24 at a two-week follow-up
appointment.

19

20

21

22

23

24

Conclusion
In this article, I described a predictable,
time-efficient process for applying a
direct posterior composite restoration
using a new bulk-fill dual-cure composite resin by Coltene and sectional matrix
and ring system by Garrison.
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™
Fill-Up!

A hole in one!

Dual cure bulk-fill composite

Deep. Fast. Perfect.
Unlimited cure depth
Single step application
Minimal shrinkage

$99 Fill-Up!™ Intro Kit

2 x 4.5 g
1 x 2.5 ml
2 x 3 ml

Fill-Up!™ Universal
Etchant Gel S
ParaBond Adhesive A & B

Watch the product tutorial on ColteneLearning.com!
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 33

ﬁll-up.coltene.com
800.221.3046
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STREAMLINE TREATMENT
PLANNING WITH MAXALIGN

1

HOW TO

MaxAlign app uses photography taken on a tablet
to capture vital patient landmarks that detail the link
between the upper teeth and the patient’s head.
Information provided by Whip Mix.

LORENA LIGHTHART

AT A RECENT DENTAL CONFERENCE,

a practice management speaker said
that if the dentist’s hands are not
working, the dentist is not making
money. Following this rationale, it
also seems that the dentist’s hands
could be working, but not making
money if the work being done is
fixing something that is not right. It
may come down to:
r4QFOEJOHUJNFVQGSPOUHBUIFS
ing all information needed to create
a treatment plan;
r4QFOEJOHUJNFBUUIFFOEXJUI
the patient in the chair to grind on
the new restoration or
r4QFOEJOHUJNFOPXBOEMBUFS
when the patient is asked to come
back as the restoration needs to be
reworked.
In all areas of life, it seems that
spending time up front to gather
important information usually
saves time in the end. In dentistry,
FTQFDJBMMZGPSUISFFQMVTVOJU
DBTFT JUNFBOTHBUIFSJOHBEEJ
tional patient information before
treatment planning, such as the
following:
r "DDVSBUFJNQSFTTJPOT
r #JUFSFDPSET
r 1IPUPHSBQIZ
r 'BDFCPXSFDPSET
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In 2015 Whip Mix introduced
technology into the dental market
to help make it easier to capture
some of this patient information.
The new product is an app, named
.BY"MJHO XIJDIVTFTQIPUPHSB
phy taken on a tablet to capture
vital pertinant landmarks that show
the relationship between the upper
teeth and the patient’s head. This
photo with landmarks can then be
sent to the laboratory for mounting
models on most Denar, Hanau and
Whip Mix articulators.

Max in the dental office
Max can be used in the dental office
for many types of cases, including
FTUIFUJD FEFOUVMPVTBOEUISFFQMVT
unit restorations. Max, through
photography, will capture the
patient’s facial midline, horizontal
cant and anterior/posterior angle.

Office setup
It is best to have the tablet that Max
JTPOQMBDFEPOBTUBCMFTVSGBDF"
tall table or counter will work as
long as there is room behind it for the
patient to sit (Fig. 1). You will need
an adjustable chair for the patient
that can be raised or lowered.

Procedure
STEP 01 4FUUIFUBCMFUQBSBMMFMUP
and about eight to 10 inches away
from the patient’s face. Use the eye
DJSDMFTUIBUBSFQBSUPGUIFTLVMMUFN
plate to help set your distance (Fig.
2). It is recommended the patient use
SFUSBDUPSTUPHJWFZPVUIFNPTUBDDV
rate view of the teeth.

STEP 02 Next, line up the patient’s
facial midline with the vertical red
line, and the horizontal edge of the
centrals with the red horizontal
MJOF$MJDLi"SN"VUP$BQUVSFuUP
UBLFUIFQIPUP5IFSFXJMMCFBUXP
second delay before the picture is
taken.
To complete the next step,
measure the width of the patient’s
DFOUSBMJONJMMJNFUFST5IJTNFB
surement will be used to size the
photo that you have taken.
STEP 03 6TJOHUIFESPQEPXOCPY
JOUIFMPXFSMFGUIBOEDPSOFS TFMFDU
the size of the patient’s centrals.
This will display properly sized
template skeletons of the centrals on
the screen (Fig. 3). Increase or
decrease the size of the photo until
the patient’s centrals fit inside the
TLFMFUPOPGUIFUFFUI1SFTT0,UP
save the photo.
If mounting the models in centric
relation, determine the patient’s
first point of contact. Document
this on page three (Fig. 4 0UIFS
wise, leave blank and save.
8JUIUIFTFUISFFFBTZTUFQT QIP
tography and records establishing
the relationship between the upper
teeth and patient’s head have been
captured and saved to be used in
mounting the models as well as for
patient documentation and the next
article that you write.

2

3

4

Max in the lab
Having this information in the lab
will help ensure that the model is
not mounted incorrectly causing the

5
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A NEW WAY TO EFFECTIVELY
MANAGE BRUXISM
Whip Mix in partnership with DDME brings
dental professionals a system to provide
objective measurements for assessing and
treating bruxism while not compromising
the airway.
Dentists, while observing damaged teeth, can
be the ﬁrst to notice the signs and symptoms
related to bruxism and associated airway
conditions. As the next step, utilize the Bruxism
and Sleep monitor with unique software which
provides the Bruxism Episodes Index (BEI),
Apnea-Hypopnea Index (AHI), and Upper
Airway Resistant Syndrome (UARS), producing
a comprehensive dental report.

The complete system includes:
6 Comfortable Bruxism and Sleep monitor
6 Access to Registered Polysomnographic
Technologist (RPSGT), including clinical
consultations, dental and medical reads,
reports, and referrals to sleep physicians
6 BRX PRO Dual arch transitional appliance

Contact us for an online presentation and
more details on what this system can do
for your practice and your patients.

702-420-7030

New system includes the
#1 rated Sleep Monitor used
by medical professionals.

www.whipmix.com
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final restorations to be canted, or
the midline to be off, or both.
This case was mounted from
impressions without any photogra
phy or records. With the informa
tion available, the mounting looks
accurate (Fig. 5).
In reality, both the facial midline
and mandibular midline are off
center. The actual patient’s facial
midline is the black line to the left
of the frenulum in the pink, and
the mandibular midline is between
the second and third teeth starting
from the left. Imagine how a res
toration made from this mounting
would fit.
The lab will use Max in conjunc
tion with a lab stand for mounting
the maxillary model (Fig. 6). While
looking through the photo of the
patient, the model on the lab stand
XJMMBMTPCFWJTJCMF#ZNPWJOHUIF
blue capture bar from one side
to the other, the transparency of
both images can be increased or
decreased.
The lab technician will tilt the
stand so that the model on the stand
is in the exact same position as the
teeth are positioned in the photo.
0ODFUIFNPEFMJTQPTJUJPOFEDPS
rectly on the stand, the lab techni
cian will take a photo of the model
for verifications (Fig. 7 #PUIUIF
photo of the patient and the photo
of the model can then be enlarged to
ensure the mounting is accurate.

7

6

AT A GLANCE
1. Make sure Max is set up on a
stable surface with enough room
behind it for the patient to sit.

6. The lab will use Max with a
lab stand for perfect mounting
of the maxillary model.

2. Using the eye circles that are
part of the skull template, center the
patient’s eyes to ensure good results.

7. The lab will photograph the
model for final verification.

3. Use the drop-down menu to select
the size of the patient’s centrals.
4. If mounting models, determine
patient’s first point of contact.
5. A case mounted from impressions
that looks correct—but is not.

Sign up for our
E-newsletter!

MaxAlign
Android app that pulls patient data digitally
Uses photographic overlays in lab to mount
models
App can be purchased via Google Play Store
Whip Mix
800-626-5651 | whipmix.com
CIRCLE RS #118
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Slideshows of step-by-step
techniques delivered right to
your inbox each week. Go to
DentalProductsReport.com
and click “Subscribe.”

“

The photography
and records captured by Max take
minutes to do and
may save a great
deal of time and
stress later if the
restoration needs to
be reworked.”

Conclusion
The photography and records cap
tured by Max take minutes to do,
and may save a great deal of time
and stress later if the restoration
needs to be reworked.
Max is an easy, fun way to
communicate with the lab about
the needs of the patient, and to
document your patient’s case in
your files. This information, when
received, helps everyone produce
HSFBUMPPLJOH àUUJOHSFTVMUT
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lorena Lighthart is the product manager
for the Clinical Products division at
Whip Mix. She has worked in the dental
industry for over 30 years. Lorena works
with myriad experts in the field to bring
new products to market that support
dental function, esthetics, and health
and wellness.
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As low as $0 copay
and no out-of-pocket costs for
commercially insured patients*
Visit www.NeutraSal.com to learn how

Both young and old patients
may suffer from dry mouth for
a variety of reasons
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NeutraSal® is easy to use1
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NeutraSal® is not intended to prevent
xerostomia or oral mucositis or to treat
diseases of the throat or upper GI tract.1

*Eligibility Restrictions and Requirements: This offer is only valid for patients with commercial insurance where NeutraSal® Supersaturated Calcium Phosphate Rinse is a
covered medication. This offer is not valid for any person eligible for reimbursement of prescriptions, in whole or in part, by any federal, state, or other governmental programs,
including, but not limited to, Medicare (including Medicare Advantage and Part A, B, and D plans), Medicaid, TRICARE, Veterans Administration or Department of Defense
health coverage, CHAMPUS, the Puerto Rico Government Health Insurance Plan, or any other federal or state health care programs. By using this program, the patient
agrees not to seek reimbursement for all or any part of the beneﬁt received through this offer and is responsible for making any required reports of use of this offer to any
insurer or other third party who pays any part of the prescription ﬁlled. This offer is good only in the United States of America (including the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico
and the U.S. Virgin Islands). This offer is not valid where otherwise prohibited, taxed, or otherwise restricted and not valid for any person that is 65 years of age or older without
commercial insurance. Patients must be 18 years of age or older to redeem this offer for themselves or a minor. This offer cannot be redeemed at government-subsidized
clinics. This offer is valid for one (1) initial prescription ﬁll of NeutraSal® and up to ten (10) prescription reﬁlls. The maximum beneﬁt available is $150 per box. Participating
patients are responsible for all costs and expenses after the maximum beneﬁt is reached. If the patient receives coverage through a health savings account (HSA) or similar
arrangement, it is the patient’s responsibility to know how claims are processed and understand that amounts paid by the third party for their NeutraSal® prescription may be
deducted from their beneﬁts limit automatically. This offer is not valid with other offers. The coupon has no cash value or cash back. This offer is not health insurance. This offer
expires on December 31, 2016. Valeant Pharmaceuticals and OraPharma reserve the right to rescind, revoke, terminate, or amend this offer at any time, without notice.
References: 1. NeutraSal® [package insert]. lnvado Pharmaceuticals LLC. 2. Levin EZ. Management of xerostomia and microﬂora with supersaturated calcium-phosphate
rinse. 2013. Data on ﬁle. OraPharma. 3. Singh ML, Papas AS. Long-term clinical observation of dental caries in salivary hypofunction patients using a supersaturated calcium
phosphate remineralizing rinse. J Clin Dent. 2009;20(3):87-92. 4. McDonald E, Marino C. Dry mouth: diagnosing and treating its multiple causes. Geriatrics. 1991;46:61-63.
5. Levin EZ. The beneﬁcial effects of a supersaturated calcium phosphate rinse on the oral cavity in xerostomia patients. Tulsa, OK: PennWell Publications; 2014.
NeutraSal is a trademark of Valeant Pharmaceuticals International, Inc. or its afﬁliates
Any other product brand/names are trademarks of their respective owners.
©2016 Valeant Pharmaceuticals North America LLC
NSL.0019.USA.16
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DUAL-ARCH MONOLITHIC
ZIRCONIA IMPLANT
RESTORATION

1a

BruxZir® full-arch solid zirconia implant prosthesis,
built with CAD/CAM technology, is extremely
durable and resistant to fracture.
Information provided by Glidewell.

1b

PERRY E. JONES,
DDS, MAGD

A COMMONLY PRESCRIBED FIXED
IMPLANT RESTORATION in the fully

edentulous arch has been the hybrid
prosthesis—a screw-retained cast
or milled bar with an acrylic base
and denture teeth. My experience
in providing these restorations over
time has shown that the pairing of
these two materials results in a construction susceptible to failure due
to fracture. Patients exert significant
forces with the muscles of mastication. To complicate matters, many
patients exhibit bruxism, clenching
or similar parafunctional muscle
activity. Experience says that the
restoration’s weakest link will fail,
and in such cases it is not uncommon
to see the acrylic superstructure or
denture teeth separate or break from
the supporting substructure.
The BruxZir® Full-Arch Implant
Prosthesis offers a practical solution to these clinical challenges.
BruxZir Solid Zirconia is extremely
durable and resistant to fracture.
Studies have verified that the material exhibits flexural strength up
to 1465 MPa. Fabricated with
sophisticated CAD/CAM technology, the full-arch BruxZir implant
restoration features a monolithic
construction, eliminating the separation of different materials, such
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as metal substructures of titanium
and superstructures of acrylic teeth.
Thus, the full-arch restoration
is much less likely to experience
fracture.
Offering strength, esthetics, a
precise fit, a smooth surface and
polishability, the BruxZir prosthesis is ideal for restoration of
edentulous arches. As shown by the
following case, in combination with
immediate loading of converted
dentures, full-arch monolithic
zirconia implant restorations can
be delivered in a protocol that
addresses the patient’s short- and
long-term needs.

Case study: Initial consultation
A 59-year-old male with no medical contraindications presented for
evaluation of his failing dentition.
He exhibited multiple missing teeth
in both arches, failing restorations,
moderate periodontal disease and
worn dentition (Figs 1a, 1b). He did
not want to be without teeth for
any period of time during treatment
and desired a prosthesis that would
not compromise his sense of taste
or cover the palatal area, as he had
a strong gag reflex. Also, he did not
want a removable appliance and was
concerned about denture sore spots.
The patient exhibited prominent
buccinator muscles, well-defined
wear facets and broken-down
restorations. Such observations are
consistent with bruxing, clenching
and other parafunctional muscle

activity. This was of great concern,
as full-arch hybrid dentures with
acrylic teeth have a high rate of
failure in the presence of parafunctional habits, especially in dualarch cases.
Following a consent discussion
of the ABCs (alternatives, benefits
and complications) of treatment,
the patient agreed to extraction of
the remaining teeth, implant placement and fixed prostheses on the
upper and lower arches. Implants
would be immediately loaded with
dentures converted to provisional
prostheses, meeting the patient’s
desire to have fixed appliances
in place throughout treatment.
The treatment plan also included
trial poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) upper and lower prostheses, which would be worn to
verify the final restorative design.
Due to the patient’s specific requirements and his occlusal history, it
was decided that the final restoration would be full-arch maxillary
and mandibular screw-retained
BruxZir Solid Zirconia Full-Arch
Implant Prostheses.

2

3

4

Surgical procedure
STEP 01 To begin the procedure,
the patient’s remaining upper teeth
were extracted. Six implants were
placed and achieved sufficient
primary stability for
provisionalization (Fig. 2). A
premade denture was converted to
serve as a screw-retained maxillary

5
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BruxZir Full-Arch Implant Prosthesis
Extremely durable and resistant to fracture
Flexural strength up to 1465 MPa
7

6

Monolithic construction
Glidewell Laboratories
800-854-7256 | glidewelldental.com
CIRCLE RS #119
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AT A GLANCE
1a, b. The patient presented
with failing dentition and missing
teeth in both arches.
2. Maxillary alveoplasty
and implants in place.
3. In the mandibular arch, the posterior
implants were placed with a 30-degree
distal tilt. As such, 30-degree angled
multi-unit abutments were utilized.
4. After filling its intaglio surface with
VPS material, the lower conversion
denture was seated, marking the
locations of where to drill holes for
the metal screw-retention cylinders.
5. After drilling holes in alignment
with the multi-unit abutments, the
conversion dentures were attached to
the implants and functioned well as
fixed appliances throughout healing.

7. A VPS full-arch impression
was taken, capturing the luted
verification jig and final contours
of the edentulous arch.
8. Maxillary and mandibular wax setups
were tried in for verification of VDO,
occlusion, speech and esthetics.
9. Maxillary and mandibular PMMA
implant prostheses were fabricated
to verify form, function and occlusion
during a three-month trial period.
10. Anterior retracted view of
maxillary and mandibular BruxZir
Full-Arch Implant Prostheses
following final delivery.
11. Frontal full-smile view with final
full-arch upper and lower screwretained BruxZir restorations in place.

6. After completion of healing,
sectioned acrylic segments of the
implant verification jig were attached
to the multi-unit abutments. The
individual sections were luted
together with acrylic gel material.

10

11

prosthesis. The treatment plan
included securing appliances on
multi-unit abutments to ease
prosthesis placement and removal.
The mandibular anterior teeth
remained at this time and were in
occlusion against the interim screwretained maxillary denture.
STEP 02 Next, the patient’s mandibular teeth were extracted and
implants placed. Full-flap surgery
was performed to facilitate alveoloplasty and identification of the mental nerve, aiding implant placement.
The most distal implants required
angled abutments, accomplished
with 30-degree multi-unit abutments (Fig. 3). Multi-unit abutments were delivered in the anterior
to match the height of the posterior
30-degree angled abutments.

Immediate load technique
STEP 03 To begin the conversion
process for immediately loading a
temporary appliance, the intaglio
surface of the premade mandibular
denture was filled with a thin coating of quick-set vinyl polysiloxane
(VPS) impression material, and the
appliance was seated in the patient’s
mouth (Fig. 4). The goal was to provide markers for where holes needed
to be drilled to house the metal
screw-retention cylinders that
would connect the prosthesis to the
multi-unit abutments. After identifying each multi-unit abutment
indentation, a slow-speed lab handpiece and bur were used to drill a
series of holes.
STEP 04 The patient’s vertical
dimension of occlusion was verified
using indelible marks on the chin
and nose. The metal screw-reten-

tion cylinders were seated over the
multi-unit abutments. Acrylic gel
was added to the conversion denture holes, which was then seated
over the mandible. After light-curing the gel material, the appliance
was removed, picking up the metal
cylinders. After filling in gaps with
the light-cure material, a handpiece
and bur were used to smooth the
rough edges on the surface of the
denture. The conversion denture
was polished and screwed into
place, and its occlusion checked and
adjusted (Fig. 5). The patient was
instructed to maintain a reasonably
soft diet and was able to immediately use the conversion dentures to
eat on the day after surgery.

Restorative appointments
STEP 05 Approximately six
months after surgery, construction
of the definitive prostheses was initiated. The laboratory supplied
implant verification jigs for both
arches based on the abutment-level
impressions taken with open-tray
impression copings at the surgical
appointment. The verification jig
was tried in, secured with screws
and checked for a precise fit (Fig. 6).
A lab-produced custom impression
tray with holes cut for the open-tray
impression copings was tried in to
ensure accurate fit. The tray was
carefully filled with VPS material
and seated in the patient’s mouth
until the material set (Fig. 7). Retention screws holding the impression
copings in place were loosened, and
the tray was removed. This procedure was repeated for both arches.
The lab provided upper and lower
screw-retained wax setups, which
were tried in to verify esthetics,
vertical dimension of occlusion
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Before and after images illustrate esthetic reconstruction of the patient’s maxilla
and mandible with screw-retained, monolithic zirconia implant restorations

(VDO), occlusion and overall patient
approval (Fig. 8). The lab fabricated
and scanned master casts for the
upper and lower arches based on
the final impressions containing the
implant verification jigs. Maxillary
and mandibular PMMA provisional
implant prostheses were digitally
designed and milled for clinical use
(Fig. 9). The patient wore the PMMA
full-arch upper and lower prostheses
for about three months, while the
occlusion was adjusted to optimize
function.
The BruxZir Solid Zirconia
Full-Arch Implant Prostheses were
milled based on the approved PMMA
provisionals and were hand-stained
for natural esthetics. The final
restorations were delivered without
complication, as their design had
been confirmed via the trial period

the patient spent wearing the PMMA
provisionals (Fig. 10). The patient was
pleased with the results (Fig. 11).

CONCLUSION
The evolution to a monolithic prosthetic material has brought us to the
full-arch restoration milled from a
single block of solid zirconia. Delivering remarkable esthetics, a precise fit,
and exceptional strength and durability, the BruxZir Full-Arch Implant
Prosthesis is a viable solution for treating fully edentulous patients in need
of a dual-arch reconstruction.
Reprinted with permission from
Inclusive™ magazine (http://glidewelldental.com/education/
inclusive-dental-implant-magazine/).
Copyright © 2014. All rights
reserved.
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Delivery + Installation: Safe & professional white glove delivery and installation service - Available Nationwide and Canada
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- All products are covered with an extensive parts and labor warranty
We Buy: Sell or Trade-In Your Used Equipment in any condition - We Cover the Freight
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GET OPTIMAL ESTHETICS
IN IMPLANTS

1

How one patient’s edentulous smile was
repaired to look more beautiful than ever.
Information provided by MIS implants.

healing is required so that a proper
gingival tissue is present.
DR. RICARDO CASTANEDA

STEP 02 Figure 6 shows the dental

team picking the shade for the temporary tooth.
IN TODAY’S DENTISTRY, it is all about
esthetics. After placing an implant
in the esthetic zone, the last thing
a patient wants to see is a dark,
metal halo around a crown. These
concerns must be anticipated and
addressed by the dentist with efficient procedures and materials.
This case involves replacement of
an anterior congenitally missing
tooth. Tooth #7 is missing, and the
space is edentulous. Tooth #10 is
missing. However, tooth #11 has
drifted into that space (Fig. 1). For
years, this patient used an upper
removable partial denture with
fake orthodontic wires and an
attached tooth to give the illusion
that she was undergoing orthodontic treatment (Fig 2). In fact, she
was hiding the fact that she was
missing a tooth. A dental implant
was placed with a zirconia abutment. The final restoration was an
Ivoclar Vivadent IPS e.max (Lithium Disilicate Ceramic) crown.
STEP 01 The surgical placement of

the implant was performed by Dr.
Carlos J. Marques. The implant
system utilized was MIS. An internal hex implant 3.30 L x 11.50mm
was placed in the area of tooth #7
(Fig 3). A cover screw was placed
and sutured (Fig. 4). The patient left
with her removable oral prosthesis.
Figure 5 shows the surgical area
three months after healing. Further
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STEP 03 A metal, healing abutment
was placed six months after healing
(Fig. 7). The abutment screw was
tightened and confirmed through a
radiograph that it was completely
seated. Cotton was put on the screw
for retrieving purposes.
STEP 04 A pre-op stent was made for

the fabrication of the temporary tooth
(Figs. 8 and 9). The stent was filled
with acrylic and contoured in the
mouth. At this stage, the patient was
able to have a tooth without wearing a
removable prosthesis, something she
had not done for years (Figs. 10, 11
and 12). Further gingival tissue contouring would be completed later.
Figures 13-15 show the gingival tissue
after two weeks of healing.
STEP 05 After three more months
of healing, the gingival tissue
around the abutment had been
established in the mouth. A dental
high-speed handpiece and a carbide
bur were used to carefully expose
the healing abutment screw (Figs. 16
and 17). The healing abutment was
removed to reveal the gingival tissue
surrounding the cavity (Fig. 18). The
gingival tissue was shaped by the
emergence profile created by the
custom healing dental abutment.
STEP 06 An impression was made

of the healing abutment. This step is

crucial later on (Fig. 19). The healing
abutment was placed back in the
mouth and tightened. Again, a radiograph was used to double check complete seating of the healing abutment.
Any gaps or separation at this stage
would be a detriment to a successful
long-term outcome.
STEP 07 The temporary was significantly reduced so that an open
tray impression coping could be
used (Fig. 20).
STEP 08 The coping is tightened in
the mouth, and an impression was
taken with the open tray technique.
After the material set, the coping
was unscrewed from the implant
(Fig. 21). However, the entire healing abutment will stay embedded in
the final impression tray. Therefore,
a second healing abutment was
required, so the patient could leave
the office with a new temporary. At
the same time, it was imperative
that the gingival supporting tissue
(emergence profile) did not collapse
or shrink in the patient’s mouth
while the lab was fabricating the
final crown.
STEP 09 A second healing abutment
was placed into the mold, generated
by the original healing abutment, in
the damping dish. A cold cure salt and
pepper technique was used with Dura
Lay acrylic resin (polymer) and monomer (liquid) to capture the healing
abutment emergence profile (Fig. 22).
STEP 10 After the acrylic resin was
cured, it was screwed back into the
mouth, and a new temporary crown
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SEVEN Implant
Each SEVEN Implant is supplied with a
sterile, single-use final drill, to ensure a
safe and precise surgical procedure
8

7

Conical root shaped geometry and a
unique thread design ensure primary
stability
Micro-rings on the implant neck
improve BIC at the crestal zone and
reduce pressure on the cortical bone to
minimize resorption at the implant neck
MIS Implants
866-797-1333 | mis-implants.com
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AT A GLANCE
1. Patient has tooth #7 missing.

9. The acrylic temporary crown.

2. For years the patient was wearing
an orthodontic removable prosthesis
to hind a missing anterior tooth.

10. A fixed temporary crown was placed
and the removable prosthesis discarded.

3. An internal hex MIS Implant
implant was placed.

11. A palatal view of the
temporary crown.
12. Contouring of the gingival tissue.

4. Placing a cover screw on the implant.
13. A palatal view of the gingival tissue.
5. Palatal view three months
after implant placement.

14. Patient’s smile after
two weeks of healing.

6. Establishing the shade.
7. A healing, metal abutment was
placed six months after healing.
8. A stent was used to fabricate
a temporary crown.

11

13

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

15. Gingival tissue after
two weeks of healing.
16. Exposing the healing
abutment screw.

12

14
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100%
Latex
Free

Three
color-coded
sizes

was fabricated again. The original healing abutment went to
the lab with the impression and
the patient left with a new second temporary crown in the
mouth. The same soft tissue
emergence profile was maintained (Fig. 23).
STEP 11 The zirconia custom

*Saliva ejector tips not included

Comfortable E-Prop saves
time, increases access

The innovative E-Prop™ maintains an open field
while holding a standard saliva ejector in the
perfect position. Invented by a hygienist, the
unique C-shape improves access and visibility.
Ideal for lengthy procedures. Made of rigid
polypropylene with soft elastomer pads for
added patient comfort. Fully autoclavable.

Fit existing
valves

Lock-On™
saliva ejector
valve tips end frustrations
Avoid the inconvenience and expense of saliva
ejector tips that pull off during procedures by
upgrading to our Lock-On Saliva Ejector Valve
Tips. For no more cost than regular silicone saliva
ejector tips, Lock-On Tips install in seconds and
stay put under tension. Fully sterilizable.

1. Place

2. Lock

3. Done

Also available from these
and other ﬁne dental dealers:

abutment was inserted into the
implant’s platform and the
screw was torqued to 32 Ncm
(Figs. 24 and 25). The IPS e.max
crown was cemented using Ivoclar Vivadent’s Multilink
cement (Figs. 26 and 27).
The final restoration on tooth
#7 is an IPS e.max ceramic
crown (Fig. 28). This material
delivers outstanding esthetics
and precision fit. The careful
consideration of the emergence
profile in the provisional stage
ensured a proper gingival sulcus. This management of the
soft tissue in combination with
a custom ceramic abutment
and an IPS e.max crown maximizes a naturally translucent
restoration that blends with
her natural teeth for optimal
results in the esthetic zone.

AT A GLANCE
17. A palatal view of the
healing abutment screw.
18. The supporting gingival tissue
created by the healing abutment.

24. A zirconia abutment
torque to 32 Ncm.

19. An impression was made of
the healing abutment to capture
the gingival supporting tissue.

25. The zirconia abutment
ready for the final crown.

20. Placing the impression coping.

26. Delivery of the final IPS e.max crown.

21. Final impression for the
fabrication of abutment and crown.
Using the open tray technique.

27. Palatal view of the final crown.
28. Final view of tooth #7
implant supported crown.

22. Dura Lay acrylic was use to
capture the healing abutment
emergence profile for the fabrication
of a second temporary crown.

23

24

25

26

27

28
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23. A second temporary crown
was fabricated with the same
soft tissue emergence profile.
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Uveneer
The Uveneer System is a one-of-a-kind
template kit, created by a dentist, for
dentists. The system was designed to
make it easier and faster for dentists to
create direct composite veneers with
predictable shape, polish and symmetry,
in only one visit. It features templates
designed to mimic natural teeth,
enabling clinicians to create anatomic
direct anterior veneers more quickly than
when done using freehand techniques.
Ultradent Products
888-230-1420 | uveneer.com
CIRCLE RS #121

“It’s just so user-friendly.”
Talking to Dr. Hal Stewart, DDS, and his dental
assistant, Anne Armstrong, about Uveneer
direct composite veneers. [ by Paul LaTour ]

the kit and the accompanying video,
Uveneer made sense for my practice.

DR. HAL STEWART AND
ANNE ARMSTRONG

al Stewart, DDS, and his
dental assistant, Anne Armstrong, have found Uveneer to
be a welcome addition to his Flower
Mound, Texas dental practice. They
use Uveneer—a dentist-designed
innovative system that creates
contoured and polished composite
veneers—for a variety of procedures,
and quickly came to appreciate the
user-friendly and time-saving advantages offered by the state-of-the-art
technology.

H

Dr. Stewart on using Uveneer:
As a key opinion leader, I was sent a
Uveneer kit by Ultradent. This was in
the summer of 2015. When I reviewed
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What results have you
experienced from using
Uveneer?
Quick, predictable tooth form and
an unmatched polished surface.
When doing direct resin veneers,
creating the form and then getting a
great final polish are both challenging and time-consuming for the average dentist. Uveneer helps the dentist
save chair time and create predictable and beautiful esthetics.
My patients have been very
pleased that I can offer a major
esthetic procedure at a fee that
is affordable for them. Patients
are really pleased not only with
the esthetics but with the shorter
appointment times. And Uveneer
is profitable for my practice even
though I can charge significantly
less than what I would charge for a
porcelain veneer.

Dental assistant Anne
Armstrong on using Uveneer:
When we’re doing a procedure and
something comes up such as a Class
V restoration, it just makes a very
user-friendly and convenient way to
restore that problem and take care of
that issue.
It’s very easy to get out and have it
accessible. It doesn’t even have to be

out on the counter, and Dr. Stewart
can say, “Let’s do Uveneer on this,”
and I can go directly to get that little
box. It’s just so user-friendly. The
other composite-restoring kits we’ve
used before have a few different
pieces, but this is just the one basic
kit and your composite instruments.
It’s been so easy to learn and easy to
work with.
It is easier on the patients because
Uveneer makes the whole procedure
go easier and faster. The patients are
happy they are getting in and out
quicker. Seeing them leave happy
with the results—that’s the best
thing right there.
There’s always an emergency
here or there, so it’s nice to have that
extra 45 minutes that you save by
using Uveneer. That saved time may
allow us to fit in more patient time.
Or it gives Dr. Stewart more time
with that patient alone so he can
address something else with their
dental care.

What are some other
advantages Uveneer offers?

Uveneer composite veneers can
help you as a dentist save time and create
reliable esthetics for your patients.

I love how there is less tooth enamel
destruction while using it. You
don’t have to pick away as much
tooth enamel. It’s predictable—the
outcome is going to be what we
expected. It’s been great. I’ve really
been impressed with it.
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ELIPAR™ DEEPCURE-S™
LED CURING LIGHT
An in-depth look at these
optimized curing lights from 3M
Oral Care.

While you work hard to build up your practice, you
must work even harder to maintain its reputation.
Find out how patient education software and
other technologies can help maintain your
reputation and grow your practice. More on page 86.
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“ ... A REALLY GREAT
PRACTICE BUILDER.”
Talking to Dr. Daniel Brunner and
Michael Gaisinsky, MCenter USA
Chief Operating Manager, about
3Shape’s TRIOS 3 scanner.

[ WEB EXCLUSIVES ]
VIDEO

ADDITIONAL CONTENT ONLINE

Sikka Software announces new data options for
dental practices
Sikka Software has a history of creating innovative and
industry-leading software products for dental practices,
and now they have created a new product line that features
a number of new options for dentists and their staff.
by the DPR Editorial Team

http://bit.ly/25kszZI
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The role of the dental team in online marketing

The breakthrough of laser dentistry
Three clinical cases by Hugh Flax, DDS, AAACD,
MICOI, show how advances in laser technology
have changed what clinicians can do today.

Can a practice’s digital presence be managed entirely
by the dental team? Two experts weigh in.
By the DPR Editorial Team

http://bit.ly/1XVkRmD

GROWING YOUR
PRACTICE WITH LASER
TECHNOLOGY
How Dr. Michael Kelly treats his
patients with the Solea laser and as
a result has his practice thriving.

http://bit.ly/27UcsnP

Log on to DentalProductsReport.com for up-to-date product
news and our exclusive content
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Using technology
to manage your
practice’s reputation
While you work hard to build up your practice, you
must work even harder to maintain its reputation.

DR.NICHOLE DEMARS, DDS

s is true with all businesses,
reputation is everything. Your
practice’s reputation is worth
fighting for and investing in. You
work hard to build up your practice

A

䊳Verifying the content of
every case has never
been easier.

More than 50 leading producers and
suppliers of dental restorative materials
now back up the quality, integrity and
value of their products with certificates
from the IdentAlloy/IdentCeram Council.
Provided free to labs and dentists,
IdentAlloy and IdentCeram certificates confirm the
composition and ADA classification of the restorative
materials you’re using with patients.
Remember to ask your lab for the certificate attesting to the
content of every case you order. Show the certificates to your
patients. Keep them on file. And use them to make your own
commitment to quality a matter of record.
Find out if the restorative materials you rely on are certified
IdentAlloy.org/verify

䊳 The IdentAlloy/IdentCeram Certificate Program

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 43
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when you first begin in this industry,
but you need to work even harder to
maintain the reputation that brings
you a consistent patient base and
exceptional staff. In my experience,
managing your practice’s reputation
comes down to three key factors:
marketing, communication and
education.

Marketing
Marketing your practice to either
maintain or build up your practice’s
reputation can take many forms;
direct mail campaigns, special offers
via social media, office promotions
and so on. For me, search engine
optimization takes a back seat to
in-person marketing efforts, and I’ve
found the most effective marketing
campaign you can run is the experience you give your patients. This
starts well before a patient enters
your office and extends after he or she
leaves, but marketing is most impactful
when a patient is sitting in your chair.
At my practice, we focus most of
our marketing efforts on our existing
patient base. Because they already
know us and everything we have to
offer, they become our best assets
in finding us new patients. Not only
have we found patient referrals to be
the most effective kind of marketing,
but they have also proven to be the
most cost-effective.
We put so much emphasis on the
patient experience when someone is
in our office because it is one of the
easiest ways to manage our reputa-
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tion. We have complete ownership
over our actions and the way we treat
patients when they are in the office, so
we make each visit a priority. I tell my
staff the easiest way to get someone
back in your dental chair and uphold
your positive practice reputation is to
give every patient a great experience
every time. If a patient enjoys his or
her time with you, they tell others and
the word grows from there.
At my office, giving the best
patient experience consists of fast
checkin and checkout. We value our
patients’ time and do our best to get
them in and out in a timely manner.
We also send treatment plan reminders so if a patient doesn’t schedule a
follow-up appointment when in the
office, we can send an easy reminder
of what was discussed at his or her
appointment and the next steps to
take when he or she is ready.
It’s important to remember that
the patient experience is directly
related to your practice’s reputation
and begins before the patient enters
your office. We use RevenueWell, our
practice marketing system, to send
out either automatic or customized
marketing campaigns to reach our
patient base outside of the office. We
offer specials for existing patients or
promotions for new technology, like
our CEREC system. These marketing
campaigns can be targeted to reach
our desired audience, in our case
mainly our existing patients, and tell
a story about our office. Whether we
are emphasizing the office’s latest
technology or showing we want to
retain our patients by offering them
incentives, the patient experience
goes far beyond just sitting in a dental
chair.
In my opinion, the whole point of
marketing your practice and upholding your reputation is to make sure
that your current patients stay with
you to create a strong, consistent
patient base that you can rely on.
Marketing is most effective in your
practice itself so communicate effectively and frequently with patients,
make them feel valued and show
them that you have their best interests in mind.

STOP Neck Pain!
Introducing NEW Ergo Max Loupes

Traditional Designs

SurgiTel Loupes

SurgiTel Loupes help you look down, so your neck can stay up!

SurgiTel

1-800-959-0153

®

www.SurgiTel.com

Vision & Ergonomics
at Work

“At different times in the past 3 years I have wondered if I would have to change
careers due to too much pain. Thanks to SurgiTel I no longer have to worry. It
is a nice change to not have to include a physical therapy appointment on the
calendar every time I have a day off. This is thanks to SurgiTel.”

N
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Darryl Hatchett, DDS

Ergo Max Loupes
New frame design for
Maximum Ergonomic Angles at all Magnification Levels
(2.5x to 8.0x)
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 41

Contact your Local Representative NOW
for an In-Office Demonstration!
www.SurgiTel.com/MyRep

1-800-959-0153
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With CAESY Cloud patients have the opportunity to digest
the information in the comfort of their own home.

Communication

Denture Comfort
NARROW-BODY IMPLANTS
GROW YOUR PRACTICE
The easy-to-learn Atlas Denture Comfort
technique is the perfect system to start
treating your denture patients. The low start
up costs and economically priced implants
make it easy for you to expand into this
modality at your own pace.
LIFE CHANGING FOR YOUR PATIENTS
The minimally invasive, chairside Atlas Denture
Comfort procedure can restore quality of life
to your patients, often utilizing their existing
denture. The Tuf-Link silicone liner cushions
and provides secure retention with easy
insertion, making it ideal for patients with
limited dexterity. Atlas Denture Comfort is ﬁrst
choice treatment for all your denture patients.

Notice: to all 3M™ ESPE™
MDI Mini Dental Implant Customers
As the news unfolds that 3M will discontinue the manufacture and sale of their
MDI product line we will accomodate
customers as they transition to Dentatus
Narrow Diameter Implants. Please speak
with us to learn more about special
pricing considerations.

Another simple step you can take
to manage your reputation is to
communicate consistently with
your patient base. Personally, I aim
for some kind of outreach once a
quarter to ensure my patients keep
me and my practice in the forefront of their minds. I have found
that this is the optimal amount of
touch points throughout the year
to keep a dialogue open between
my staff and my patients.
Streamlined, effective communication between patients
and dental staff, both in and out
of the office, is a huge part of the
patient experience I mentioned
before. One of the ways in which
we accomplish this kind of communication is by using our practice marketing system to send
out post-operative instructions
that are clear, concise and simple
to read. We also send home
educational videos through
our patient education system,
CAESY Cloud, so patients have
the opportunity to digest the
information in the comfort of
their home. Our communication
with the patient extends beyond
the office, yet it remains effective
and easy to understand.
We also use our practice
marketing system to automati-

cally confirm appointments and
send reminders about upcoming
visits. This automatic communication is greatly appreciated
by both patients and dental
staff as my support team no
longer needs to spend hours on
the phone following up with
patients and can focus their
energy elsewhere. Similarly,
patients appreciate a text or an
email more often than they do a
phone call so their days are not
interrupted, but they still get the
reminder of their appointment.
This communication is valued
because they know we are still
keeping them in mind but also
respecting their busy lifestyles.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Education
The last facet of maintaining
your practice’s reputation is educating your patients and putting
the power back in their hands.
One of the best ways to do this
is to utilize a patient education
system in your office.
We use our patient education software and an intraoral
camera with all of our patients.
These animations and real-life
images are so important because
patients can see exactly what
I see and, therefore, begin to
understand why I make my

Dentatus U 800-323-3136 U www.dentatus.com
©2016 Dentatus USA, Ltd. U Patented and Patents Pending

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 44

specific treatment recommendations. By having a simple
in-person conversation aided
by non-invasive videos, we can
see case acceptance go up and
patient anxiety go down. A lot
of this has to do with the fact
that once patients can see what
is going on with their own oral
health, they can take ownership
of it which reduces patient anxiety and fear.
As far as managing your reputation goes, you begin to elevate
yourself above your competition
by installing technologies that
not all practices have yet utilized.
Patient education is a simple
one to start with. Videos can
be shown on any screen in your
office and their presence helps
you look more professional and
technologically advanced. Plus,
patients walk away knowing
more about their oral health and
consequently feel good about
their visit and the information
they have gained.
Managing your practice’s
reputation doesn’t take a tremendous amount of work. In
fact, every good practice should
already be doing the things I
mentioned above. Take your
efforts to the next level and ask
for those patient recommendations. You’d be surprised just
how many you will receive if you
are already providing the best
possible care through communication and educational efforts.
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Nichole DeMars, DDS, has more
than a decade working with patients
to create bright, healthy smiles using
the latest techniques and procedures.
After completing her undergraduate
degree in Microbiology from Michigan
State University, Dr. DeMars received
her Doctorate of Dental Surgery from
the University of Detroit Mercy’s
School of Dentistry in 2001. During
her residency at Loyola University
Medical Center, she focused on
providing comprehensive dentistry
to a wide range of patients, including
cosmetics, endodontics, periodontics,
prosthodontics, pediatrics,
orthodontics and oral surgery.

Achieving A
Predictable Seal

Comes Naturally
ProRoot® ES provides a natural seal by sealing the
root canal biologically.
#Biocompatible with periradicular tissues
#Not cytotoxic in the mixed or hardened state
#Bioinductive for cementum to support
tissue regeneration

CALL TO ORDER TODAY! 1-800-662-1202
Made from an enhanced formula of its counterpart ProRoot®
MTA root repair material, ProRoot ES contains the same healing
properties clinicians have come to trust from the ProRoot name.
Its non-toxicity ensures it does not stimulate an inﬂammatory or
root-resorptive response so you can be conﬁdent the infection
stops with the ProRoot ES seal.

©DENTSPLY International, Inc.
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Applying the Elipar™
DeepCure-S™ LED Curing
Light in your practice
An in-depth look at these optimized curing lights.
[ compiled by Danielle Toth ]
Information provided by 3M.

Dental professionals want
predictability and confidence with
their products and procedures,
but sometimes the curing step can
feel like a leap of faith. In fact,
research shows that 69 percent of
bulk-fill users are not confident
of polymerization deep in the
cavity. If you can’t see under a
restoration, how can you be sure
it has cured properly and won’t
break down prematurely?
Now, with the new 3M™ ESPE™
Elipar™ DeepCure-S LED curing
lights, dental professionals reportedly can be more confident they have
achieved a uniform and deep cure
even when they can’t get the light in a
perfect position.
OPTIMIZED OPTICS: The new curing

light is said to deliver a beam that is
more uniform, with rays that stay
more parallel and spread minimally
as they travel away from the source.
This is said to create a more even distribution of energy throughout the
restoration, resulting in a complete
and uniform cure from center to rim
and from top to bottom at clinically
relevant distances. With the highperforming 1,470 mW/cm2 intensity,
dental professionals reportedly can
be sure of their cure.
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ERGONOMIC SHAPE: The well-bal-

anced design of the light is said to be
comfortable for the operator, and performance is consistent regardless of the
user. With improvements to the angle
of the light guide, dentists now are said
to have easy access to all tooth surfaces, even hard to reach ones, which
enhances overall patient comfort.
TWO MODELS: The new lights are

available in two models, both with
reportedly identical technical performance. The Elipar DeepCure-S LED
Curing Light is made with durable
stainless steel and has a charging base
with built-in light meter indicating the
operating status and light intensity.
The Paradigm DeepCure LED Curing
Light reportedly gives dentists a lightweight, more economical model that is
charged with a charging plug.
Both models are said to provide
intuitive two-button, single-mode
operation with no toggling between
settings for optimal performance.
The lights provide approximately
120 minutes of consecutive cordless
curing time. That’s 720 10-second
cures with constant light output
regardless of battery charge. The
V-shaped handpiece and the 360°
rotating light guide reportedly provide a comfortable grip, and the 10
mm light guide provides a complete
one-shot cure of MOD fillings.

ARE YOU READY
TO APPLY THIS
TECHNOLOGY IN
YOUR PRACTICE?
3M Oral Care
3M.com/CuringLights
800-634-2249
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How one technology
builds patient trust
Using DentiMax sensors brings transparency to the root canal
process—transparency that patients appreciate. [ by Dr. Kent Stapley ]

think we all appreciate those nice
notes of appreciation we occasionally receive from our patients
when we succeed in helping them get
out of pain or when we help them to
light up their smiles. These notes lift
our spirits, and remind us of why we
do what we do.
I recently had one of those
moments as I read a thank-you letter
from one of my patients. It wasn’t so
much what the patient specifically
verbalized, but the thing that really
got me was what was written “inbetween the lines” so to speak. With
this patient’s permission I would like
to share his note so you can see what
it was that made such a deep impression on me:
“Dear Dr. Stapley,
I just wanted to take a moment to
personally thank you in writing for
your kind generosity in helping me
get completely out of pain from my
aching tooth.

I

When I came into your office, I did
not know what to expect! I had heard
horror stories about root canals, but
being able to see the large, clear X-ray
on your computer screen and then hear
an explanation of what was actually
going to happen and what could be
done for me was very informative and
reassuring. Your visual aid and explanation put me at ease for something
that I was previously nervous about.
As you were working, it was nice to
know what you were doing and why
you were doing it. When you were
finished with the root canal, it was
great to see the X-ray on your computer
of what my finished root canal looked
like. I could see that everything went
well and that my tooth would be fine.”
Obviously, this patient appreciated the personal touches my staff
and I strive to provide. He was also
impressed with the digital X-ray
images that my DentiMax sensors
produced. I can’t say enough about

DentiMax sensors produce clear images that can assist with patient education.

the DentiMax sensors. They produce
amazingly clear images, make it easy
to educate my patients and literally
cost a fraction of what my colleagues
paid for their sensors. These digital
X-rays provided the perfect visual aid
for the patient education I provided.
However, the thing that most
impressed me was the trust this gained
me with the patient. It really hit me
how much trust is involved when a
patient allows us to do any procedure,
let alone a root canal! Our patients
have no idea what files system we use
to shape our canals or what kind of
irrigant, brand of sealer or even how
we obturate. They simply know they
will be getting a root canal.
My purpose in writing this is not to
make the reader paranoid about doing
endodontic procedures but rather to
help us all realize that these routine,
everyday dental procedures have a living, breathing patient attached to them
who trusts us to do what needs to be
done. It is important that we not only
insist on the proper amount of time to
properly complete the procedure, but
that we also consider our techniques.
Are we instrumenting the canals sufficiently? Are we taking into account
the various anatomical pathways and
shapes the canals can have? Is there sufficient irrigation being used? And so on.
Ultimately, what are the basic criteria of an acceptable root canal? Mine
are as follows:
1. A tooth with sufficient sound
structure free from radicular fractures.
2. Complete instrumentation of all
instrumentable canals to remove all
soft and diseased tissue.
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3. Plenty of irrigation throughout
the procedure and complete drying
of canals.
4. Complete obturation within 0.5
mm of the apices.
5. Proper temporization with tooth
removed from occlusion.
6. Any necessary systemic medications to assist in complete recovery.
Anyone who does endodontics in
their practice knows that root canals
do not always go as well as we plan.
Sometimes we need to stop and refer.
Sometimes, if time becomes a factor,
we need to temporize and complete
the procedure on another day. We
need to remove the economic concerns
from our minds in these instances and
remember that our patient trusts us
to deliver the best root canal we can,
and if it requires another appointment
to finish, then so be it. Endodontic
procedures are usually lucrative,
particularly when they go smoothly, so
don’t be afraid to be less profitable on
one procedure by doing it in multiple
appointments if necessary.
Finally, I think we all have encountered the skepticism that some of our
new patients have as they enter our
practices. They often have sour feelings towards dentists and dentistry in
general based on poor experiences in
their past. It is our opportunity and
obligation to stick to the basics and do
what is necessary for our patients while
being sensitive to their needs. On any
given Friday or Saturday, a dentist can
find a continuing education course that
will teach them how to be faster and
more profitable in their practices, but it
has been my experience that there are
limits and pushed too far, something or
usually someone will suffer. There is so
much to juggle in our profession— it is
always best when we stick to the basics,
take our time and do our best.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
For the past 20 years, Kent W. Stapley,
DMD, has practiced general dentistry in
Mesa, Arizona. Dr. Stapley currently owns
DQGSUDFWLFHVRXWRIRQHGHQWDORIÀFH
but at one time he owned four practices.
His practices have used various software
programs, including Softdent, Dentrix,
Easy Dental and DentiMax.
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Applying the Profin®
IPR in your practice
A quick look at this innovative
interproximal reduction system.
[ compiled by DPR Editorial Team ]
Information provided by Dentatus USA, Ltd.

The Profin Directional System is
designed to be an essential addition to any discipline in dentistry
and now, more than ever, in
orthodontics.
The newly introduced Profin® IPR
overcomes obstacles in current IPR
techniques as often there is potential
for reduction to be over or underperformed. Profin IPR is designed
to diminish the risk of excessive
stripping, ensuring more conservative removal of enamel in prescribed
amounts.
Profin IPR also is designed to eliminate the risk of damage to gingival
tissue. Each Profin IPR tip is gauged
to prescribed amounts of reduction.
Tips are available in five sizes, ranging from 0.25 to 0.5 mm.
POWERFUL PERFORMANCE: Profin

is designed to be an extraordinary
system for professionally shaping
and finishing embrasures, contacts,
overhangs, incisal edges and occlusion. The companion Lamineer
Tips are available in more than 30
shapes, sizes and grits. All tips are
autoclavable.

MULTIPLE USES: With Profin IPR,

dentists are able to correct disproportionate tooth sizes, eliminate
crowding, protect enamel and
increase the durability of orthodontic treatment results. Unlike rotary
instruments that may ditch enamel
or damage underlying tissues, the
Lamineer tips are designed to be flat
and safe-sided and will not affect
adjacent surfaces.

Other areas of use

OPTIMAL CONTROL: The Profin contra

angle reportedly provides smooth
and constant reduction, reducing
procedure time significantly. Profin
IPR’s movement is designed to be
fluid as the 1.2 mm axial stroke
allows for concise corrections and
safe, quick and efficient modification. This controlled reduction is
said to avoid rounding of teeth. It
reportedly allows you to reach all
the right places for optimal results,
shaping, finishing and preserving the
natural anatomy of the tooth.

Refining lingual surfaces

Shaping embrasures

ARE YOU READY
TO APPLY THIS
TECHNOLOGY IN
YOUR PRACTICE?
Dentatus USA, Ltd.
dentatususa.com
800-323-3136
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YOU’RE A SPECIALIST.
BUT IS YOUR SUTURE?
Osteogenics is the exclusive North
h American distributor of Resorba® dental
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Osteogenics is the exclusive North
h American distributor of the premium German dental suture brand, Resorba®.
Resorba® dental sutures are made from unique materials that are designed especially for dentistry, and they are
available with black 300-series stainless steel needles that enhance visualization in the mouth.

Glycolon™ (PGA/PCL)

Resolon™ (Nylon)

Maintains 50% tensile strength for 11-13 days
Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 6/0

W W W W

Non-absorbable monofilament

W W W W

Absorbable monofilament

Heat treated to increase softness and flexibility
Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 7/0

Most Popular: 16 mm RC 3/8 circle

Most Popular: 16 mm RC 3/8 circle

black needle – 5/0 USP

black needle – 5/0 USP

PGA Resorba™ (PGA)

Resolon Twist™ (Nylon)
Non-absorbable pseudo-monofilament

Maintains 50% tensile strength for up to 21 days
Sizes range from USP 4/0 to USP 6/0
Most Popular: 18 mm RC 3/8 circle
needle – 4/0 USP

W W W W

W W W W

Absorbable multifilament (coated)

Coated pseudo-monofilament reduces drag
Sizes range from USP 3/0 to USP 4/0
Most Popular: 18 mm RC 3/8 circle
black needle – 4/0 USP

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 45
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TRIOS 3 Scanner
The TRIOS® 3 is a three-in-one digital
impression solution featuring an intraoral
scanner, integrated intraoral camera
and automated shade measurement in
one device. The simple-to-use digital
impression solution weighs 340 grams
and features a smaller-sized, rounded
autoclavable tip with removable mirror
for easy sterilization. It is available in a
pen grip design, handle grip and chairintegrated versions.
3Shape
908-867-0144 | 3shape.com
CIRCLE RS #125

“ ... A really great
practice builder.”
Talking to Dr. Daniel Brunner, DDS, MD, and Michael
Gaisinsky, MCenter USA Chief Operating Manager,
about 3Shape’s TRIOS 3 scanner. [ compiled by Renee Knight ]

What Dr. Brunner says about the
3Shape TRIOS 3:
DR. DANIEL BRUNNER

r. Daniel Brunner incorporated
the 3Shape TRIOS 3 intraoral
scanner into his practice about
six months ago. He wanted a machine
that could do full-arch impressions in
a short amount of time without any
powders or materials.
After researching other options,
Dr. Brunner, of East Cobb Oral Surgery in Marietta, Georgia, decided
the TRIOS 3 was the best fit. Here, he
tells us why, while Michael Gaisinsky
(not pictured), MCenter USA Chief
Operating Manager and one of Dr.
Brunner’s lab contacts, talks about
the benefits from the lab perspective.

D
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It’s very simple to operate the TRIOS
3 and to acquire images. I like the
color and being able to visualize the
teeth and soft tissue. It gives me the
ability to take shade guides and highdefinition, high-resolution pictures
that I can send to the lab. There
really are a lot of advantages for my
practice.
This technology is also great for
my patients. Most patients don’t like
to have impression material in their
mouth because it causes them to gag.
It can even make some patients feel
claustrophobic. And, of course, if
you don’t capture a good impression
on the first try, you have to redo it.
Taking a digital impression is much
more convenient for my patients
and it also gives the practice a more

“

Taking a digital
impression is much
more convenient
for my patients and
it also gives the
practice a more
modern feel.”

modern feel. Everyone knows about
digital technology today, so whenever you can incorporate that into
your practice it gives you a different
level of expertise.
After I take a scan, a lot of patients
tell me it’s the best impression
they’ve ever had. I get a lot of com-

ments about the cleanliness and the
simplicity. Patients also like it when
we show them the impression on the
screen. They can see what their teeth
look like and we can point out other
problems like staining or decay. It’s a
good teaching tool.
The scanner also simplifies lab
communication. It’s instantaneous,
so I get feedback from my labs right
away if I have questions about a case,
and I can make notes right in the
software.
The 3Shape TRIOS 3 has been a
really great practice builder. Once
you switch to digital impressions,
it’s going to seem more antiquated
to take PVS (polyvinyl siloxanes)
or alginate impressions. Obviously
there’s an expense up front but you
don’t have the recurring material
costs and it saves on storage space.
I also use the [scanner] in conjunction with my CT scanner. I can
virtually plan an entire case with my
patients so they can see what the restoration is going to look like before
we even start the procedure.

What Michael Gaisinsky says
about the TRIOS 3:
The main benefit is speed. There
is almost no waiting time between
when the doctor sends the digital
impression and when I receive it [and
can start designing the case]. I immediately receive it on my computer.
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Growing your practice
with laser technology
Using this all-tissue laser has changed the way Dr. Kelly
treats his patients, and as a result his practice is thriving.
[ by Stan Goff, Editor in Chief ]

DR. MICHAEL T. KELLY
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZ.

hen Dr. Michael T. Kelly first
heard about a newer laser
technology that targeted
hard tissue, he knew had to give it a try.
Once he got his hands on the Solea
laser from Convergent Dental, he
was convinced the technology was
indeed great for cutting hard tissue.
What he learned soon thereafter
really had him hooked — that this
CO2 laser system also was perfect
for his soft tissue procedures.
“Because I was in the circle of people who were using lasers and using
very heavily, I had a friend, a sales
rep for another company, and he
asked if I had heard about this product. He knew I’d be interested,” Dr.
Kelly says when talking about how
he first learned of the Solea laser.
So he checked out the Convergent
Dental website to investigate a little
and became very excited. What he read
gave him hope that the technology
would allow him to do more than he
currently was capable of doing with his
existing diode laser.
“I had heard someone was working on this…and one of the limitations of my soft tissue laser was that
I could only do soft tissue with it,”
says Dr. Kelly. “The idea of a true
laser that would actually target hard
tissue was exciting. Because up until

W

this laser came out, there were hard
tissue lasers on the market other than
this, but they all target water. The
problem with that is water is only
like four percent of tooth so they’re
slow and loud and because of the
way they work we see more patient
sensitivity. This is the first laser that
actually targets the tissue that we cut
on a daily basis.”

Checking Solea out
It was two years ago in April that Dr.
Kelly first saw the laser in action.
“I went to go see it and saw it cut for
the first time on hard tissue and I was
sold,” he explains. “I thought, this is
going to change dentistry.”
With the hard tissue results, Dr.
Kelly knew Solea was a good fit for
his Scottsdale, Ariz., practice. But
once he used it on soft tissue, that
sealed the deal.
“Once I saw it, I had great
expectations for the hard tissue side
because I saw it and I was like wow,”
he says. “But I was already using
what I considered to be the best soft
tissue laser on the market, so I really
didn’t intend to use this for soft tissue. Then I started cutting soft tissue
with it and I realized very quickly
that the things that make this a great
hard tissue laser also make it a better
soft tissue laser.
“This isn’t something that you leave
down the hall and your team gets to
occasionally for limited procedures.
I’m using this laser on almost every
single patient all day long.”

Technology is critical
All dental practices today focus on
ways to deliver better care to their
patients as well as to work more
efficiently. Dr. Kelly says using Solea
provides these benefits and more.
“When I look at technology I want
things that are going to make me
a better dentist,” Dr. Kelly says. “I
want things that are going to make
me more efficient, and efficiency
leads to extra time and time equals

INNOVATION IN ACTION

money. I also want something that
just changes the patient experience.”
Implementing this laser has energized him and it also benefits his
patients.
“To some extent, you do the same
thing for 23 years as a dentist, or
in my case it had been for 21 years
before I got this laser,” he explains.
“So for 21 years I have heard patients
say, ‘Oh my gosh, if somebody could
just invent a drill that doesn’t make
that sound. Or why can’t they figure
out a way where I don’t have to get a
shot? How come the procedure takes
10 minutes but I have to be numb for
two hours afterward?’ ”
Dr. Kelly says those are the types of
things that patients hate. But now, with
this latest technology in lasers, many of
those concerns can be addressed.
“All of a sudden I have an instrument where I can sit down, I can do
better clinical dentistry because I can
see better and be more precise, and I
can take away the sound of the drill,”
he says with excitement in his voice.
“I can take away the vibration of the
drill, and 98 percent of the time I can

Solea
Sole® is the only computer-aided, CO2 laser system to be cleared by the FDA
for all- tissue indications. With Solea’s unique wavelength and computer
controls, dentists can reliably perform procedures anesthesia-free, blood-free,
suture-free and pain-free. For dentists, reliably anesthesia-free and blood free
procedures are powerful practice growth drivers, which enables multi-quadrant
dentistry, saves time, allows dentists to perform more procedures themselves
rather than refer patients out, and provides a more positive patient experience.
Convergent Dental
800-880-8589 | convergentdental.com
CIRCLE RS #126
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do it without any anesthesia at all and
my patients are comfortable.”

‘Changing what it means to go to the
dentist’ and I have truly seen that.
And what that means to our practice
is there’s a fun element of that too.
It’s one of the things that make our
lives and jobs more fun. After two
years there’s still a buzz in our practice about how this is awesome.”
While the initial investment may

A big breakthrough
Dr. Kelly loves using his laser.
Patients and staff members have the
same feelings as well.
“So all of a sudden it’s a game
changer,” he says. “Their slogan is

initially scare off some dentists, Dr.
Kelly says the technology quickly
paid for itself in his practice. He’s
doing more procedures and attracting more new patients because of his
use of the Solea laser.
“It has led to over doubling our
new patient volume,” he says.
“Before we bought the laser we were
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seeing on average 15 new patients
a month. Now we’re averaging
between 35 and 45 a month. The
vast majority has come directly as a
result of the laser.”
He says patients “all stressed out
about their past experiences” now
get out of the dental chair and give
him a hug. “You have to see that
reaction to really understand what
it’s like. That’s why it’s so infectious
on the team.”
Now the team at Dr. Kelly’s
practice makes it a point to point
out to patients the many benefits of
the laser.
“What I’ve started to do is
remind the patients. Do you understand what we just did?” he says.
“Do you understand I just worked
on five teeth and it’s something that
before you wanted nitrous oxide
for and you were stressed, and now
I just worked on five teeth without
hardly any drilling and no need for
anesthesia. In 30 minutes you’re
done and you can leave without
any precautions. You can walk out
and go have lunch, go back to work
normally…it’s really that type of
excitement.”
Happy patients mean retained
patients, along with new patients.
“It results in patients that are
happier and they’re going to stay in
your practice. They’re also going to
go and tell their co-workers and go
home to tell families what they had
done,” Dr. Kelly says. “One of the
things that scares people off is the
price of the laser. They think can
do the same thing with a drill. Well
you can’t.
“My laser paid for itself in 11
months…our biggest learning
curve was learning what to do with
the extra time that we had, and
because of the cleanliness of the
soft tissue it opens up a whole new
world of doing more procedures
that you normally would have
referred out. So now I’m doing a
larger range of procedures than I
would have before. Again, that’s a
bottom line increase.”

Call or visit us online to order at zirc.com - 1.800.328.3899
Interested? Circle Product Card No. 51
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Articadent® (articaine HCl and epinephrine) Injection;
Intraoral Submucosal Injection

Articaine hydrochloride 4% and epinephrine 1:200,000
Articaine hydrochloride 4% and epinephrine 1:100,000

BRIEF SUMMARY. [See Package Insert For Full Prescribing Information]
USE
Articadent® is indicated for local, infiltrative, or conductive anesthesia in both simple and complex dental
procedures. For most routine dental procedures, Articadent® with epinephrine 1:200,000 is preferred.
Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 is preferred during operative or surgical procedures when
improved visualization of the surgical field is desirable.
CONTRAINDICATIONS
Articadent® is contraindicated in patients with a known history of hypersensitivity to local anesthetics of
the amide type, or in patients with known hypersensitivity to sodium metabisulfite.
WARNINGS
Accidental intravascular injection may be associated with convulsions, followed by central nervous system or cardiorespiratory depression and coma, progressing ultimately to respiratory
arrest. Dental practitioners and/or clinicians who employ local anesthetic agents should be well
versed in diagnosis and management of emergencies that may arise from their use. Resuscitative
equipment, oxygen, and other resuscitative drugs should be available for immediate use.
Intravascular injections should be avoided. To avoid intravascular injection, aspiration should be performed
before Articadent® is injected. The needle must be repositioned until no return of blood can be elicited by
aspiration. Note, however, that the absence of blood in the syringe does not guarantee that intravascular
injection has been avoided.
Articadent® contains epinephrine that can cause local tissue necrosis or systemic toxicity. Usual precautions for epinephrine administration should be observed.
Articadent® contains sodium metabisulfite, a sulfite that may cause allergic-type reactions including anaphylactic symptoms and life-threatening or less severe asthmatic episodes in certain susceptible people.
The overall prevalence of sulfite sensitivity in the general population is unknown. Sulfite sensitivity is seen
more frequently in asthmatic than in non-asthmatic people.
Articadent® , along with other local anesthetics, is capable of producing methemoglobinemia.
The clinical signs of methemoglobinemia are cyanosis of the nail beds and lips, fatigue and weakness. If methemoglobinemia does not respond to administration of oxygen, administration of
methylene blue intravenously 1-2 mg/kg body weight over a 5 minute period is recommended.
The American Heart Association has made the following recommendation regarding the use of local
anesthetics with vasoconstrictors in patients with ischemic heart disease: “Vasoconstrictor agents should
be used in local anesthesia solutions during dental practice only when it is clear that the procedure will be
shortened or the analgesia rendered more profound. When a vasoconstrictor is indicated, extreme care
should be taken to avoid intravascular injection. The minimum possible amount of vasoconstrictor should
be used.” (Kaplan, EL, editor: Cardiovascular disease in dental practice, Dallas 1986, American Heart
Association.)
PRECAUTIONS
General: Resuscitative equipment, oxygen, and other resuscitative drugs should be available for immediate use (see WARNINGS). The lowest dosage that results in effective anesthesia should be used to avoid
high plasma levels and serious adverse effects. Repeated doses of Articadent® may cause significant
increases in blood levels with each repeated dose because of possible accumulation of the drug or its
metabolites. Tolerance to elevated blood levels varies with the status of the patient.
Debilitated patients, elderly patients, acutely ill patients and pediatric patients should be given reduced
doses commensurate with their age and physical condition.
Articadent® should be used with caution in patients with heart block.
Local anesthetic solutions, such as Articadent®, containing a vasoconstrictor should be used cautiously.
Patients with peripheral vascular disease and those with hypertensive vascular disease may exhibit exaggerated vasoconstrictor response. Ischemic injury or necrosis may result. Articadent® should be used
with caution in patients during or following the administration of potent general anesthetic agents, since
cardiac arrhythmias may occur under such conditions.
Systemic absorption of local anesthetics can produce effects on the central nervous and cardiovascular
systems. At blood concentrations achieved with therapeutic doses, changes in cardiac conduction,
excitability, refractoriness, contractility, and peripheral vascular resistance are minimal. However, toxic
blood concentrations depress cardiac conduction and excitability, which may lead to atrioventricular block,
ventricular arrhythmias, and cardiac arrest, possibly resulting in fatalities. In addition, myocardial contractility is depressed and peripheral vasodilation occurs, leading to decreased cardiac output and arterial blood
pressure.
Careful and constant monitoring of cardiovascular and respiratory (adequacy of ventilation) vital signs and
the patient's state of consciousness should be performed after each local anesthetic injection. It should be
kept in mind at such times that restlessness, anxiety, tinnitus, dizziness, blurred vision, tremors, depression, or drowsiness may be early warning signs of central nervous system toxicity.
In vitro studies show that about 5% to 10% of articaine is metabolized by the human liver microsomal
P450 isoenzyme system. However, because no studies have been performed in patients with liver dysfunction, caution should be used in patients with severe hepatic disease.
Articadent® should also be used with caution in patients with impaired cardiovascular function since they
may be less able to compensate for functional changes associated with the prolongation of A-V conduction produced by these drugs.
Small doses of local anesthetics injected in dental blocks may produce adverse reactions similar to systemic toxicity seen with unintentional intravascular injections of larger doses. Confusion, convulsions, respiratory depression and/or respiratory arrest, and cardiovascular stimulation or depression have been
reported. These reactions may be due to intra-arterial injection of the local anesthetic with retrograde flow
to the cerebral circulation. Patients receiving these blocks should be observed constantly. Resuscitative
equipment and personnel for treating adverse reactions should be immediately available.
Dosage recommendations should not be exceeded (see DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION in package
insert).
Information for Patients:
r The patient should be informed in advance of the possibility of temporary loss of sensation and
muscle function following infiltration and nerve block injections.
r Patients should be instructed not to eat or drink until normal sensation returns.
Clinically Significant Drug Interactions: The administration of local anesthetic solutions containing epinephrine to patients receiving monoamine oxidase inhibitors, nonselective beta adrenergic antagonists or
tricyclic antidepressants may produce severe, prolonged hypertension. Phenothiazines and butyrophenones may reduce or reverse the pressor effect of epinephrine. Concurrent use of these agents should
generally be avoided. In situations when concurrent therapy is necessary, careful patient monitoring is
essential.
Carcinogenesis, Mutagenesis, Impairment of Fertility: Studies to evaluate the carcinogenic potential of
articaine HCI in animals have not been conducted. Five standard mutagenicity tests, including three in
vitro tests (the nonmammalian Ames test, the mammalian Chinese hamster ovary chromosomal aberration test and a mammalian gene mutation test with articaine HCl) and two in vivo mouse micronucleous
tests (one with Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 and one with articaine HCl alone) showed no
mutagenic effects. No effects on male or female fertility were observed in rats for Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 administered subcutaneously in doses up to 80 mg/kg/day (approximately two times
the maximum male and female recommended human dose on a mg/m2 basis).
Pregnancy: Teratogenic Effects-Pregnancy Category C.
In developmental studies, no embryofetal toxicities were observed when Articadent® with epinephrine
1:100,000 was administered subcutaneously throughout organogenesis at doses up to 40 mg/kg in rabbits and 80 mg/kg in rats (approximately 2 times the maximum recommended human dose on a mg/m2
basis). In rabbits, 80 mg/kg (approximately 4 times the maximum recommended human dose on a mg/m2
basis) did cause fetal death and increase fetal skeletal variations, but these effects may be attributable to
the severe maternal toxicity, including seizures, observed at this dose.
When articaine hydrochloride was administered subcutaneously to rats throughout gestation and lactation,
80 mg/kg (approximately 2 times the maximum recommended human dose on a mg/m2 basis) increased
the number of stillbirths and adversely affected passive avoidance, a measure of learning, in pups. This
dose also produced severe maternal toxicity in some animals. A dose of 40 mg/kg (approximately equal to
the maximum recommended human dose on a mg/m2 basis) did not produce these effects. A similar
study using Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 rather than articaine hydrochloride alone produced
maternal toxicity, but no effects on offspring.
There are no adequate and well-controlled studies in pregnant women. Animal reproduction studies are
not always predictive of human response. Articadent® should be used during pregnancy only if the
potential benefit justifies the potential risk to the fetus.

Nursing Mothers: It is not known whether articaine is excreted in human milk. Because many drugs are
excreted in human milk, caution should be exercised when Articadent® is administered to a nursing
woman.
Pediatric Use: In clinical trials, 61 pediatric patients between the ages of 4 and 16 years received
Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000. Among these pediatric patients, doses from 0.76 mg/kg to 5.65
mg/kg (0.9 to 5.1 mL) were administered safely to 51 patients for simple procedures and doses between
0.37 mg/kg and 7.48 mg/kg (0.7 to 3.9 mL) were administered safely to 10 patients for complex procedures. However, there was insufficient exposure to Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 at doses
greater than 7.00 mg/kg in order to assess its safety in pediatric patients. No unusual adverse events were
noted in these patients. Approximately 13% of these pediatric patients required additional injections of
anesthetic for complete anesthesia. Safety and effectiveness in pediatric patients below the age of 4 years
have not been established. Dosages in pediatric patients should be reduced, commensurate with age,
body weight, and physical condition. See DOSAGE AND ADMINISTRATION in package insert.
Geriatric Use: In clinical trials, 54 patients between the ages of 65 and 75 years, and 11 patients 75
years and over received Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000. Among all patients between 65 and 75
years, doses from 0.43 mg/kg to 4.76 mg/kg (0.9 to 11.9 mL) were administered safely to 35 patients for
simple procedures and doses from 1.05 mg/kg to 4.27 mg/kg (1.3 to 6.8 mL) were administered safely to
19 patients for complex procedures. Among the 11 patients ≥ 75 years old, doses from 0.78 mg/kg to 4.76
mg/kg (1.3 to 11.9 mL) were administered safely to 7 patients for simple procedures and doses of 1.12
mg/kg to 2.17 mg/kg (1.3 to 5.1 mL) were safely administered to 4 patients for complex procedures.
No overall differences in safety or effectiveness were observed between elderly subjects and younger subjects, and other reported clinical experience has not identified differences in responses between the elderly and younger patients, but greater sensitivity of some older individuals cannot be ruled out.
Approximately 6% of patients between the ages of 65 and 75 years and none of the 11 patients 75 years
of age or older required additional injections of anesthetic for complete anesthesia compared with 11% of
patients between 17 and 65 years old who required additional injections.
ADVERSE REACTIONS
Reactions to Articadent® are characteristic of those associated with other amide-type local anesthetics.
Adverse reactions to this group of drugs may also result from excessive plasma levels (which may be due
to overdosage, unintentional intravascular injection, or slow metabolic degradation), injection technique,
volume of injection, hypersensitivity, or may be idiosyncratic.
The reported adverse events are derived from clinical trials in the US and UK. Table 1 displays the
adverse events reported in clinical trials where 882 individuals were exposed to Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 and Table 2 displays the adverse events reported in clinical trials where 182 individuals were exposed to Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 and 179 individuals were exposed to
Articadent® with epinephrine 1:200,000.
Table 2. Adverse Events in controlled trials with an
incidence of 1% or greater in patients administered
Table 1. Adverse Events in controlled
Articadent® with epinephrine 1:100,000 and
trials with an incidence of 1% or greater
®
®
Articadent
with epinephrine 1:200,000.
in patients administered Articadent
with epinephrine 1:100,000.
Number of patients
Articadent® with Articadent® with
Body System

Articadent® with
epinephrine 1:100,000
N (%)

Number of patients
Body as a whole
Face Edema
Headache
Infection
Pain
Digestive system
Gingivitis
Nervous system
Paresthesia

882 (100%)
13 (1%)
31 (4%)
10 (1%)
114 (13%)
13 (1%)
11 (1%)

exposed to drug

Number of patients that
reported any Adverse
Event
Pain
Headache
Positive blood aspiration
into syringe
Swelling
Trismus
Nausea and emesis
Sleepiness
Numbness and tingling
Palpitation
Ear symptoms (earache,
otitis media)
Cough, persistent cough

epinephrine
epinephrine
1:100,000 (N=182) 1:200,000 (N=179)
35
14 (7.6%)
6 (3.2%)

33
11 (6.1%)
9 (5.0%)

6 (3.2%)
5 (2.7%)
3 (1.6%)
0 (0%)
1 (0.5%)
2 (1.0%)
2 (1.0%)

3 (1.6%)
3 (1.6%)
1 (0.5%)
3 (1.6%)
2 (1.1%)
1 (0.5%)
0 (0%)

2 (1.0%)
2 (1.0%)

1 (0.5%)
0 (0%)

The following list includes adverse and intercurrent events that were recorded in 1 or more patients, but
occurred at an overall rate of less than one percent, and were considered clinically relevant.
Body as a Whole: abdominal pain, accidental injury, asthenia, back pain, injection site pain, burning sensation above injection site, malaise, neck pain.
Cardiovascular System: hemorrhage, migraine, syncope, tachycardia, elevated blood pressure.
Digestive System: constipation, diarrhea, dyspepsia, glossitis, gum hemorrhage, mouth ulceration, nausea, stomatitis, tongue edemas, tooth disorder, vomiting.
Hemic and Lymphatic System: ecchymosis, lymphadenopathy.
Metabolic and Nutritional System: edema, thirst.
Musculoskeletal System: arthralgia, myalgia, osteomyelitis.
Nervous System: dizziness, dry mouth, facial paralysis, hyperesthesia, increased salivation, nervousness, neuropathy, paresthesia, somnolence, exacerbation of Kearns-Sayre Syndrome.
Respiratory System: pharyngitis, rhinitis, sinus pain, sinus congestion.
Skin and Appendages: pruritus, skin disorder.
Special Senses: ear pain, taste perversion.
Urogenital System: dysmenorrhea.
Persistent paresthesias of the lips, tongue, and oral tissues have been reported with use of articaine
hydrochloride, with slow, incomplete, or no recovery. These post-marketing events have been reported
chiefly following nerve blocks in the mandible and have involved the trigeminal nerve and its branches.
Hypoesthesia has been reported with use of articaine, especially in pediatric age groups, which is usually
reversible. Prolonged numbness can result in soft tissue injuries such as that of the lips and tongue in
these age groups.
Ischemic injury and necrosis have been described following use of articaine with epinephrine and have
been postulated to be due to vascular spasm of terminal arterial branches. Paralysis of ocular muscles has
been reported, especially after posterior, superior alveolar injections of articaine during dental anesthesia.
Symptoms include diplopia, mydriasis, ptosis, and difficulty in abduction of the affected eye. These
symptoms have been described as developing immediately after injection of the anesthetic solution and
persisting one minute to several hours, with generally complete recovery.
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the FDA. Visit MedWatch
at http://www.fda.gov/Safety/MedWatch/default.htm or call 1-800-FDA-1088.
OVERDOSAGE
Acute emergencies from local anesthetics are generally related to high plasma levels encountered during
therapeutic use of local anesthetics or to unintended subarachnoid injection of local anesthetic solution
(see WARNINGS, PRECAUTIONS; General and ADVERSE REACTIONS).
Management of Local Anesthetic Emergencies: The first consideration is prevention, best accomplished by careful and constant monitoring of cardiovascular and respiratory vital signs and the patient's
state of consciousness after each local anesthetic injection. At the first sign of change, oxygen should be
administered.
The first step in the management of convulsions, as well as hypoventilation, consists of immediate attention to the maintenance of a patient airway and assisted or controlled ventilation as needed.The adequacy
of the circulation should be assessed. Should convulsions persist despite adequate respiratory support,
treatment with appropriate anticonvulsant therapy is indicated. The practitioner should be familiar, prior to
the use of local anesthetics, with the use of anticonvulsant drugs. Supportive treatment of circulatory
depression may require administration of intravenous fluids and, when appropriate, a vasopressor.
If not treated immediately, both convulsions and cardiovascular depression can result in hypoxia, acidosis,
bradycardia, arrhythmias and cardiac arrest. If cardiac arrest should occur, standard cardiopulmonary
resuscitative measures should be instituted.
HOW SUPPLIED
Articadent® (articaine HCl and epinephrine) Injection is available in 1.7 mL single use glass
cartridges, packaged in boxes of 50 cartridges in the following two strengths:
NDC 66312-602-16 Articadent® containing articaine HCl 4% (40 mg/mL) and epinephrine 1:200,000
(as epinephrine bitartrate 0.009 mg/mL)
NDC 66312-601-16 Articadent® containing articaine HCl 4% (40 mg/mL) and epinephrine 1:100,000
(as epinephrine bitartrate 0.018 mg/mL)
Manufactured for:
DENTSPLY Pharmaceutical, York, PA 17404 by
Novocol Pharmaceutical of Canada, Inc.
Cambridge, Ontario Canada N1R 6X3
B_S(2639-4) 12/2014

THE POWER TO

CHANGE LIVES

How dental professionals are utilizing updated
equipment and technology to make a difference.

®

CEREC ZIRCONIA: MAKING
RESTORATIONS EASIER
®

The new CEREC Zirconia makes chairside, single-visit
zirconia restorations possible.
[ by Patterson Dental]

t this year’s Chicago Dental
Society Midwinter Meeting, Sirona announced the
combination of a trusted restorative
material and the leading innovator in
CAD/CAM dentistry.
CEREC by Sirona has long been
an industry leader in single-visit,
CAD/CAM dentistry. Zirconia has
long been sought-after by many dentists as a high-performance restoration material.
Now, they can be used together.
Along with Sirona, Patterson Dental
announced the release of CEREC
Zirconia in the U.S. and Canada,
enabling dental practices to provide
their patients with single-visit chairside zirconia restorations.
“CEREC Zirconia is another
innovation that helps our clients
do more for their patients and their
practice,” said Patterson Dental
CEO Paul Guggenheim. “Single-visit
zirconia restorations with CEREC
will positively impact the experience
of every patient in every practice that
adopts them.”
Along with the introduction of
CEREC Zirconia came the introduction of the CEREC SpeedFire furnace. Practices can both sinter and
glaze with the CEREC SpeedFire to
create full-contour zirconia restorations in one session.
For sintering, the SpeedFire is
the smallest and fastest furnace on
the market—sintering a crown in
typically 10-15 minutes —making

A
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the strength of full-contour zirconia
possible for chairside treatment.
And, if needed, a glaze can be
applied with the CEREC SpeedGlaze
and then fired in just a few minutes

in the CEREC SpeedFire. Thanks
to this speedy, space-saving tool, the
restoration is then ready to be placed
into the patient’s mouth.
With the CEREC Single-Visit

What does CEREC Zirconia
bring to the practice?
Everything under control
With CEREC Zirconia, you are 100 percent in control of creating restorations
and ensuring their quality. The CEREC Zirconia workflow allows you to step
in before the restoration is glazed or inserted. That saves time, may save
the patient another appointment, and prevents arduous grinding and costly
intraoral polishing.

Tooth-conserving preparation
The high strength of CEREC Zirconia benefits both dentist and patient.
Restorative treatment is even possible in confined spaces, and when replacing metal restorations, hardly any of the old preparations have to be removed.
Preparations preserve tooth substance and can be cemented conventionally
when fitted.

Safety in strength and fitting accuracy
CEREC Zirconia is milled oversized and then densely sintered in the CEREC
SpeedFire to its final size. This leads to precise edges and a detailed occlusion. A subsequent glaze firing brings the restoration to a high gloss. CEREC
Zirconia stands for high strength – thin wall thicknesses can be processed.
Chipping is eliminated and, of course, bridges can also be made.

Efficient and simple workflow
Thirty years of CAD/CAM experience now make it possible to bring fullcontour zirconia restorations into the practice. The pre-shaded CEREC
Zirconia material (colors A1–D3 of the VITA Classical A1–D4® color system),
dry milling with the CEREC grinding and milling unit, and the extremely short
sintering cycles of the new CEREC SpeedFire – everything is designed for
time savings and simplicity.

ADVERTORIAL

Zirconia workflow, dental teams
can create, sinter and glaze a fullcontour zirconia crown in as little as
70 minutes.

CEREC Zirconia highlights
Zirconium oxide is a high-performance material in great demand,
which CEREC combines with a
workflow optimally matched to
the material. Zirconium oxide’s
high degree of flexural strength
and biocompatibility allow toothconserving preparations for fully
anatomical restorations. The result:
faster, easier, more economical
zirconium oxide restorations than
ever before.
Other benefits of CEREC Zirconia include:
r.JOJNBMJOWBTJWFOFTT'VMM
contour zirconia restorations require
a lower wall thickness and less
reduction in tooth structure for full
strength.
r4USFOHUI'VMMDPOUPVS[JSDPOJB
ensures that you and your patients
receive long-lasting restorations.
r1FSGFDUàU"QFSDFOUMBSHFS
pre-sintered state yields highly precise margins and occlusal surfaces.
What makes CEREC Zirconia
truly special is the combination of
different innovations. It’s the only
combination that allows a singlevisit treatment with full-contour
zirconia, and the innovation that
comes along with every CEREC.

SINGLE-VISIT ZIRCONIA
RESTORATIONS WITH CEREC
BY THE NUMBERS
THE STRENGTHS OF CEREC

SINGLE-VISIT WORKFLOW

THE ADVANTAGES OF SINGLE-VISIT DENTISTRY

HOW IT’S DONE IN A SINGLE-VISIT

2 3

SCANNING

OUT OF

Spare your patients the discomfort of a
conventional impression tray. Use the
CEREC Omnicam, a small powder-free
color camera, for precise 3D images in
natural color.

patients would change their dentist in order to receive
a single visit dentistry treatment.*

DESIGN

TWO
THIRDS

85%
of patients would prefer
single-visit dentistry.*

After analyzing the complete scan, the
CEREC software generates outstanding
restoration proposals. The simple, visually
appealing user interface takes you to
the production stage faster.

02

of patients would travel farther
for single-visit dentistry.*

* Source: Exevia GmbH dental patient survey, November 2015

01

HOW DOES IT WORK EXACTLY?

04

HERE’S CEREC ZIRCONIA, BY THE NUMBERS.

100

%

CONTROL
in creating full-zirconia
restorations that provide
KLJK:H[XUDOstrength for
long-lasting care.

25

%

LARGER
pre-sintered state yields
highly precise margins
and occlusal surfaces.

10-15

03

PRODUCTION
The CEREC grinding and milling unit and
CEREC software are optimally synchronized with one another. The milling cycle
for the previously designed full-zirconia
UHVWRUDWLRQ LV H[WUHPHO\ SUHFLVH JLYLQJ
restorations smooth surfaces and margins
DQGYHU\;QH;VVXUHV

SINTERING AND GLAZING
MINUTES
to sinter the crown with
the CEREC SpeedFire, the
smallest and fastest
sintering furnace on
the market.

Full-zirconia restorations are sintered and
glazed chairside in the compact CEREC
SpeedFire.The induction technology allows
XQPDWFKHGVKRUWVLQWHULQJDQG;ULQJWLPHV
of typically 10-15 minutes.

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 49

TO LEARN MORE, CONTACT YOUR PATTERSON REPRESENTATIVE OR VISIT
WWW.PATTERSONDENTAL.COM/EQUIPMENT-TECHNOLOGY/CAD-CAM/RESTORATIONS
16P1496a (4/16)

UP TO

50% LOWER SHRINKAGE
PURE SILICATE

ALL CERAMIC-BASED

PARADIGM SHIFT EVOLUTIONARY
A NEW
LEVEL OF

BIOCOMPATIBILITY

NEW ADMIRA 1.2%

NANO

SOLUTION

FUSION SHRINKAGE

NEXT GENERATION

VISIT THE
ADMIRA FUSION WEBPAGE AT

INNOVATION

www.vocoamerica.com

EXCELLENCE

FREE SAMPLE!

PRECISION

VOCO

TO REQUEST YOUR

NANO
ORMOCER
TECHNOLOGY

THE IDEA IS NOW A REALITY

r 6JGYQTNFoUƂTUVCNNEGTCOKEDCUGFFKTGEVWPKXGTUCNTGUVQTCVKXGOCVGTKCN
s2WTG5KNKECVG6GEJPQNQI[(KNNGTUCPFOCVTKZCTGDCUGFRWTGN[QP
UKNKEQPQZKFG
s0QENCUUKEOQPQOGTUHQTJKIJGTDKQEQORCVKDKNKV[
PQ$KU)/#7&/#QT6')&/#GVE
s0CPQ14/1%'4®VGEJPQNQI[TGFWEGUUJTKPMCIGCPFUJTKPMCIGUVTGUUD[WR
VQEQORCTGFVQEQORQUKVGUCPFNGCFUVQQWVUVCPFKPIUJCFGUVCDKNKV[

r 0QPUVKEM[EQPUKUVGPE[HQTGCU[JCPFNKPI
r 2GTHGEVDCNCPEGQHVTCPUNWEGPE[CPFQRCEKV[HQTPCVWTCNNQQMKPITGUVQTCVKQPU
r 'CU[VQRQNKUJVQCJKIJUJKPGNWUVGT
r *KIJƂNNTCVGHQTJKIJYGCTTGUKUVCPEG
r %QORCVKDNGYKVJCNNEQPXGPVKQPCNDQPFKPICIGPVU

Call 1-888-658-2584

Interested? Circle Product Card No. 50

81%14QUGOQPV&TKXG5WKVG+PFKCP.CPF5%YYYXQEQCOGTKECEQOKPHQWUC"XQEQEQO

NANO-ORMOCER®
DIRECT RESTORATIVE

NEWS FLASH: Leading Corporate Dental Company CEO Calls
Independent / Solo Dentists ‘Knuckle Draggers’

The Corporate Takeover of Dentistry EXPOSED!
“Free Report Reveals How To STOP The Corporate Dental Giants From
Stealing ALL Your Best Patients (they are implementing a nationwide
plan RIGHT NOW to do just that) and KILLING Your Practice”
Exclusive FREE REPORT reveals the TRUE intent of the
corporate giants gobbling up independent practices… The
REAL threat they pose that not one dentist in 1000 is ready
for… If you don’t want to end up being a $100k employee
and don’t want your family to require a DRAMATIC
downsize You MUST read this FREE report…

Here’s what you’ll see EXPOSED in this FREE REPORT & CD...
• Aside from complete obliteration of all independent/solo
dental practices… what is Corporate Dentistry’s REAL long
term objective?
• Where most independent/solo practices are MOST
vulnerable to corporate dental marketing practices….
 $QGKRZWRVKXWWKHLUEHVWH䈱RUWVGRZQLQ<285DUHD

HURRY!!
There are only 50 37
copies of this REPORT
& CD available.
Claim yours now.

• 7KHWRRO\RXFDQXVHWRPDNH\RXUSUDFWLFH%8//(7

 3522)WRDQ\H䈱RUWVWKHFRUSRUDWHGHQWDOSRZHUVPDNHWR
steal your patients.
• 7KH21/<ZD\WRDWWUDFWWKHW\SHRISDWLHQWZKRZRXOG
NEVER betray and leave you for a lower price at a
 FRUSRUDWHGHQWDOR䈲
FH
• And much, much more...

:+$76+28/','212:"
1 Fill out this card and mail it
2 Fax this page to (510) 201-6529
3 Visit www.CorporateDentalDefense.com

________________________________________________
Name

Get INSTANT
ACCESS to
Your Report
By Entering
Email Here

________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________
City

State

Zip

________________________________________________
2䈲
FH3KRQH

________________________________________________
(PDLO
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The Corporate Takeover of
Dentistry Exposed!
Read what people are saying!
2XUVDWLV¿HGFOLHQWVVD\LWDOO
³&RUSRUDWH*LDQWV"+D%HOLHYHPH,GRQ¶W
ORVHDQ\VOHHS$VVRRQDV,GLVFRYHUHGWKLV
WRRO,VWRSSHGZRUU\LQJEHFDXVH,NQHZWKDW
ERWKP\SUDFWLFHDQG,DUHSURWHFWHG´
-Dr. Kevin Flood, DDS

“How To STOP The
Corporate Dental
Giants From Stealing
ALL Your Best Patients
and KILLING Your
Practice!”

³7KLVWUDLQLQJZDVXQEHOLHYDEO\YDOXDEOH,IHHO
OLNH,FDQUHOD[WKHμELJEDGFRUSRUDWHGHQWLVWV¶
DUHQRORQJHUDWKUHDWEHFDXVHRIZKDW,QRZ
NQRZ<RX1(('WKLVWUDLQLQJLI\RXZDQWWRVWDQG
DFKDQFHDQGVWD\LQEXVLQHVV´
-Dr. Eric Compton, DDS, Indiana
0DLO7KLV

UPGRADE
YOUR FULL ZIRCONIA CROWNS

109/

$

unit

$89/unit Model-less
Our Everyday Price!
High Translucency
for Natural Esthetics

Multi-Colored
Layered Appearance
Color Throughout No Shade Change
with Adjustment

Maximum Strength No Chipping or Fracturing
Precise Shades

Experience A Higher Level of Full Zirconia

All Products Proudlyy Fabricated
in Our Laboratories Located
in the USA.

X2

TRANSLUCENT ZIRCONIA

See for
yourself
why BioZX2
is the premium
choice...prescribe
your next case for just

59

$

Dental Arts Laboratories, Inc.
1 . 8 0 0 . 2 2 7. 4 1 4 2

w w w. C h o o s eB i oZ . c o m

/unit!
Introductory Offer
(Details Inside)

POSTERIORS

X2

TRANSLUCENT ZIRCONIA

HIGH STRENGTH TRANSLUCENT ZIRCONIA

109/

$

unit

Our Everyday Price!
$89/unit Model-less
5 Days In-Laboratory

• Translucent, Layered Appearance
• Maximum Strength of 1,100 MPa’s
• Feather-Edge Prep Acceptable
• Indications: Single Units and Bridgework Up to 14 units
• Conventional Cementation

BioZX2 Full Contour Crown on #14
Dentistry by Dr. Leonard Hess
Private Practice, Monroe, NC & Senior Faculty Member at The Dawson Academy

ANTERIORS

HIGH TRANSLUCENCY CUBIC ZIRCONIA

Natural Gradients

Definitive
Centric Stop

Ideally Replicated
Envelope of Function

Idealized
Contours
Natural Incisal
Characteristics

$

109/

unit

Our Everyday Price!
$89/unit Model-less
5 Days In-Laboratory

Precise Incisal Edge
Positioning

• High Translucency Esthetic Cubic Zirconia
• Offering the Translucency of Lithium Disilicate
with Twice the Strength (720 MPa’s of Flexural Strength)
• Three Times the Fracture Resistance in Comparison to
Lithium Disilicate*
• Indications: Single Units and 3-Unit Bridgework
*Test According ISO 6872 (Dental Direkt)

cubeX2 Full Contour Anterior Crowns
Dentistry by Dr. Leonard Hess
Private Practice, Monroe, NC & Senior Faculty Member at The Dawson Academy

$

Zip

109/unit 59/unit
$

M

F

Experience The Difference! Introductory Offer $59/unit

1.800.227.4142

241 NE Perry Avenue, Peoria, IL 61603-3625

Dental Arts Laboratories, Inc.

DPR 6/16

License # ___________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________

Tooth _________________________

Shade _________________________

Return Date ______/______/_______

Today’s Date ______/______/______

Age

Pt. Name

Email

Fax

Phone

State

City

Address

Dr.

$

cubeX2 Cubic Zirconia

$

109/unit 59/unit

BioZX2 Translucent Zirconia

Zip

109/unit $59/unit

$

M

F

241 NE Perry Avenue, Peoria, IL 61603-3625

1.800.227.4142

Dental Arts Laboratories, Inc.

DPR 6/16

License # ___________________________________________

Signature ___________________________________________

Tooth _________________________

Shade _________________________

Return Date ______/______/_______

Today’s Date ______/______/______

Age

Pt. Name

Email

Fax

Phone

State

City

Address

Dr.

109/unit $59/unit

cubeX2 Cubic Zirconia

$

BioZX2 Translucent Zirconia

Experience The Difference! Introductory Offer $59/unit

HOW TO SEND A CASE
1

WE’RE HERE TO ASSIST YOU!
Axel Kufner

Lynda Lofgren

Ceramics/Crown & Bridge
Manager

Sales Manager
Product Questions &
Case Pick-Ups

Case Consultation

TO GET STARTED, CALL US TODAY

1.800.227.4142
Peoria, IL • Lincolnshire, IL • Galesburg, IL • Lansing, IL • LaSalle, IL
Springfield, IL • Chicago, IL • Davenport, IA • St. Louis, MO • Indianapolis, IN

2

SEND US AN STL FILE
Send your STL file to fixed@dentalartslab.com.
_____________ OR _____________

SEND IMPRESSIONS VIA FEDEX
Fast, Convenient & Reliable Pick-Up and Delivery
($7.95 per case, each way - $15.90 roundtrip)
1. Call us to request shipping materials.
2. Carefully package models, impressions, bite
registration and Rx into box and seal.
3. Call us and we will schedule a pick-up at your
office via FedEx. The package will be delivered
to our laboratory the following business day.

3

REQUEST A FREE DAL STARTER
TER KIT!
Starter Kit includes everything you need to send
end
n a case.
case
Call us at 1.800.227.4142!

w w w. C h o o s e B i o Z . c o m

UPGRADE TO DIGITAL
W I T H A C A R E S T R E A M D E N TA L I N T R AO R A L S C A N N E R

FOR $5,000!*
Introducing the Carestream Dental
CS 3500 Intraoral Scanner
• Easy to Use
• Portable - No Trolley
• Lightweight
• No Maintenance Contract
• No Click Fees
*Includes $5,000 payment with a commitment to casework with DAL.
One to four year restorative plans available. Leasing program also available.

www.CarestreamOffer.com

See DAL and Carestream Dental
at the Napa Valley Dental CE Extravaganza!

A Continuing Education Event
for Dentist and Spouse!
October 30 - November 2, 2016
Visit www.NapaDentalEducation.com for details.

Dental Arts Laboratories, Inc.
241 NE Perry Avenue, Peoria, IL 61603-3625

1.800.227.4142

